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PROJECT SUMMARY 
This proj p.ct has been funded by the U. S. Energy Research 
and Development Administration (ERDA) with funds administered 
through the National Science Foundation. The project began in 
March, 1975, and this report contains the results of approxi-
mately the first year's efforts. 
The research conductecl was concerned with the initial inves-
tigation of two innovative concepts in wind energy conversion tur-
bines, or wind machines. The first concept investigated was that 
of a vortex concentrator, a device which creates a strong vortex 
In the ambient wind. The energy per unit area in the vortex region 
is then much higher than for the undisturbed wind, a fact which 
suggests that the energy might be more efficiently harnessed and 
converted to more useful forms. The second concept investigated 
was that of a vertical axis wind turbine which would use straight 
blades composed of airfoU shapes having high efficiency, 1.e., 
high 11ft to drag ratios . This vould be attained by using cirr.u-
lation controlled (c.c.) airfo11s for the blades; these airfo11s 
contain slots near the rounded trailing edges through vhich a small 
91110unt of compressed air i. blovn to obtain high lift forces. 
Straight blades allow cyclic pitch control, as vell as locating 
each bJ ade element at a large radius from the shaft 80 that the 
maximum rotor torque ie produced. 
In order to become useful devices, each concept must be able 
t o be buil t on a basia economically competitive with power produced 
from other energy sources and with other wind turbines. In order 
to evaluate the economic feasibility, the basic technical reasons 
for the proper operation of each device must be known, as well as 
the best designs fo~ each and the amount of the wind's energy 
which can be captured. Then. the cost of the power produced can 
be evaluated. The project described herein addresses all of these 
subjects, with emphasis on evaluating the machines' aerodynamic 
performance characteristics. 
To date, an extensive study of the analysis of vortices has 
been performed, and an outline developed which will allow extension 
of the analysis to turbulent flows. The available theory has been 
used to predict the amount of energy concentration produced by 
vertically oriented win gs . This analysis has shown that a five-fold 
concentra tion might be attained, which would allow energy conversion 
by a relative ly small high-speed turbine instead of a large rotor. 
Tests in a wind tunnel using flow visualization have been initiated, 
and have been used t o verify some of the theoretical results obtained. 
Mo re ex t ensive t es tine on a larger scale !las been planned. and has 
resulted in the design of a out door tes t device, a 4.57 m (15 ft) 
high wing with a 1.83 m (6 ft) chord. 
The analysis of the vertical axis turbine (VAT) h,s included 
two theoretical approac hes t o the problem. The first , a modified 
s trip t heo ry , was initiall y used to compute the performance of 
s traip,h t-bladed VAT's. both wit h conve ntLonal and c ircul a tion 
co ntrol led (c.c) air foi l sec t ions used fo r the blades. This 
ana l ys is inval ved several necessary approximations which resul ted 
in some do uLt as to the absolute accuracy of the findings : however, 
it showed t ha t rela ... ively, the VAT with the c.c. blades was more 
efficient than the VAT with conventional synnetrical airfoils used 
for the blades. Also, the c.c. VAT operated at peak efficiencies 
a t lower rotational speeds and thus centri.fugal forces on the blades, 
a crit ical design condition, were smaller. The analysis showed 
tha t the efficiencies of the VATs were on the order of those of 
horizontal axis turbines , and were very dependent on the blade drag 
coefficient . Ho<!ulation of the blade pitch angle as the b13de 
travels around th e VAT's c i rcular path was shown to increase the 
performance considerably as compared to fixed pitch operation. 
Advanced theoretical wor k, utilizing a no.l-steady lifting surface 
theo ry. has been developed for the VAT . A test IIIOdel for the VAT 
was designed and constructe d , in order to confirm the theoretical 
result s , and in particular to veri f y the proper drag coefficients 
of the blades In t he non-steady flow. This test IIIOdel is two-hladed 
a nd uses a r o tor 3 .05 m (10 ft) In diameter with 3 . 25 m (10 ft 8 in) 
long blade s . 
Theo retical ana 1 yse s , experiments, and system and economic analyses 
of bo th types o f innovative wind mac hines are continuing at West 
Vi rginia Univer s ity with fundin g supplied by ERDA. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The work reported herein was supported by the U. S . Energy 
Research and Development Administration through the National Science 
Foundation , and represents an initial evaluation of two innovative 
wind machines. The first is a vortex concentrator, which is a 
vertical wing placed in the natural wind in a way that a strong 
wing tip vortex occurs; a turbine is then placed behind the wing 
tip 1n the concentrated energy region of the vortex to convert the 
ener gy to more directly-useful forms. The second concept involves 
a vertical axis turbine with straight blades; the blades are 
composed of special circulation controlled airfoils which show 
promise o f inc reasing the overall efficiency of the turbine. 
Results o f approximately the first year' 5 theoretical and experi-
mentcll investiga tion are reported , a long with conclusions and 
recommen.iations fo r future re search efforts. 
2 . PROCRAH STUD IES AND RESULTS 
2 .1. Wing Trailing Vortices 
A thorough re view of the literature has been performed 1n order 
to establish the known theoreti cal and e xperimental results con-
cerni ng wing tip vortices. Hos t of th e work was concerned with 
the vortices behind aircraft wings 
(Fig. 2.1.1). Theoretical results 
were found to be available fo r 
laminar flow models. It was 
realized that laminar free-
stream flow might not be real is tic 
for certain atmospheric conditions 
a nd a mathematical model was 
deve l oped to p.xtend the analysis 
to the turbulent flow case. The 
solutions fo r this model are 
qui t e complica ted. and continuing Fig. 2.1.1. Aircraft trailing vortices. 
work will be di rected toward obtaininlZ them and comparing the 
res ults wit h t he laminar flow solutIons. This will determine the 
impor t ance of includ In~ t he complex turbulent flow phenomena when 
making calcula t ions of the energies in various parts of the vortex. 
Res ult s of the a-'atlable vortex ana l yses and experimental 
work reported in the litera ture were used to predict the perform-
ance of the vortex type energy concentrator. An experimental 
prog ram emphasizing vis ualization of the flow around lifting wing 
su rf ace~ wa s pe r forme d in two of the West Virp::lnta Unive r s ity 
Fl~_ 2 . 2. 1. Helium bubble visualization of tip vo rt~x f r om h i p::h 
Uft wing. 
wi:'ld tunne 15 . Fi~. 2 . 2.1 shows the flow around the tip of a win ~ 
cons tru c ted of hi~h-lift Liebeck-type airfoil sections; the flow 
i s t isualized by photographing neutrally buoyant helium s oap 
bubbles with s teady and pulsed light so urce s. Thus, the traject or i es 
and velocities of the bubbles ca n be determined, as well as the 
areas contaln t ng the mos t concentrat ed eneq~y . Result s of this 
type are necessa r y t o assure op timum location of t hf' turbin e 
beh ind the win~ ti p , as well as allowin~ optimum desi~n of the 
t u r bine b l ades. Smoke s tudies were also per formed , 8S well as 
tests with obstructions placed behind the models to ~imul a t e t he 
turbLne. 
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Fig. 2.2.2 shows a model 
of a wind machine utilizing 
the vortex cor,cent rator con-
cept. The tower of a more 
"conventional " hori zontal 
axis turb ine has been 
replaced by a vertical wing 
whIch 1s fre e to rotate 
with the wind . Suspended 
behind the wing is a 
shrouded turbine. Since 
the wing tip vortex con- Fig. 2.2 . 2 . Model of vortex concent rator . 
cer trates the energy per unit area of the air: low, the turbine 
ca n be much s maller than an unaugmented rotor with the same power 
production. Thus, larger systems might be built than is possible 
using unaugmented rotors, or, from another viewpoint, a vortex 
concentrator system may produce more power for the same inltia1 
installed capi tal cost . 
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Some resul ts of the theoretical study a r c shown in Fig. 2.2.3, 
where the energy co nc en tration r atio (R) is pl o tt ed as a function 
of the turbine diameter (d) from the vortex core whi ch 1s normalized 
by the wing cho r d (e). Curves are presented for seve r al vnlues of 
2 CL Ie, the square of tho winn lift coefficient divided by the win g 
efficiency f.1ctor . The importance of having a hi~h value of lift 
coefficient is easily seen. Although the peak energles are ncar 
the vortex core , it i s s een that high l evels of ene r gy concen tration 
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exist far outward. Determination of the optimum-size turbine must coefficients. as shown in 
be made on an economic basis. The area ratio (A) shown in the Fig. 2.3.1. The results 
figure is that f the wing area plus the turbine area, normalized clearly exhibit the expected 
by the turbine area. Th is value (A) is seen to increase as the trends, with a high perfor-
wing aspect ratio (JlR) , or ..,ing slenderness. increases. High ..,ing mance indicated by having 
aspect ratios are needed to produce the high lift coefficients the blade attitude opti-
required for high energy concentrations in the vortex. Assuming mized, l.e., the blade pitch 
that the cost of the machine will be partly determined by the size, cant inuously changes to 
the optimum values of ..,ing aspect ratio and turbine diameter must providp maximum torque at 
be determined by a thorough structural analysis and cost study, each rotational position. 
T1P SPEED RAT10 .... R/V. 
once' the machine performance 1s adequately predicted . Operation at fixed blade 
Work which is continuing on the vortex concentrator concept angles (0°) or at t..,o- Fig. 2.3.1. VAT calculated performance. 
is concerned wit~ testinR an outdoor 4.6 m (15 ftl high wing, and position per revolution values (3°. 6°) shows the expected reduced 
perfot'lDing flo\l surveys to determine the effect of using a larger eHidende". It was found that the results of this type of 
sized wing. A th~oretical turbine design analysis will also be calculation weT"! very 1ependent on the "blockage factor" which was 
performed. The possible disruptior. of the vortex when the turbine required to be selected for the momentum type flow equations. This 
is placed in the flow is also a major itelD to be inveatigated; the blockage factor i6 an attempt to allow for the interference which 
necessity of having a shrouded turbine, which might stabilize the exists among the blades of the turbine, and which reduces the 
vor tex, must also be determined. As more information on the turbine efficiency. The results were also relatively sensitive 
optimum design is obt~lned, the structural and economic analyses to the drag coefficients used for the blades of the machine. For 
can be performed. these reasons the absolute values of the predicted perfonuance 
coefficients could not be taken as being necessarily of high 
2.). Vertical Axis Tu rbine Strip Theory 
accuracy, especially with a lack of experimental data. Ho..,ever, the 
Initial ana l ysis of the vertical axis turbine (VAT) was 
relative results indicated that :l turbine using circulation con-
performed using a tvo dimenaional strip theory. This theory Is 
trolled (c.c .) airfoils on the blades should perform at somewhat 
relatively simple, and can be used to predict turbine performance 
It 12 
higher efficiencies than a similar turbine with "conventional" 
synnetrical airfoils . Also, the c.c. turbine peak performance 
occc rred at lower values of the rotational speed than that for the 
symmetrical blades. 
Although this theory has not produced absolute results, it 
still has potential for use as a design tool, once proper blockage 
factors and drag coefficients are known. Its chief value is that 
it is rapidly solved with a compu ter, thus giving low-cost outputs. 
Future efforts will be made to det .~rmine if the proper inpu t s can 
allow the theory to adequately predict V/,.T performance. 
2.4 . Ve rtical Axis Turbine Vortex Theory 
A more exact theory has been developed for the VAT which 
determines the non-steady lift and moment characteristics of 
cross-flow wind turbines. The method employs a force-free wake 
model, a ccounts for wake/blade interactions, reflects transient 
ae rodynamics ~ and accorIIl1Dkes time varying winds. Introduction 
of expe rimental blade drag da ta pennits calculation of the power 
p rodu~ed . The analysis is not dependent upon the selection of an 
a rt ifici."l b lo cka ge factor, as 1s neces s ary for the previously 
discussed s trip t heory. A numerical solution of the equations 
Is necess a ry . a nd s olut 10ns have thus far been obtained for a 
s ingle bladed turbine. 
1) 
Fig. 2.4.1 shows the 
details obtainable with the 
procf~dure. A wake-blade 
interaction is depicted in 
the transient wake. As 
shown by the shed vortex 
traje.;tories. the results 
depict actual vortex 
positions as functions of 
time; this allows the blade 
forces and turbine torques 
to be calculated. Fig. 
2.4.2 shows the calculated 
-12 - .8 -4 0 
wlVv.· .. 
CI •• . .0 
~/R 
12 
power coefficients (Cp) Fig. 2.4.1. Calculated wake/blade interactions. 
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fig. 2. 4.2. Ca l c ul ated power coeffic ients for the Darrieu9 turbine with 
one st ralght blade. 
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for a one bladed turbine utilizing two different blade drag 
coefficients, plotted vs. the machine rotational speed ('" R/v CD ) . 
The comparison with the strip theory is seen to be poor I 
'I 
tr . '. / . 
'" ' 
with the particular blockage factor which was assumed . Rather 
high power coefficients are obtained t wIth a strong dependence 
on the drag coefficient. 
Work in progress includes extension of the analysis to the 
11IU1ti-bladed configuration, and to turbinea with circulation 
controlled blades. ParamHric studies will then be performed, 
and compared with available test data. 
2.5. Vertical Axis Turbine Teat Model 
As previously discussed t there are several fact·,rs of unknown 
accuracy in the theoretical developments for the VAT performance. 
Experimental data is necessary for the determination of the the"ry 
accuracy and the limits of its validity. An experimental program 
is underway at West Virginia University to provide this information. 
Fig. 2.5 .1 shows the VAT test model which has been designed and 
cons t rue ted . 
The turbine rotor is 3.05 III (10 ft) in diameter and its 
blades are 3 . 25 II (10 ft 8 in) long. The expected power output 
is on the order of 0 . 5 KIIe with wind. of 6 111/. (13.4 mph). 
Fig. 2.5.1. W.V.U . vertical axis wind turhine test model. 
15 16 
This turbine will initially be tested with symmetrical "conventional" 
airfoils, and then will be equipped with a circulation controlled 
airfoil system . One of the primary advantages of utilizing a 
relatively large turbine 1s that more accurate blade and rotor 
drag data 1s expected to be obtained than would be poss ible with 
small-scale wind tunnel test models . Also, operational prob l ems 
can be eval-Jated, and costs can be determined . Thus, a first 
step at determining the economic feasibility of this des i gn c a n 
be made . The approximate cost of the test model wa s $5000. Future 
analysis will be directed at various cost-cutting techniques for 
the turbine, and optimizing the design on an economic basis. 
). C.:'NCLUSIONS 
Based on the results obtain .. ~d thus far, both of the 1nno-
va tive concepts investiga ted show promise of bein~ efficient wind 
4n~rgy conversion devices. Initial theoretical and experimental 
analyses have been co nducted, and a firm base established to allow 
more accura te theoretical me thods to be developed to allow para-
metric analys is of the machines. A continuing test program is 
.. ell underway to al l ow conf irmation of theo retical result s . A 
tes t model of t he VAT has been built and is in use in t he natural 
wind; a simila r type model has been designed fo r the vorte x 
con centrator. Additional wo rk involving the costs and economics 
o f th e two d e s i gns mus t be further investigated. 
17 
4. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Continuing effort shouB be exp"nded to allow more thorough 
evaluations of both circulation controlled vertical axis turbines 
and vortex concentrator devices. I ncreasing emphasis should be 
placed on optimization of designs and providing more detailed 
estimates of machine capital and operational costs. 
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FOREWORD 
The research described in this report was performed for the 
National Science Foundation under Grant AER 7500367-000. The report 
covers the period of work from !larch 1, 1975 to June 30, 1976. 
Hr. !larcel Harper was the NSF program matlager for the project. The 
research is continuing under sponsorship of the U. S. Energy Research 
and Development Administration, Division of Solar Energy. 
The research is concerned with investigation of concepts for two 
innovati ve wind machines which can convert wind energy to more useful 
forms: a vortex concentrator device, and a vertical axis wind turbine 
operating with circulation controlled airfoils. The purpose of the 
work is to investigate the technical f"asibllity of these concepts, 
both theoretically and experimentally, and to evaluate the structural 
and eco~omlc aspects of the designs. 
Work was accomplished by several members of the staff and graduate 
students of the Department of Aerospace Engineering of West Virginia 
University. Hr •• Cheryl Fries and Mrs. Caro) yn Swecker typed the 
manuscript. The efforts of individuals in the preparation of sections 
of thi. report 1s acknowledged 1n the CONTENTS section; the Project 
Manager t Richard E. Walters. was the report editor. 
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SUMMARY 
This report describes theoretical and experimental research 
accomplished which concerns the evaluation of two concepts for wind 
(enel"gy conversion) machines. Plans for future work are also discussed. 
The first concept is that of a vortex concentrator: a high-lift 
vertical airfoil in the ambient wind generates a trailing vortex which 
has its energy harnessed by a relatively s~AII high-speed turbine 
located just downstream of the wing tip. The device concentrates wind 
energy so that for a given-size turbine the potential power output is 
greatly increased. Work summarized in this report includes a partial 
review of available papers on the subject of wing trailing vortices, 
and some calculations concerning the anticipated output of such a 
device. Results of wind tunnel flow visualization tests using smoke 
and helium bubbles are presented. Future theoretical and experimental 
efforts on this project are also discussed. 
Tne second concept described is that of a vertical axis wind turbine 
with circulation controlled airfoils used for the blades. A preliminary 
theoretical analysis utilizing strip theory has shown the effect of 
different design features on its operation, and has led to the design 
of a test model. The configuration, instrumentation, and control 
bys tems of the test model are discussed. Also contained herein is a more 
exact flow theory, which properly takeo into account the unsteady aero-
dynamics involved. Solutions for a one bladed turbine are presented and 
cocpared with results from other theoretical work. 
21 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Although wind power machines have been in existence for about 
2000 years, such devices provide only an extremely small amount of 
the world's power today. Until recently, fossil fuels were so 
inexpensive and widely available that the large capital investment 
required for a wind energy conversion system was not economically 
justifiable, even though the "fuel", the wind, was free. Today, 
high world-wide fuel costs and limits of the available fossil-derived 
energy to certain areas of the world have renewed interest in wind 
machines. The research described in this report is one of several 
active projects designed to investigate the current potential of 
wind machines using modern technology. In this res~arch . two 
innovative designs are being considered: one, the concept of a 
vortex generator or energy ~oncentrator, and two, a vertical axis 
turbine utilizing c~rculation controlled airfoils for the blades. 
Fig. 1.1 shows some parameters of importance in determining 
the cost of the power generated by a wind machine. As indicated by 
the arrows around the circle of parameters, each interacts with the 
other, so that the final system cost per unit of power delivered 
(shown at the center) is a resultant of all of the interrelated 
parameters. For example , the size of any =schine affects the 
initial and operating costs, and for minImum cost of the power 
delivered, is directly related to all the parameters shown. For 
this reason some designs may be efficient for small sizes and low 
power outputs, and other designs might be better suited for large 
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power generating applications. With the present status of development 
of wind energy conversion systems, it cannot be determined which 
design concepts are optimum for different applications, and contin-
uing research and development is necessary to make this determination. 
It is well known that power can be derived from the wind ; thUB, 
the real question is how much will it cost? Som!! capital costs of 
various machines which have been built, proposed, or are now available 
commercially are presented in Fig. 1.2 and Table I-I. A meaningful 
comparison of these figures is d i fficult . The rated wind speeds of 
the machines, as well as their s izes, vary. Some are only proposed 
and therefore represent estimated cost~ from a preliminary design, 
others wer€ buil t years ago, and yet others have small output and 
are semi-mass produced. With the exception of the Putnam turbine, 
no data is available on any of these designs giving the operating 
cost over a long period of time. However, t he graph does show a 
considerable reduc t i on in cost per Y.',.je of output as the machine rated 
povers increase. Most of t :,ese resul ts are for the "conventional" 
horizontal-axis propelle r type ma chines. 
An interes t ing anomaly is seen in the results plotted for th~ 
f arm-type machines , nos . 10 through 18. As the rated power increases, 
the cos t per Klol
e 
also increases, which i s a contrary trend to the 
majority of the other da t a. However , the Amerenalt ~chines (n08. J, 4) 
wh ich are al so mult i-bladed de s i gns show the opposite trend. This 
resul t coul d be influenced by the rather arbitrary assumption of the 
.ame overall ef f iciency for all the farm type .hown, where in reality 
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the larger machines should have somewhat higher efficiencies. Also, 
the optimum wind speed assumption of approximately 10 mls (23 mph) 
for all of these machines is probably not correct. 
Site preparation and the costs of accessories such as towers, 
storage batteries, and inverters would add to the coats shown. 
Such factors will be considered in the continuing effort to evaluate 
the costs of various wind energy conversion systems. 
Cost data for machines based on innovative concepts should be 
compared with these results to evaluate their practicality. The 
present research project does include initial analysis of the 
structural and manufacturing aspects of the propo s ed innovative 
designs, which . in turn, will provide a basis for estimating the 
cost of the mac hines . }fore emphasis will be placed on the cost 
analysis as the project continues , and as various design concepts 
are evaluated. 
The remainder of this report contains the following: section 
deals with the theore tical analysis of wing trailing vortice s t 
while s e ct ion J contains s ome calculations on the anticipated output 
of the vortex conc entra tor wind mach ine. Section 4 develops the 
theo ry and provides result s for the vertical axis t urbine us in g a 
r a the r s implified s trip-type blade theory. Section 5 outlines a 
mo re realis tic (and more comple x ) the ore tical approac h to the 
c ross-flow (ve rt1ca1 axis ) turbine ana l ys i s which involves a numerical 
t echnique emp l oying a nonsteady lift i ng-sur face approac h . In ord e r 
~o e va lua t e th e resul t s of th e theories deve l oped in sec t10ns and 5, 
a t es t mo1e l will be used ; i ts des i gn is d i scussed 1n section 6 o f 
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this report. Construction of this model is presently underway; some 
of its structural aspects as well as the instrumentation and control 
systems to be used are also discussed in section 6. An evaluation 
of the test model costs is also given. 
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TABLE 1-1 
WIND MACHINE COST SUMMARY 
NO . MANUFACTURER RATED WIND SPEED RATED POWER $/ KW 1 REMARKS 
and HODEL NO. mI. mph KW e 
e 
1 Win co 1222H 10.3 23 0 .20 1972 
2 Kedco 1200 9.4 21 1.22 1385 
3 Amerenalt 1500 12.5 28 1.50 1767 1975 Price . 
4 Amerenalt 2500 17 . 0 38 2 .50 1140 1975 Price . 
5 Elekt r o WVG50C 13.4 30 6 . 00 1828 1975 Price, Not e 5. 
6 Dunl1te 2001 13 . 4 30 2. 50 2288 1975 Price . No t e 5. 
7 Grumman 25 11.6 26 15 . 00 1000 Quo ted 
t o 2000 indivi dually. 
8 Edmund 19,229 10.3 23 0.50 1390 
9 Small 7.2 16 3.20 1570 
10 Aermotor-1O' 10 . 3 23 1.18 98 7 
11 Aermotor-12 I 10.3 23 1. 70 1144 
12 Aermo t or-14 ' 10.3 23 2.31 1353 
13 Aerwotor-16 ' 10.3 23 3.01 1404 
14 Baker-l0' 10.3 23 1.18 768 Note 3 . 
15 Baker-12 • 10.3 23 1. 70 843 
16 Dempster-IO' 10.3 23 1.18 891 
17 Dempster-12 • 10 . 3 23 1. 70 1044 
18 Oempster-14' 10.3 23 2 . 31 1234 
19 Gedser 15.0 33.5 200 700 1974 Dollara, Note 
20 Putnam S.l 18 1250 910 1974 Dollars , Note 
21 NASA Hod-O S . l 18 100 
""} 22 Kaman 9.2 20 . 5 500 901 23 Kaman 11.2 25 1500 481 Note 2. 24 General Electric 7 .3 16 . 3 500 974 
25 General Electric 10 . 1 22.5 1500 449 
26 Dominion Aluminum 10 . 3 23 3 . 2 1409 } Fabricating 18- 15 DarrleuB VAT, 
27 Dominion Aluminum 10.3 23 6.0 1118 Note 4. 
Fabricating 30-20 
28 HcDonnell Giromill 8.1 18 500 881 VAT, Note 2 . 
NOTES: 
1. At rated wind speed; rotor plus generator and 1976 prices unless noted . 
2. Not available commercially; ERDA study estimate for production units; 
Includes tower, foundation . and site preparation. 
J. Fanu-type pUl1lp1ng mills; approximate KW calculated @23 mph a •• uming overall 
efficiency - O. 2S: no generator-units supplied with ge.lT8 and pump power 
transmission unit. 
4 . Includes small tower; not including import duty to U. S. 
S . Includes tower and batteries. 
6 . Not available commercially ; o riginal machine costs updated. 
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6. 
2. WING TRAILING VORTICES 
(A Partial Review of the Literature and Proposed Extension) 
Wing trailing vortices have previously been studied mainly 
because of their effect on following aircraft. However, their usage 
as wind-energy converters has recently been recognized. It Is for 
the latter reason that this review has been undertaken. A proposed 
extension to the previous work 1s also included. 
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Nom~nclature 
English Symbols 
radial distance to maxi ... m value of U; 
aspect ratio 
b semi span of actual wing 
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'b .. 
])0 
e 4 (?) 
h 
I(?) 
K~r 
KNr 
L 
semi span of simple horseshoe vortex 
sectional 11ft coefficient 
sectional lift coefficient at midspan of actual wing 
chord at midspan of actual wing 
pressure coefficient 
induced drag coefficient of actual wing 
11ft coefficient of actual ving 
total win~ drag 
induced dra~ of actual wing 
profile drag of actual wing 
exponential tntegral; Eqn. (2. B-3) 
di s tance to circle of radius a ; Fig. 2 . 2 
defined by f.q n. (2.B-1); evaluated by F.qn. (2.R-4) 
kinetic ener KY pe r unit ~ lenp,th in irrotattonal flo" field 
kinetic enl!r3Y per unit r len~th In rotational flow field 
total lift 
11ft pe r untt "pan 
s lope of theore tical C.A. versus « curve 
s tatic pt'cs5urc 
"V" ~'+'"T 
F.qn. (2.4 -23 ) 
F.q n. (2.4-27) 
t o t a l j· re s!iure 
IV r.1d i "l coo rdinate in cy limlrical coo rd inat e~ 
s tr inr. pl;mform a rea 
t tlme 
pe r t urha t ion ve l ocity in ? direc tion 
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velocity vector 
velocity component in /f, direction 
veloci".y component in 8 eUrection 
maximum velocity in 8 direction; occur s a t /l- a. 
velocity componen t In i! direction 
resu! tant velocity 
comp lex potential 
cartesian coordinate along span 
cartesian coord inate normal to X. Z. plane 
coordinate In axial direction 
Greek Symbo l s 
angle of attack 
a constant; Eqn. ( 2 .2-17) 
.& (J . S' 77% .. , Eule r' s c onstant 
circulation 
one orde r of ma r.nitude les s than unity 
axial component of t he vorticI t y 
. il'1Uarity varlaulc; F.~n. (2 .3-6) 
angular coordinate in cylindrical coordinates 
.".~ IT" 
- e ..... : ;t constant 
coeff ic ient of vis cos ity 
mo l e c lll tl r kinemattc vl ~ cos ity 
tur bulen t ki nematic viscosi t y 
0- ~ cons tant: ~q n . (2.4-19) 
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turbulent shear stress; Eqn . (2 . 5-2) 
velocity po tential 
s tream function 
solid body angular velocity 
Subscripts 
( ) a. evaluated at /'l, - a.. 
( )0 evaluated at IT. .. 0 
( ) eo f ree s treaPl value 
Superscript s 
time avera~cd 
( )' perturbation 
(/I) un i t vector 
2.1. Introduction 
A winr, in level steady flip,ht ~enerate9 a vortex sheet which, 
a short dis t ance downst ream, rolls up into two trailing vortices . 
An excellent qualitative discussion of vortexes in aircraft wakes 
has been provided by Chigie r 2 . 1 and Fig . 2.1 in t his report ha s been 
reproduced from Chi~ier' s a rticle. (Fig. 2.1 i n its original form 
i s more dramatic as it is in color ). 1\ theore tical description of 
t he flow in the tra i ling vortices is the concern of this paper. 
To that e nd a review of some of the relevant lite ra t ure Ls presented. 
HcCormick 2 . 2 rep laced the vortex sheet and the tra iling vortices 
by a sinRle horseshoe vortex of the Pwnkine t ype, i.e., a core of 
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fluid of radius a rotating like a 50] Id body s urrounded hy a free 
irrotational vortex. In thi s model the flow is unchanged in all 
planes normill to the downstream i! direction even as ~ ..... OIJ 
In realit y it is anticipated that far downstream the velocity in 
the cross plane becomes zero and the vortex core has completely 
decayed. Furthermore, in the McCormick model it is assumed that 
the axia l velocity within the core is constant. In general this 
does not appear to be true. 2J. tkCormick's analysis is discussed 
in sect ion 262. 
~ewman 2.3 i'\nal yzed the flow in a single trailing vortex . The 
flow is assumed steady, laminar, viscou s and incompressible. A 
houndary laver type order of magnitude analysis is applied to the 
flo \.l e'lua tions expressed in cylind rleal coordinate s /t. , f} 
with C colncillent with the vortex core axis i ~ is assumed of 
o r de r one whJ Ie /l. i s assumed one order smaller of order ~ 
In add 1 t Ion the s mall r e rtu rbat ion concept is appl ied to the axial 
ve l oci t y RO tha t "i = ,,-I- t..c. where fA.. is of order f- In 
t his manner the flow equations a r e linearized and the resulting 
equ:ltions a r e inte~rated. The nature of the approxim.1tions i mplies 
that the I:ewman ana l ysis is val id only far downstream. Ne,.nnan 
nC 8l ec t eci the ax i a l pressu r e ~Tadjent ~ This analysis gave 
a n ;1)0: 1",1 velo c it y a nd a velocit y in the cross pl a ne which hecame 
Th i s paner i s dt SC US RC'd in sec tion :!.J. 
ilatche l o r 2. 4 r ed id the ~Je\01TTlan2.3 an.]l:nds with the same rl s sump-
tio ns bu t inc luded the <lxial pres .'u r e r. r adient terril 
ga t che Lo r a r l!ued thrt t ti le link bet ·",cpn t he Motio n in t he cross 
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plane and the axial motion in a steady line vortex is provided by 
the pressure, and that it is necessary to include the axial pressure 
g radient to ohtain the correct axial velocity. The Batchelor 
analysis is contained in section 2.4. 
Hoffman: and Joubert 2 •5 attempted to establish the law. 
governinr. the flow in a turbulent line vortex. An approAch similar 
to that el'1ployed in turbulent boundary layer theory is used to 
express the Reynolds turbulent shear stress in terms of the circum-
ferentW velocity The radial flow equation is then 
integrated, neglecting variations with respect to i! to determine 
(Fs (n.,) It is predicted by this theory. and confirmed by 
experiment I that the circulation in the vortex .,.., (r 2 7r /t et; ) 
is proportion~1 1 to the logarithm of the radius under certain 
condi tions. This analysis is discussed in section 2 . 5 . 
nelow a re given the ceneral equations for turbulent flow in 
c y lindrical coordinate. It , {} , l- assuming the f101'" steady, 
axisynunetric a nd incor.lpressible. Newman2 . 3 and Batchelor2 . 4 solved 
these equa tion s for laminar flow applying an order of magnitude 
analysis. lIoffmann and Joubert 2 . 5 obtained a highly restrictive 
so l u t ion for turbulent flow. In these equations a harred quantity 
denotes time averaged while a primed quantity ( )' 
denotes a perturbation. A hatted quantity (" ) represent s a unit 
vccto r in th e direc tion indicated so that, for e xampl e , the notation 
" ~fomentum ;t. me ans the Navier-Stokes momentum equation in the /'t 
direc tion. for turbulent flow the equations are: 
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Cont inui t y: 
o ( 2. 1=-1) 
" : lomen tum It : 
-~ 
eli-+-2. 
/L ;0 ~If 
-~ (- /71 v;.'tf,.' )-~ r-; I{.'~' )+ ~ (-? V;'t{' ) = 0 
1M ~/l I' ~~ I'll 
'" ( 2. 1-2) 
~10men tum e 
(-;f/#'~')-o (2.1-3) 
~toT!1entum ~ 
.- -(~ ~ ~V; 
-v--+--+ 
,,/t'" ,If. ~/Z 
( 2 .1-4 ) 
2. 2 . : lcCo r mic k ' s " naly. i n ( Ref. 2.2) 
: :cCo r mick 2. 2 assumed that the t rail i ng vortex sheet of the 
~ctual win~ o f span :z.b 
vortex of constant st r en g th 
i s r eplaced by a s in~le horseshoe 
7.: and cons t ant width ~ /,' 
(FiCl' . 2. 2a). It Ls assumed tha t the l lf t on the ac tua l wing i s 
equal to t he li ft on the bound portion of t he simp l e horseshoe 
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vortex . Thus 
L L'(zJ,') 
where C L is the total lift coef fic1ent of the actual wing and 
L' is the lift per unit span on the bound vortex . L' is 
set equal to the lift per unit span at the midspan of the actual 
wing. Thus, 
(2 . 2-2) 
where Co are. respectively . the s ecti ona l l if t 
coefficient and the chord at the midspan of the actual wing . Since 
the aspect ratio of the actual wing i s "«- (Z/,)2/S , Eqns. ( 2. 2- 1 ) 
and ( 2 . 2- 2 ) provide t he rela tions 
(2 .2-3 ) 
(2.2 - 4) 
Eqn . (2.2- 3) is an exp ress i on fo r , the semispan of t he 
single horseshoe vortex a nd Eqn. (2 . 2-4) gives its nt reng t h . 
At sect i on A-A the vortex system is as appear s in Fig. 2.2b. 
TI,e f l ow sys t em consists of two line vortices of equal but opposite 
strength situated at HcCormick assumed the 
classical Rankine vo r tex for the trai l i ng vortices , i.c . , a s olid 
r otating core with an irrotational outer field . The s trean functton 
for an irrotational positive line vortex (positive counterclockwise) 
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at the origin of a coordinate sys tem is 
for the two line vortices shown in Fig. 2.2b 
k?C+h,)2.-r d 2 
I ('X- 10')2. + iI.' 
Hence 
(2.2-5) 
where l; ~ constant represents the value of the stream function 
for the streamlines of the combined flow . The question is posed 
whether one of these. s treamlines is a circle of radius a. centered 
at (~,o) 
line by ~a. 
(Fig. 2.2a) . Designating this particula r stream-
IN .... lr., 
• and defining a constant N = e , 
Eqn. (2. 2-5) provides 
~ J'(::I~') ,2 z 
?C - Zo -- X -+ b + '1 - 0 (il~-') ( 
From Fig. 2. 2b. the equation of the circle at h, 0 
OZ 2 7 
a. = (1( .. - h) + 14 or 
-;r: - 2 J., "X: to. -r (J., ~ Gl 2 )+ 'I .. ' - 0 
Equating (2.2-6) to (2.2-7) give the results 
h =: ~ I b' 2.+ a. & 
/ b' 2.+ a& '-+ 1,' 
I 1,' 'I + Gl z' - b' 
(2.2-6) 
(2.2-7) 
(2.2-8) 
(2. 2- 9) 
Thus t he combined flow of the two irrotational line vortices 
provides two ci r cles of r adius a.. s ituated at h = -;r = :! Irb-'-:~+--Gl-l-
and Using th~ definition for • Eqn. (2.2-9) gives 
the stream function for the circle at ~ h 0 , as 
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1:. ,J,.. -,j~=b 7' 2=+=a=2.,-+~b;-' 
• .". j b'oz + a' /:,' (2.2-10) 
The line vortices at 'X = :: b' represent sinAularities In 
the floy.< and the streaMlines ~tL enclose th~se singularities . 
The fl uid Hith i n t!,c: c i rcles of radius (L i~ rotational undergoing 
solid bod y rot.ation Hith cons tant angular velocity e.J about 
Tile flow outside the circles is irrotationa1. 
Anot he r r e lation ava:l:lable for the solution of the vortex 
sys tem is the ccndition tha t the l nduc£'d drap; lJ, . of the winr. i!J 
el'}ual to the k inctic e nerp,y of t he flui.d in t he pla ne of section 
,\-A ?c r unit l e ng t h in t he 2 d irection. Since t he flow field 
co ns i s t s of a r ot<1 tiona1 and an irrot.1tiona1 dOl:\ain it fol1Gr8 that 
0.2-11) 
'.J1:e r f! K re r re~cnt s Linct Ic energy pe r un it ~ l enr, t h; K I'l4t 
l :; t he k inet Ic en~rr.Y of the t .... ·o rot:ttlon~l cores of radius a. 
,J nd K ~o"t i ~ t !le l:i nc tic ene r gy In t he irrotation.:al J Or.la tn from 
-+ 
t he r o t.:1tional c ores to infinity. If if represen t s t he veloc it y 
o f t h~ fl ow in the section A- A, t hen 
a. 4. 
K,...t - Z f ;]2.,;; ~ J (()JU'Q.) - :l ! GT.,2/7 (271/1 .:/1.) _ ~ 1;.2 
o ( 0 r F7f" (2 . 2-12) 
r !"" "* s~ncc v:; 2;at It Sim ilArly K~.t = A (/~ v f c/ ((JJVla.) 
whe r e A e nco mpasses a ll t he " rp ;t to infinit y out s ide the r otational 
co r es . llit h t he aid of Stoke!'" d ive r gence t heoreM and the f a c t t hat 
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the flo,., is irrota tiona l, the area in teg r al can be converted t o a 
line integral enclosinr, the rotat ional cores and enclo!;1ng the 
fluid to infinity (Appendix 2.A) . It is derived t he rein t ha t 
r.valua tion of t his line inte j!: ral ( I\ ppendix 2. ,1\) t~en provides 
t he r t:!sult K '"""'~t - r ~ ;-: 1s eiven hy 
Eqn . (2.2-10). Th"s 
(2.2 - 14) 
and the induced dra~ from Eqns. (2.2-11), (2.2-12), (2.2-14) is 
7"7~j- 11/~a.2i +1.' 7 Pc ... ~ 1+ Z k r, 
8
"'1 I " I' 
" 1"+ a" l) 
(2· 2- 1J ) 
Since :2>,: = C~ . s t-'" "here C:. .. 
. Z In the I nducecl drar. 
coefficient of t he nctual win!; and usinp. Eqn . ( 2. 2- 4), Eqn . (2. 2-1J) 
c:t(l be expressed in t i,e fo r M 
(2. 2-1 6) 
which is an expression fo r the vor t ex co r e r;tu ius a. ~ is 
de rlned hy 
(2.2-17) 
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The s t a tt.c pressure r esult s fro m a bal a nce of the r adial 
# s: ",,,,: 
pressur e ?, radient and t he centrifu~al force: ;!t 'it 
Int~gr.,tin;; t his expression from the vor t ex o r idn to infinity 
r. iv~s t he pressure coefficient a t It. 0 
< c:: ,~ 7.: 
0_ /7: - a ; Vii = m ' a. ~ ;r.:-
coeffic i en t t.,·hich t!xis t s at If. = 0 i s: 
CI' .. "" 
, ~. 
-;.1' .... 
1. -! .. 
T!..tt 
Since if, ~ --
ZFa o 
the minimum prcssure 
(2.2-18) 
1:a.o. (2. 2- J ~) was II sed to cbe cl tld s t heory "rith e xpcrif:1cntal 
p ressu r e tlat.] a lon :~ the axi s oi 5yt"lMc try in the trailinr. vortcx of 
,1 t,·inr. . To chccl~ t he experimental "lata, Eqn . (2 . 2-.i.. ?~ "'as rewritten 
in a different fom . Fr om E~n. (2.2-2), <: 
, (C,t Co):Z 
:Icncc C'o - - -;:;-::a __ -_ . i\s5uminR 
dC, l:" a «. k... 
de>(. = D4>0r~ '" ;;z o r C .. eI.: • the axIs o f , so 
syr.me tr y p r essu r e cocffic i~nt can be v'rittcll 
(2.2-H) 
This cxp r ession t·l.1s th('o r c ti cn ll y evaluated fo r ('llip tic , 
rc c tan~ul a r, a nJ de lta p l~n[orms fo r a r anr,e o f ~ spect ratio ; it is 
shown plotted in rlr.. ) of :rcc.;o n,lck. 2 • 2 1\ snmple cillculation is .lS 
follows . 
there for e 
As!'> umi nh an 
Co " h =;r~ 
ell i ptic" l "ing S=""b ~ I'R _ (;b)Z 
.\ s. <. 'U, il1 l', ,9 _ ~ . Co = 0.42.,.4 1"1'- r,t ve s h 
Fo r a n el ll ptic "" in r. C, = C.L. i . c. the \/ I.n p, 1 ift co~ ffi ch'nt ls 
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equal to the sectional li f t coe f fi c ient; therefo re C.I.= I . Al s o 
dC. /, 1M. ) C4.; :air ) 
t he 11ft curve s lope (J;i = -.I(/~ U := 2". ( 1+ ?rAe 
I,' = 4.7/4 Fr om C~n. (2. 2-3) J;;=O.7IlSJ while Eqn. 
(2 . 2-17) Rives ~= 4 . 934 ile nce. from Eqn. (2 .2-16). 
~:0. (731 
b 
and I·:qn. (2 . 2- 19) " t ves _ C,.. o . oaoSl5 
K' 
'''''ft h "" i n cJ e~. r (' e s. 
for (- cp.,) The the ore tical pr e u ict ions ~ in FiA. 3 o f 
:·c co mlck2 • 2 did not a g r ee with 
recta ngula r winp. o f #. = 4-
e xperime.nt s . For example, a 
expe r imentally Rave - ~ = 
K 
wh ic h was 27 time s g r eat e r than the theo!'etical prediction . 
2 .3. ;';ewman 's Analys i s (Ref. 2 . 3) 
tle wman2 .) analy zed t he f10\.l in a ~in p, le tra il in~ vortex . 
0 . 02 to. 
He 
s o l ved EqnS. (2 . 1-1) through (2 . 1-4) for l amina r flow a fter i mposing 
a boundary l ayer t ype orde r of magnttude anal ys is to them. As suming 
incceasinp. o r de r s of ma gn! tude by the sequence ... , ~ 2, ~ t I 
I I 
~ . i' ... . :Iewman as.umed /t. 0 rt!) I ~ ~ 0 (I) . In 
add ition t he a x i al ve l oc it y coo ponp.n t Vi t.J;J !=i r ep l a ced h y ~ 
~ .,- (.A. with 'Ii '" 0 (I). ~ C' 0 (I). to< = 0 (~). The ;1" ~ ;J(A. 
continui t y e 'l ua t i o n (2.J-l ) t hen bec omes ~ + it + ;i='o The last 
t e r m I s o f 0 (~) . T'I'.! r c fo n ! , for the ot~c r two terms to rema in 
1n the conti nu i t y e quat i on it i s r Cf'lu t r ed t ha t "it - o{~') 
.. 
The momen tum /'l equLl t i o n (2. 1-2 ) pr ov i d e s , ba lanc e betwe en the 
cent r ifugal fo rce f- t/9 ~ a nd the r ;\(1 ia l p r es s ure ~ rad l ent. Fo r 
~ 
the~e two tenlls t o be don inant i n Ettn. (2 .1-2 ) I t t R necessa r y th :a t 
ne of 0 (~) ... o r h i ghe r . I!oweve r , t o mo'\kc t he r.tome n tum n 
efluatlon o f the same o r de r a s the continu ity equa tion it I s 
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necessary that ~ - 0 (li) . TI,e Newman analysis i. valid far 
downstream where the Reynolds number of the main flow v..i" -- ,. 
" o(;t)or higher . Since ~ ~ 0(1), ~ = 0(,) , it follows that 
71 = 0 /l!'~) . ti,e i b d I (. c same as n Qun ary ayer theory. In summary, the 
orde r s of magnitude of the various terms are : 
/l ~ o(~) 
;t ~v (l) 
~=o(~~) 
vt,=o(l!'} 
"",. = ~ -;- tA. 
~'" oCt} 
u. = 0 ('E) 
f'" 0 (,) 
/,,=O(f,2) 
"P_o(t:') 
Und e r t he s e assump tions a ll terms in the equations ue Rcribing 
t he f l ow a r e of 0 (~) a nd. conseque ntly, all e quat i ons are of the 
s ame o rde r . name l y 0 (~ ) r;ewman neglectecl t he a x ial press ure 
... 
g r ad i en t te on on the momen t um ~ equa.tio n s o t hat the e qu."'t i o n s 
he con s i de r ed (after d r o ppinr. the brt r s over the t i me aver age d 
qu antit i es ) a re : 
Con t i nuit y : 
~~ t.;,;: ~'< 0 + ft -;-
"'It. ~~ (2 .3-1 ) 
"" 'Iomentum It. 
, 
ve + :ti "" 0 /l ~.,It. ( 2 . 3-2; 
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A 
t 'omentum 11 
V .;>~ y(~1diJ .;v. <.r, ) -= 0 (2.3-3) ~ -- -+-- A" ... ,n.." It ;,It 
A 
' Iomentum ~ ~ - 'V(.;~ ~ ~'" )=0 (2.3-4) i'~ ;rt'l + /' ,/l. 
By the ".la ture of the approximat ions made, the vortex is baing 
eXaJ'lined s (mc distance dmmstrear:1 of it!" origin. Hence, i.t 1s 
sufficient to assume, according to ~lcHrn3n, that the vortex is 
suddenl y r,enerated at 2. 0 .15 a f r ee vortex of circulation 
T;. Fa r dm·m s tream the vortex fini111y dacays until a ll the 
perturhation velocitie c; tr,c ~ , to<. are ap,ato zero. 
The boun~ary conditions to he satisfied by r.qns. (2.3-1) t hrour,h 
(2.3-4) are: 
r. u.; • -- (cxccrt .t the s inr,u13r point It., 0 ); also 1",n.. 
"'CO 
i! >0 : cr, ... 0 f or lar~e fl (thoullh small compar~d to i!-
(,( .... 0 for la r~e It (thoullh small compared to ~ 
for all It 
The so lution o f Eqn. (2 . 3-3) " hich satisfies these boundary 
cond i t ions i s ide ntica l with t ha t g iven hy Lamb2 . 6 for the dcve l-
opr.len t \J it h t ittC of a cuo dimen!i ional vortex tvhj c h at t .. 0 1s 
i rrotatlona l a nd decays fo r t > 0 ut1de r t he rlction " f visct>sltv. 
[~ t: Is r ep[.,ced by 2-/v.. t he "olution o f Eqn. (2. 3-3) a s 
:",reviously given hy S'lu i re
2
•
7 is: 
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2 fflT.. 
(2.3- J) 
where l= (2 . 3-6) 
Eqn. (2.3-5) shows that whe" IT.. is small. t{P:: i:.~ ---IT.. 
n,." r 
which represents the flow In a forced vortex or vortex core while, 
,,, 7.:. 
when /r:, Is large, v6.!:'.2 71'1t- whic h is the fl ow In <J. f r ee 
vortex. 
The maximum value of '19 occur!=> at /'l r a. ,,,here 
v.: It t ~ .. _I· ZS 
"'J/~ 
lienee, from Eqn. (2.3-7~(2-) c ~. Z 7" I ~r 
while Eqn. (2.3-5) provides 
(2 .3-7) 
(2.3-8) 
(2 . 3- 9 ) 
Eqn . (2 . 3-8) shot ... s that the e ro,,,, t h of the vortex core hehave5 a s a 
laminar bounda r y layer in zero pre s sure r,radlcnt, i.e. , it v<lrics 
a s The ci r cumferential ve locity distribution (2.3-5) 
can also be written 
9j- -l.2s(~ ttl ~ I-e 
A/A. 
and t h i s I s s ho,,,, plo tt ed I n FIg . 2. 3 . 
(2 . 3-LO) 
nle pressure va ri a t ion ""c r oss t he £101.,1 rc~ult s fr om Eqn. (2. )-2 ) . 
4H 
Us ing Eqns. ( 2. 3-5) and (2.3- 6) ~ives 
... 
" f (I-e-))'" .,.(),~)- !- i: C',. (1. i ) -
I jli = /" 1T2.~~r ... tl7 ;( ., 7 J (2.3-11) 
The integral is defined as I(?) (see Eqn. (2.n-1» and 
evaluated as Eqn . (2 . 8-4) . lienee 
( 2 .3-12) 
With the aid of Eqn . (2.3-7) it is shown that 
1'_ ... 
_ / . 2S (2 . 3-13) 
hence the pr essure coe f ficient can he \o/ri t ten I n t he .'11tern<lte form 
7:. ) Z. 
-I . U If~)(----
/ 2 ita. V.., 
( 2 . 3-14) 
Since T(II) == ~ Jh.:to (Eqn . (2.U-12»the minimum pressure 
coeffic1ent, which exfstf; at the center of the vortex Is 
-1. 74 ( /-' 
.2n .. : ... r ( 2.3-15) 
This r elation seems of the same magnitude as that g iven by 
IcConnick (Eqn. ( 2 .2-18» . lIoweve r , there i s" fundamental difference: 
:rcCormick cORRider s t he core radius a constant ( F.qn . ( 2 .2-1G» 
whereas in Sewman'. "na1ys i s a. .. a. ( ~) ( Ecln. (2.3-8 ». 
The Rtatic pressure ri se from the centr.r of the vortex to t he 
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point of ~_....,.. ("here It co a.. follo"s fro", 
~ ro - !- 1'-. -!. C,-. _ 
.£ v' .!"II'7. .!. "y~ 
.(00 't... 'f -
(!'tJ- i s obtained from Eqn . (2.3-14) not ing tha t If!.) - o. (.7 
(Fir,. 2 of l:cr. 2.4). Hence, usin~ Eqn. ( 2 .3-15) 
( T' )2 0 . 902, ___ou_ 
zral(. (2.3-16 ) 
Therefore the static pressure rise from the cen ter o f t he 
vo rtex t o t he point of M3ximUIn circumfe r en tial velocit y is mor e 
than one half the ove r al l static pressu r e rise f r om t he ce nter o f t he 
vo rtex to /l. = 00 
The solution of Eqn. (2.3- 4) is 
A -., (,((J,~)"-Fe r (2.3-17) 
\..rhere A is a constan t t o be determined. From t he cont i nuity 
equa t ion (2.3-1) wi t h t he aid of r.q n . ( 2 . 3-17) 
tr,,(/r, 1-) .. - ~ e-? (2 . 3-18 ) ~~& 
The constant A is determined fr om the momentum t heo r em 
which rela t es the net forc e acting on a fl u id within a region to 
t he net r ate of momentum outflow through th,! r egion . Since r.. 
Joes not appear in Eqns. (2 . 3- 17) a nd (2.3-18) it is reasoned t ha t 
t hese equations apply 1n the limit when 7:, ... 0 
i s t he drag of the body producing the vortex, when 
Thus 1! :D 
r~O 
-
, the profile draG) which for axisymmet r ic flow i s 
('valuated from 
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-~ .. [ rtfli. U-/r P!/t){- ,,)::' - ~'1 v. !" /'C ,:;1ft (2 . 3-19) 
after assumins: VZ- ~ V Using Eqn. (2.3-17), integration 
prov ides 
In summary, the 'velocity components are: 
U.(J/~)=-
";\ -? 
I/o @ 
,?fft7/~ 
7J. It @ -? 
Y'Tf7l~ z 
2.4 . 3atchelor's Analys i s ( Ref. 2.4) 
Oatc he lor 2.4 repe.ltcd :lewman I 5 analysis 2. 3 (sect Lon 2.3) 
(2.3-20) 
(2.3-21) 
(2.3-22) 
(2.3-5) 
under the same orders of magnitude and houndary conditions with 
t he so le change that the ax ial pressure r;radient term was 
.. 
IncludeJ i n the momentul't ~ equation. The equiltions Batchelor 
considered arc: 
Continuity: 
( 2 . 4-l) 
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'" r lo~~ wr. /'t....:.. 
". 
:lomenturn 8 
.. 
;tomen t um ~ 
(2.4-2) 
(2.4-3) 
(2.4-4) 
The solutions for Eqns . (2.11-2) and (2.4-3) are .the s~mc a, 
for the '1ewman analysis. Thus Eqn_ (2.4-3) provides 
(/; (. 17., (1- e-' ) ~ ~ . J):: 2ir/c (2 . 4-5) 
",here (2.4-6) 
~ oc curs at It ~ IX.. 
II.: a.." ~ ~ = /.25 
4"31'it 
The maximut:1 value of "ith 
(2 . 4-7) 
(2.4-7) , 
a. (~)r: 2 . 2l~; ~: 
lienee, from Eqo. 
( 2 .4-3 ) 
while Eqn. (2.4-5) provides 
(~ .4 -9) 
Eqn. (2. 4-5) can also he I"r 1 t t en: 
j - -1. u(~tJ := I· 399 /_ e 
/tIeL 
( 2 .4-l0) 
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r:'ln . (2 . 4-2 ) provides thl'! pr essure coeffic i cTl t i n thc t , ... o 
alterna t e fo n rts: 
- If;) 1C.."."~j/~ 
... 
or , 
77 z I()(~ ) 1 ZHa. ~ = - I . 2!j 
E'ln. (2. 1,- 4) is cOIl!'>idcr etl nc::t f o r the t1e t err. .. i na t ion of the 
De rturhat i on axial veloc ity. Us in,. r.~ n. (2. 1,-11) for ? eJi c) 
I:qn. ( 2.1, - 4)c.,n he wr it t en: 
',ilis c'1ua t ion i s tra nsfo r med Cr om It tn ! 
( ~ . 4- 0 . l'I:us 
.}{,I. ~ It .il!! 
C1/t. :z V~ ,,}7 
;;I'" V_ ( ;) tt< ,}tA ) 
d/l .. = 2 7/ 2- 2/ ;;; l. + ,,}? 
and l:'1n . ( 2 . 4 -1 3) .... / ·C'nr ·C ... 
( 2 . 4-11) 
hy U f;e of relation 
T!d c; i s il ~econd orde r, line .,r , n(," i lo1iln~encnu~ fl.' r t f 011 d! ffercnt 1., 1 
or Lun. (2.1.-t3» I'r'u:d to Z(> Tn . The r C'!"ultin ~ d Url· rc·ntf.,l e(l u:lti o n l ~: 
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tic t'h~) i. " iv"" by E~n. (2 . 3-17 ), Le., 
(2.4-15) 
",here A is a con!;tant to be de t eminecl . The pArticular solution 
"I' (), r) s .1ti,fies the comple t e e ~uation (2. 4-14). An indica tion 
of th ~ fot'r'1 of t he pa rticular solut ion is obtained by inter. ratine 
.1 11 t C' IT' ~ in r.:f! '" (2.4-1/.) over a cross sec tiona l plane. Thus, 
The v<lria ldc of intcg r a t io n 
tra n s formed t o tl7 Assuming 
of the second t wo integr als is 
~" 1 ii K 0 at /r - #0 a nd 
us i ng Eel n s. (2. 8-14) and (2.8-16) the above relation provides 
( 2 .1.-16 ) 
lntcg r<l.t lnc t.1 ith r espect to ~ and ad justinr, t he con stant 
of in teg r ~ t ion ~i vcs 
( 2 .4 - 17) 
Tile int c fl C'.:1t l on o f t he l ef t ha nd sil le i s per former! , a t i' 
cons tan t I to/ lt ll re spec t t o I Ilve:- the definite limits 0 to 00 
.1 nd r esu: t r; in .} function of ~ on l y on t he r 1 .h t hand sid e . Thu s 
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the particular solution i s chosen in t he form 
"-,. f;, ~ ) = - tr 
,",here 0 is a constant, n <ll1lely, 
.,..,.~ 
1-
(2 . 4 -18 ) 
fT., --- ( 2. 4-1 9) 
:1Z""'"V 
The functions (2, (j) , ~ (j) a re dete rm ine ll by suhstitutinf~ 
.. 
t he p.'l rt icular so lutio:1. (2.1,-13) into the momentUM 2 
~ iven by Eqn. (2.4-14) to ob ta in: 
e qua tion as 
Se ttinr. each stlUrtre br a c ket equal to zero f!ives two equations 
fo r the t " o unknmOl functio n s Q, (7 ~ Q. r,J. 
tr 
' lr acl-.e t con ta ins t he ratio of cons tant s C 
The s econd s quare 
is defined 
!w 1:1 n • (2 . 4-1 q ). Since 
to f orn a net· func tion o f 
t h e const;mt 
I t 1·.1t 
C 
i s 
!'Iav re conhincrl ,.,ith Qz (J) 
C Qz (7) - ~~ (,) (say ) 
tr 
i t i s pemiss l h l e to a ~ su"'c -" (! I l'her 
r...,"Z 
C 
-
cr ( 2 .4-20 ) 
32""- V 
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" i~ + ~ = 0 I (2.4-21 ) 
- ~ ... Z ..,. J I' (2 .4-22) 
F.qn. (2.4-21) has a s its solution 
(2.4-23) 
so that Eqn. (2.4-22) with the aid of Eqn. (2 .4-23) can be «ritten 
~ [J (fiJ,' .... Qlz ) ] ~ e -? + :; (7 I' ) 
Integ r ating fror.l J 1& 0 t o i r.ives 
-? 
I e 
at + 4i. --- + -L 
') 
? 
whose i ntegrating fact o r is e Int eg r ,'l tin~ aeain frol"'l 
to ? and se tting the constant o f int e~ ration &2 (0)::' 0 
g ives 
Us inc Eqn. (2. 1l- 4) for I fJ) and s irnp1ifyin r. provides 
-71f' I e- 7 ?J f] W2(?) - e D -;+1 +2e lec(J)- e'"[:~7) tI~ 
Us ing F.qns . (2 . A- 10 ) and (2. il-ll) for .::< rJ) and e'"(2 J} 
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/
' -'I 
respec t i ve l y, not in~ t hat ~ ell'" e, "(,; I. -~, '(,,) 
o 7 ? .. 0 / 
.. - )' - A,., I. - e,' r,J wi t h the aid of 
I '''0 , 
f.'1 Il. (2. 6-7). enab l es t he last equa t ion to be wr i t ten 
-7f- 7 lX 2 (j)= e -,1....;-,..- ~.fJ)+ (2kz)(e- l) 
where 
l-Jcnce t fi nal l y . 
- 2 l-f(jJ -+ 2 N (7) ] 
(2.4 -27) 
(iJ. r,) . f.qns. (2 .B-4). 
(2 . 4- 23), (2 . 4- 27) r e s pectively h~ve been plot ted in Fig . 2 of 
Ca t chclor' s re port and Ls rcpe at ed he rein as Fig. 2 .. 4. i" is 
Eu ler' s cons t ant ( I' - () . !i77Z .. . ) so (2h Z - >,) .. (1 . 1091 
Froo t he respective relations the following limitinr, values result: 
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T( ... ) 
6l'Z {o)=O, tVz (-)"'0 . 
The complete s olution to Eqn. (2 . 4-14) is t he s um of Eqns . 
(2.4-15) and (2.4-18 ). Thus 
Th i s t e rm is usually ne ga tive . Si nce, by definition, ~ - '" + c,( 
i t follows t hen tha t V; <, L e. there will us ually be a 
de ficit of longitudinal velocity in tile trailing vortex generated 
by the wing. 
The radial velocity component results from the continuit y 
equat i on (2 .4-1), wh ich after integration with r espect to IV c an 
(2 . 4-29) 
From Eqn. (2 .4-28 ) 
Therefore , i nt e gr a t ion prov ides 
I. 
.11/ r. -J r.. I J II l' /0/ tr,. (,t il) - - - LA? e -+ --&- ; IP, ..- .:.!L..: - IJ 4". /t~~ 7l7r' V JI I 
+e-'-I/] (2.4-30) 
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The first term in t his equa t ion is identical to that obtained 
by Newman (Eqn. (2 . 3-18»: the additiona l terms are those resu1tin~ 
from the inclu~ton of the axial pr essure gradient. This relation 
sa t isfies the condition ~ -l> 0 as /t-. 0 (J" 0) r egardless 
of the value of ~ ; it also satisfies the conditon 0i ..... 0 as 
~ .. - (J" 0) for all values of IT. By not i n g F.qns. ( 2.4 - 5) 
and (2.4-28) tr,.. can be expressed in terms of V; and lo<. as 
follows : 
~ (" IT ~) /J J 
iZo" At ~.? 
--, - tv, r;) __ II + 12"" J/ i-
(2 . 4-31) 
(2.4-5) 
t r:. 9 ... r,) 
"'7r I~· ~ 
(2.4-23) 
(2 .1.-31) 
T!. 2 ~ffo.-~ ) 
eo 
These relations show that: a s /1 ... -0 (regardless of the va l ue 
of ~ o r as ~ -JI' 00 (regardless of the value of I't ), ~ • 
Vii (,,(. a ll ~ 0 and the s tatic pressure increases untU 
value of U; occu r s at 
; thc maximum value of lAo , from 
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t occurs on the axis of sytnr.lct r y /t - 0 , and is 
( r:. )2 V ~ O. '2SV --- . ,,4....!!.... 
... zna II.. 1/ (2 . 4-32) 
"l I ... 2 
where V.,. ~ ... ~ -+ ~ • The total pres s ure 
The chan~e in the total pressure is 
where Of> (7,~) i s .. iven by Eqn. (2.4-12). From Eqn. (2.4-5) 
.ince /l = O{~) and v.;"' O(~), i;' = ,,{~2}. Eqn . (2.4-12) 
then provides , since ~= O(~) (!/,==(J(~l). Therefore, 
conSidering the onte rs of magnitude of the velocity component s in 
Eq~ . (2 . 4- ))) it f a found til:lt , \oI'ithin the prescribed orders of 
the pre s ent ana l ysis , t he deficit of the total pr~sRure in the vortex 
i s associated s ol e l y with tile :uda l mo tion : 
(~ . ~-3/.) 
The maximum defic it of the t o t a l p r essur e occur s .1t the cent e r of 
the vortex. rr the comp l ete exprc~s ion (2. ~-)) ) I , us cJ t o c :11 culat e 
t he maxlmur.t de fl c I t of the t o tal pressure then . r; incc ~ anI! 
U; a r e ho t h ze ro at tr. - 0 It f 01 t o\oJS t l}:lt 
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( 2 . 4-35 ) 
where C,.. = - f. 74 a nd {,(. results from 
V 
Cqn. (2 . 4-32) . 
-
2.5. Hoffmann and Joubert Analys is ( Ref. 2.5) 
Hoffmann and Jouben
2
.
5 
analyzed the flow in a single trailing 
vortex assuming fully turbulent flow therein. TIl!)" solved Eqns. (2.1-1) 
t h r ough (2.1-4) for incor.lpres sible. steady flow assulllin~ axial 
syr.lllletry (Is - 0) and two dimensionality (~ .. 0 ) In 
addition it Is assUMed that the r p..! ! !!!. velocity component ~ - 0 
a nd t he axial velocity component ~ :: const. Under these 
assumptions the continuity equRtion (2.1-1) is satisfied identically 
... 
a nd t he momentum It. equat i on (2 . 1-2). neglecting the neynolds 
,t r esses (-i "it ,~,) a nd (- i c.{;'!I,; ,) Gives t he 
I)al.:mcc. be t ,,·een t he centr i fu~a l force and the r adial pressure 
-i/:." ~i 
r:: r ad Lent . namely I - f---! -I- .J... -= 0 under the above 3 S S Ut'1p-
'" It ~~ 
tfons t he mo",cn tum <1 equa tion ( 2 .1-3 ) for fully turhulent flow 
(nc~le c tln h the r'lolecu l a r Rhear s tro:!98 with re s pect to the turbulent 
~ (- 1- ~) ~hca r s tress) g i ve s -  - It ~ ~. - 0 whil ~ the 
A I"~ lJ ( __ ~) 
momentum ~ equat i on (2 . 1-4 ) p r ovides - 1-'f ;)/C. -/t t ~ eli 
- 0 Hoffmann and J oube rt con s id e r only a solut ion to the 
'" iOl'tentun 8 equat Ion ",h i eh , af t e r a sing l e e l ementa r y integra tio n. 
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becomes 
(2.5-1) 
De s i gnating the ~eynold 9 turbulent stress (- i ~ I ~ I ) 
by r 1: ' :Ioffraann a nd Joubert assume the Reynolds stress related 
t o t he axia l compone nt of the fluid vorticity ~ by 
;; v:'.,., 
-{ "v, (2.5-2) 
is the t u rbulent kiner.l3 tic visco s ity . Under the present 
."sump t ions . 1"~ - i ~ (Il U; ) Therefore Eqn. (2.5-1) 
be comes i ~ ,It. ,"! (II if, ) = c, . Assuming ~ cons tant t 
i n t e :; r a t ioll pr ovides 
",,·· lere C 2. i ::; another con s t a n t of int e~ ""atlon. Assuming the 
ve locity r.tax ir.1urn occurs a t /r- IJ. gives 
( 2 . 5- 3 ) 
!iy dd ini tion . t he ci r cu l a t ion J7 = 2 lrll tr, Denot i ng 
• [ qn. (2 . 5-3) becomes 
+ I (2 . 5-4) 
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Thus a logarithmic variation for ~ (tr.) 
obtained. 
and r (Ie ) 
Hoffman and Joubert carried out a series of experiments to 
check Eqns . (2 .5-3) and (2.5-4). Fig. 2.3 herein is Fig. 6 in 
Hoffmann and Joubert' 5 report and shoW's ~ / iT, versus "......,. 
rr./a. . The encircled points are test data while the solid 
curve Is the theoretical result under the assumption of laminar 
flow as given by Newman 2 . 3 d 2 4 an Batchelor · and corresponds to 
figure provides test data for the dimensionless circulation 
r/r ... as a function of the dimensionless distance It fa. 
are 
This figure Is given In semilog coordinates and confit'1ll8 the 
linearity of the theoretical result (2.5-4) over a limited range 
of It/a. 
Hoffmann and Joubert realized the l1Jnitations of Eqns . (2 . 5-3) 
and (2.5-4) since they gave u;, -+ - _ as rr. ... a and r_ ao 
/t ......... They state: "As both of these are impossible •• • there 
is a c hange of mechanism of the flow at radii both less and greater 
t han t he logarithmic region" 1n order to satisfy the conditions 
US c a at /l. - a. and f7 = r. at /l. 00 • 
2.6 Proposed Extension 
The ana lyses In sections 2 . 2 through 2.4 above are for laminar 
flow. Ho wever, it seems reasonable to pos tulate that the flow in 
the t ra l linR vortices would actually be turbulent, e.pecially at 
some distance down s tream. 
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as 
A turbulent analysts does exist (section 2.5) but it is 
highly restrictive: it assumes two dimensional fully turbulent 
flow with axial symmetry. Batchelor has shown in hi. laminar 
analysis (section 2 .4) that the axial pressure gradient is 
important, and it seems reasonable to postulate that it would be 
important also in turbulent flow. 
This proposed extension considers steady. incompressible. 
axisymmetric turbulent flow in cylindrical coordinates If, • 
Experience with turbulent boundary layers has shown that the 
turbulent normal stresses. namely (- t t.rlf,.' ~' ). 
(-('- (/"'tJ;' 
, # ). <-I ~'''i' ) may be neglected. The 
Newman order of magnitude analysis (section 2.3) is applied to 
the time averaged terms . Thus for turbulent flow it 15 assumed 
that 
{t a (~ ) 
? 0 (I) 
t/i.. a (~Z) 
V; C> (€ ) 
(/~ ~+ U. (2.6-l) 
V .... a (I) 
Vl- a (€ ) 
t a (d 
/' 0 (€. ) 
v 0 (~. ) 
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In addition an order of magnitude is assigned to the turbulent 
shear stress terms which are all assumed of equal order. The 
Hof fmann and Joubert analysis (section 2.5) shows that the 
- i~ 'i~1 turbulent shear stress term ( - t' v"- v, ) is dominant in 
their analysis . To retain this term In the present analysis 
it must be of the same order (0 (~ ) ) as the other terms retained 
in Eqn. (2.1-3); thus (- t u;..'V;' This 
establishes the order of magnitude of all the turbulent shear 
stress terms : 
-I ~/c.I6' 0 (~ ... ) 
-r "",~, .: 0 ('€ z) (2.6-2) 
-t eli' tr~' 0 (~1) 
Applying relations (2.6-1) and (2.6-2) to Eqns. (2.1-1) 
through (2.1-4) gives the following equations to be solved: 
Continuity: 
+ = 0 (2.6-3) 
..... 
Momentum /'t. 
- ~ 
v;, 
+ 
It. 
2- 0 (2.6-4) fJ/l. 
A 
Momentum S 
V ... ;>v;, ( ,"if:. .)J; v;, ) iJ (- /l'l v;.'V;') = 0 
- -
Y I + j;. -~ /t • ~/l ;>l ')n" ". ;Ill. 
A 
Momentum C! (2 . 6-5) 
a ( _ -'-') 
---- -ftl' ~ c{ = 0 
- It )Il. 
/ (2.6-6) 
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The nature of the approximations restricts the applicability 
of Eqns. (2.6-3) through (2 . 6-6) to some distance downstream of 
its origin at ~ - O. Hence, it is sufficient to assume, consia-
tent with Newman (section 2.3) that the vortex is suddenly gener-
ated at i?' Ct 0 as a free vortex of circulation Far 
downstream the vortex finally decays until all the time averaged 
velocities if",. . ~ • U are again zero. The boundary conditions 
to be satisfied by these equations are those employed by Newman: 
cJB T:. ( /t :It 0) u..= 0 'PE 0 = 
2."1'l 
ii!>O U; ~O ; rr. large but small compared to 2-for iA.~o 
for all n.. 
To integrate the system of Eqns. (2 . 6-3) - (2.6-6) it is 
necessary to relate the turbulent shear stress terms to the 
properties of the main flow. A survey of the literature is now 
underway to find some reasonable relations . 
2.7. Conclusions 
It is inconclusive at this point whether the turbulent approach 
is more accurate than the laminar. The turbulent approach of Hoffmann 
and Joubert 2 . 5 is highly simplified neglecting as it doe. downstream 
variations of the flow properties . The proposed extension of 
s ection 2.6 represents an ambitious attempt at a more realistic 
turbule nt model. Relations between the turbulent shear stress terms 
and the main properties of the flow are now betnlZ. sought. 
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Appendix 2. A. Evaluation of Irrotational Kinetic Energy 
Proof that: K ~ = -1 foe 11-;;' tiL 
ez77;T?j 
C, S, 
Consider any nUl!lher of finite solid hodies in a flow and 
l e t ~ be a closed surface enclosln~ these bodicr.. Then from 
Stokes I divergence theor em 
(2 . A-l) 
where ",..( I s the volume includ ed he t,,:r.en the surface arco1.S s. 
S" ... In two dimensiona l f l ow for a unit distance 
normal to the paper. ~ = ~a. i ncluded between the curve s 
c , c •. ... . <r and d;t=~tlJ. alonp, C, c • . . 
Hence for two dimensional flow of unit thickness Eqn. (2.A-l) 
becomes 
f \7.; e/(tM.fo.. ) 
t3Jua 6...f~ 
C" co., "', .c 
Le t A ~ <f ;; 
<', "'1- C'" .... . .. ... C 
where ¢ 1s the veloclt y potenti a l and 
i s t he ve l oc it y vcctuc . T:lcn Eqn. (2. A- 2 ) provides 
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o r, 
From continuity 
... 
condition V. V9 
cJ., 
~ 
C7' . r.r _ 0 and from the irrotationalit y 
, t herefore the last relation becor.'les 
c, .,. C't 4 . . . .,.« 
The differential of the stream 
function along any line 1 in the 
flow field 1s g1 ven by 
whe r eby Eqn . (2.1\-3) become s 
In t eG r a tio n by pa rt s provides 
7) 
(2.1\-3) 
( 2 . A- 4) 
(2. 1\-5 ) 
The first t erm on the right hand s ide is zero because ¢ 
and !? are single valued. Thus 
There fore the desired result is ohtained, namely, 
K w..ot "" 11 d.;; t1(~a) '" -,1 f r;:'. elL'" (2. 1\-6) 
~.. (", .... I', •.. . .,.c 
Eqn. (2.A-6) i s applied to the t1 a s""d curve In Fig . 2.2b. Start 
at point A • Then 
K....:..t - -f.j-': ;. ,,1 + f~~· ,,; + J»~ c1 6~" 
of '" • c 
+ y 4<; t7. eI£" + i~;J. eI/ + Y:~. eI./ 
I I' 
When t he c ut s are c l osed 
On t he vo r t ~x surf aces t,t = "" ... = Gq>r"C . nnd 
r by def init ion. Ilence 
"" 
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!~V;/tde] 
( 2 . . ~- 7) 
The veloc it y c OJ1pon p n t ~ fo r chI: conh ined flol': r esult s 
( r oo the co:no l ex po t e ntial \vh l ch j ::; 
( 2 . A-3) 
Then , t :le Je r ivol t ivc of W (~) provides t lte v e locit y 
conpv'lcnts "'" U; .J .e; fa 110\.,~: 
0 . ,\-9) 
ni ( fe rcn t iatin~ Eq n . (2. ,\-8 ) .,n<.l exp ressin r. it in the fon:) of 
( t . ~)~ ( • )a 1l~2(J _ 1. + 1l~11!J 
·.1,en /l -io "'" • I:~ n. (2 . ~-5 ) , 100>'" t ' ,at t,J- ... 0 ; .11so 
I 
" :Ien /l+ CId , ;-:qn . (2 .A-l1) slto\.·s t hat I't ~ ""'" /t ...... 0 
( ~ . ,I- I I ) 
ilcncf> i t Is cnnc l uucd t ha t t hl.! l as t integ ral to t c] o. (2 ",\-7 ) is z~ ro 
' de il tl ot! r esult t),Olt 
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I.et 
I., 
I, 
j tI] I 
j rt 7 
OQ I e - r,lf e 
7 J' J 
? 
- 7 J 
7 
- 2 
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-f 
e dr 
f 
r-e -11 
? T 
( 2 .. \-I ~ ) 
( 2 . 1;-1) 
( .. ;' .. ]) 
J 
I(?) = 
-17 
e 
J 
- 2 
-
e, ' (7) '" -¥' - h J of".2.. 
""" 
Fron F~n, (35 , 9) of Sp !ep'e l ,2, ~ 
From E~n , ( 2,r.-5) 
= -1'- A 71 
?""O 
(2, r.-I,) 
(1"- J-+ 0) 
(~, 1:-';) 
(In J--) 
( 2 , ~-~) 
- "'-hZ-A?/ 
,/-'>0 
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From Eqn. (2, B- J) or (2.&-6) 
Froln t he defini tion ( 2 .I~-J ) 
== 2 k 2. 
Us ing Eqns. (2 .3-4) and (2.6-5) 
{_I)M+I 
-1 .... 
tH o ,...' 
-
+ 27 r' + 2 J k 2 J - 2? 2. 
IfIzl 
. . 
'/ (-I) ..... ' J I(7) 2J~ ".. (1- e- + 2 J ~ 2 + /I<.I><.( J 
272:: 
(-I) "'., (2J)'"' 
/k ' '''( 
(2 .B-D) 
"' .. , 
(~. B-11. ) 
Using Eqns. (2.B-4) and (2.6-6) 
7 I (J) =- (I - e -7 / + % (,.,,) e -J .i 
"'.0 
(2.n-15) 
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3. VORTEX TYPE CONCENTRATORS 
Introduction 
Two types of wind energy concentrators are currently under study 
at West Virginia University, namely, an obstruction type and a vortex 
type. Some preliminary work related to the vortex type concentrators 
Is summarized here. For these devices, the emphasis is not on 
improving the rotor performance but on creating a region of low pressure 
around the rotor. The local wind kinetic energy increases In this area 
of low pressure and the amount of wind power harnessed per square foot 
of rotor area can be increased five fold. The area of low pressure 
around the rotor can be created by a nonrotatin~ wind energy concentrator 
ad .1acent to the rotor. The area of low pressure around the rotor should 
be exposed to the incomin~ wind with a min i mum of ViSCOUR losses. 
None of thp.se nonrotatln~ wind energy concentrators increase the sta~-
nation pressure o f the wind. Only the dynamiC pressure Is increased 
locally by lowering the static pressure around the rotor. 
Nomenclature 
C( radius of maximum rotational velocity in vortex 
A 
M 
h 
c 
c, 
dimensionless total concentrator plus turbine area 
wing aspect r a tio 2b/c 
semi wing s pan 
mean aerodynamic wing chord 
average wing lift coefficient 
pressure coefficient based on free wind s peed 
aver a jite pressure coefficient around rotor 
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Di induced drag 
d wind turbine rotor dl&l1eter 
e spanwise loading efficiency factor 
f 
1<. E . 
P 
R 
5 
v 
w 
z 
r. 
f 
Discussion 
rate of vortex rotational kinetic energy passing through 
an area o f diameter d and divided by Di 
kinetic energy 
pressure 
wind power concentration ratio 
radius In vortex 
radius in vortex beyond which flow is considered irrotatlonal 
concentrator wing area = be 
free wind velocity 
local velocity 
average velocity at rotor inlet 
vortex tangential velocity 
average vortex tangential velocity at rotor inlet 
width of two dimensional concentrator 
ratio of induced drag to free wind kinetic energy at 
turbine inlet 
bound vorte x strength 
density 
Natu ra l wind energy concentrators, s uc h as tornados, ar e vortex 
type rota tional flows. The cu rvature of the flow sets up a radial 
pr es s ure gradient which results in a low pressure region in the center 
of the vortex. One can also think of the centrifugal force c reating 
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the vacuum in the core of the vortex. 
Vertical vortices,like tornados,lack the high axial velocity required 
for high power extraction. Some power could be extracted if the tornado 
was kept stationary, and air was ducted through a turbine and exhausted 
in the low pressure core of the vortex. The inlet of the duct should 
align itself with the direction of the winJ so as to get maximum total 
pressure at the inlet of the turbine. 
Horizontal vortices like those trailing behind the wing tips of 
an aircraft have a similar low pressure region in the core, but in 
add ition also have a high axial velocity close to that of the relative 
wind. Such vortices with high axial mass flow rates are much more 
suitable for power extraction . 
The trai ling vortex behind an aircraft wing s tarts with the cross 
flow set up from the high pressure region below the wing to the low 
pressure region above it . For straight wings this cross flow occurs 
around the wing tip but f or swept wings the cross flow initiates around 
t he l eading edge . The s trength of the trailing vorticity equals the 
maximum value of the bound vorticity. The magnitude of the obtainable 
low pressure ins ide the vort ex 1s found to be proportional to the 
square of the lift coefficient generated by the wing. A high aspect 
ratio, high lift ai rfoil wing i s therefor e capable of genera ting the 
. st rongest trailing vort ices. A rapid vortex roll up al so enhances the 
vacuum insidl! the vor t ex. Wings with nearly uniform s panwise loading 
have al l their trailing vortic it y shed near the wing tip and therefore 
c reat e the stronges t va cuum. tn order to obtain both maximum lift 
coef f icient and rapid roll up one needs a s traight wing with invers e 
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taper and twist and a reasonably high aspect ratio. Delta -.,ings have 
low aspect ratio and thus a limited lift coefficient . They also have 
a highly nonuniform spanwise loading and thus slow roll up a nd limited 
vacuum in the trail ing vorticity. 
The wind can also gene r ate a horizontal vortex similar t o that of 
an aircraf t wing when a high lift finite span airfoil i s placed ei ther 
ho ri zontally or vert ically at the optimum angle of attack t o the wind 
direction . Trailing vortices of this kind a r e under extensive study; 
see, for example, Ciffone and Or loff3 . 1 and Chigier.3 . 2 see Fig. 3 .I .The 
general goal of these works is to minimize the vortex st r e ng th. the 
present work is applied cowa rd maximizing it . 
The r ate of roll up of the vortex sheet behind a wing can be computed 
and expressed as a function of the wing loading; see, e . g., Wilson 
and Loth?·3 In the case of an elliptically loaded wing as much as 
40% of the vortex sheet is rolled up i nto a single vo rt ex af t e r one 
chord length downstream Clf the trailing edge . For a wing l oaded 
nearly uniformly along its span, almost all of the vorticity will be 
rolled up at that distance. 
The trailing vortex sys tem induces a dc"..mwash velocit y o n the 
bound vortex in the wing , which r esul ts in an induced drag, designated 
by Di. Owing to the high stabil ity of the trailing vortex system, 
the vortex rotational velocities can still be measured hundreds of 
wing spans downs tream. Some excellent far field data for such a 
vortex system has been presented by Ciffone and Orloff .J.l 
Based on this data . some numerical ca l c ulations have been carri ed 
out which are presented in Appendix) . A. The results permit some 
useful conclusions . 
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Even in the far field the axial momentum deficit in the vortex is 
small and accounts for less than 10% of the induced drag. Hore t han 
90% of it is in the form of a pressure drag created by the vacuum in 
the vortex. Centrifugal effects maintain this vacuum up to great 
distances from the vortex core . The core is in near solid body 
r o tation and is defined by the maximum tangential velocity. t{, ........ 
at a radius a.. Significant vis cous effects extend to about 4 . 5 
times the cor e radius from the center, and the circulation (Pig. 3.2) at 
radius a is only about half that in the 1rrotational part of the 
vortex. Only 16% of the induced drag is due to the vacuum level in 
the viscous region, while 74 % of it is due to the vacuum in the 
near inviscid irrotational par t of the vortex. It is interesting 
to note that inside the irro tational part of the vortex, the press ure 
drag due t o the vacuum equals the local rotational kinetic energy, 
which can be derived from the Bernoulli equation. However, inside the 
viscous r egion of the vortex the rotational kinetic energy is only 
63% of the pressure drag due to the vacuum in that region. Therefore, 
only 84% of the induced drag manifests itself in the form of rotational 
energy of the wing tip vortex . Similar values can be obtained by 
using the a nalytical models of Newman3. 4 or Batchelor~·5 
The wind turbine required to harness the rotational vortex kinetic 
ener gy must satisfy the following design criteria. The amount of 
rotational kinetic energy entering the turbine depends on its diameter 
d , a nd has been comput ed as a fraction f of Di as shown in Fig. 3.3 1 
f = Vorl." rola.t ional K. E. Di 5em l- ~pan ;nd"c~ dra.t] 
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In order to indicate the degree of conc e"'~ration of wind energy 
obtained. a power concentration ratio R should be defined . It is 
def i ned here as the reduction in rotor area permitted due to the 
presence of t he concentrator, assuming no change in power output . 
To ge t an idea of the obtainable order of magnitude of R 
assume the f low to be inviscid and v...... as the average tangential 
velocit y a t the rotor inlet. Approximate the axial velocity by V •. 
Then t he average pressure coefficient is 
v. ... V' ~ + V ... a 
Cp .. ~ ; I - ~= __ _ 
V ... 
At the ro t o r inle t the wind power density available for harnessinp; 
is given by t he kine t ic energy times the mass flow rate per unit 
area ; this 1s 
Note that for the vortex t ype concentra t o r all the rotational kinetic 
ene .... gy ( ) can be harnessed without reduc in g the mass flow rate 
t hrough the rotor. Withou t the wind ene r gy concentrator the power density 
is 
.J'V (V .. '/z.) 
.. 
Thus the powe r concentration ratio , de f ined 8S the ratio of power 
densities, Is 
P. = "\4 .... 'I. + V." :::;. 
V .. L 
Vi scous effects limit the ma~nitud e of Cp In the vo rtex . 
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To compute the power concentration ratio R as a function of the 
increase in area of the wind machine due to presence of the concentrator, 
it is convenient to define Z as the ratio of the induced drag to the 
free wind kinetic energy in a stream tube of cross-sectional area equal 
to that of the turbine inlet: 
l PV: CD, be 
{fV: ~ d 1 
Here e i s the spanwise loading efficiency which should be as 
low as poss ible. Then the power concentration ratio R can be 
compu ted as 
R = a)(ia.l w ind K.E. + rotational K .E. free w ;nd K . E. 1+ f.·Z 
The corre s ponding t o t a l area rat i o o f wind c oncent ra tor plus turb i ne 
to that of t he tur bi ne is gi ven by 
A = , + 2 A 
Jl (~)1 
Both R a nd A have been compu ted fo r a unifo r mly l oa ded h igh lif t 
semi- span >..,ing with the turbine placed at a distance o f one mean 
aerodynamic chord downstream of the t railing edge and concent r i c 
with the vortex centerline. The vortex core radius ~ at that 
location is found from experimen t s to be 0.03. Using t his value 
one can proceed to compute f , Z and R as a function of CL. 1; e 
and turbine diameter d The results are plotted in Fig . J.4 C 
for various values of Cl1/e . To obtain high values ~f R one 
R6 
require. high lift coefficients, which, in turn, calls for high 
aspect ratio . Unfortuns.tely, 8S the aspect ratio increases, the 
corresponding area ratio A increases. Only an economic trade-off 
study can optimize the design. The maximum value of R Is found when 
rI - 3a . The corresponding value of R is 
-v: 2 C 
D =I+~( ."''''J.:: 1+0.2-'" ' ..... n",.. J V. c • + 0.'> e" 
A vhroud around the turbine Is essential In order to stabilize the 
vortex a nd to maintain the low pressure at the turbine outlet even 
after 'he rotational energy has been extracted. The presence of the 
turbine viII have an adverse effect on the obtainable maximum lift 
coefficient of the wing. Using lifUng line theory it is estimated 
that the presence of the turbine at a distance of one chord length 
C t 
downstream reduce, e" by 13%. Fig. 3.5 shows a IIOdel of a high 
11ft wing vortex type concentrator. The airfoil choaen was a modified 
Liebeck airfoil aa is deacribed by Smith. 3 •6 The vertical arrangement 
of the high lHt airfoil is structurally simpler. The wing haa a 
height equal to two and one-half timea its chord length and an 
aspect rat 10 of five. It pivots around a vertical axis to maintain 
an optimum an~le of attack to the oncoming wind. 
The or1ginal design which waa conaidered had a ducted turbine 
inatJe the wing which exhauated inaide the core of the trailing 
vo r tex. However. a theoretical analysis showed that the associated 
viscous duct losses did not Justify such an arrangement. The subsequent 
design. ahown in Fig . 3.5 , has a turbine on the ada of the trai11ng 
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vortex about one chord length downatream of the trailins edge. The 
turbine ia ahrouded to atabilize the vortex flov through the turbine 
and to .... intain the lov pressure around the turbine. Thia ""rto type 
concentrator is capable of concentration ratios up to five. The 
airfoil and turbine design, however, 1a IlUch ..,re critical in th1e 
type of concentrator than in other types. 
Most experimental vortex data available in the literature which 
apply to aircraft winga ahow a maxi ...... rotational velocity in the 
vortex of about 60% of the free stream value. This rotaUonal 
velocity increases with the wing lift coefficient. Therefore, 
regular aircraft wings with lift coefficients belov 2.0 make poor 
wind vortex energy concentrators. Por this purpose a. i1iproved 
high lift configuration is required as 10 used on so_ STOL aircraft. 
The aaaociated high drag makes auch wings unsuitable for ..,at aircraft 
applicationa but the high dra:! doe a not interfere with it. usefulness 
aa a vortex energy concentrator. One promeing high 11ft airfoil 18 
the Liebeck type which has been extendvely tea ted in the WVU wlnd-
tunnel for the generation of a strong wing tip vortex . One-tenth 
scale models were used 1n the wind tunnel. Even at tunnel speeds 
as low aa 1.34 m/a (J mph) and low angle. of attack, the local 
rotational velocity near the core and approximately one chord length 
downstream of the trailing edge has been found to exceed the free 
s tream velocity by abo ut 25%. At large lift coef f i cient s rotational 
velocities up to t wo times the f ree stream value a re possible . Fig. 
J.6 shows top and s i de views of a vo rtex generated 
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by a flat plate at an angle ~ f attac k in the WVU smoke tunnel. 
Fig . 3.7 indicates what effect a downstream obstruction such 8S 
screen8 f or-ing a high friction duct would have on the vortex 
c haracteris tics entering the duct. Studies have shown that this 
is a t ypical low speed effect. At higher free stream velocit i e s 
the e ffect becomes of little significance . The dots supe r posed 
on the helium soap bubble streaks on these pictures are used for 
accurate determination of axial and rotational velocities In the 
flow field . Fig. 3.8 shows the vortex in the free stream velocity 
as in the case o f Fig . 3.7 but at a higher angle of attack. 
Notice the high r a te of apin in the center of the vortex. 
The wind tunnel teet d.t •• re being used to d .. sign .n .ppropriate 
wind turb lne to extract .,.t of the rotatlonal vortex energy and 
aa... .dal flov kinetic .. n .. rgy. Th .. dedgn rpa will be optimized to 
obtain _"i ... paver output . A coaputer progr .. h .. been developed 
to g .. n .. rate th .. required turbin .. bl.d .. profll ... for any wing tip vort..,. 
type wind turbin... Th. input data conatitute the turbine to varU" 
core diaaeter ratio and the ratio betveea the .axi ... sRlular velOCity 
and th .. a"ial flow v.loci ty. The .. gnitude of the vort." core and 
the _><1_ angular velocity d.penda on the ving 11ft coefficient and 
the turbine location downatu .. o f the wing . Preeently a 3.81 a (12.5 
ft) aeatapan and 1.52 .. (5 ft) chord h i gh 11ft wing 1a under con-
atruction . Th. tip of the wing will b. 5. 5 a (18 ft) above ground 
level. A 1. 22 .. (4 ft) dia.tar turbine .,ill be located 1. 52 • (5 ft) 
downatr .. a of the trailing .. dg... Th .. conc .. ntrator-turbine a.aeably 
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1e design .. d to b .. w>unted on • trailer with two 5.5 a (18 ft) long 
fold-out type .t.bilizing 1ega. Thi a .rr.ng ... nt proYid.a high 
IOObil1ty to diff .. rent t ... t .itea . A 1IOde! of the trailer viog .... 1Ib1y 
i •• hown on Fig. 3.9. 
Conclusions 
The theoretical atudie. of vortex wind enercy concentr.tor. 
undertaken 80 f.r have indicated th.t this conc .. pt holda conaiderable 
prod.e to allow significant energy concentr.Uoa. In order to w>re 
fully evaluate this conc .. pt extensive vind tunnel te.ting haa been 
undertaken .t WVU that is th .. b.si. for th .. design of a full-.cal .. 
mobile wing-turbine as.embly. Whil .. avaiting th .. co~l .. tion of 
construction and test data. vork ! !: underway to develop a program 
that vould theoretically co~ut .. the wing planfo",. twiat and 
inverse taper required to achieve near uniform ving spanviae loading. 
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TWO COUNTER ROTATING 
ROLLED-UP TRAILING 
VORTICES. 
SEMISPAN WING 
Lift 
Pilt. 3.1. Top: Vertic .. l. senlsr":tn, 6traiv.h t . hfp.h Ilft wlnn , wit h a ~ in r. lc 
r o lled up t r a lll"s: vortex. RottOM: IIo r (zontal. full sp:m, qM:'p t 
le,cvUnr, cd~e hlp.h lift ,., {nv, . p t ell t wo counte r r ota t fnr. trai I 1 n~ 
vorc lceq. 
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Fig. 3 . 5. II Vor tex Type" wind energy concentrator model. using a high lift Liebeck type airfoil and 
shrouded rotor (power output estimate is preliminary). 
-~-.. -
Fig. 3.6 . Two views of a vortex due to a flat plate at an a ngle of attack generated 
in the WU stOOke tunnel. 
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Fi g. 3 . 5. tlVortex Type " ..rind energy concentrator model, using a high 11ft Liebeck type airfoil and 
s hrouded rotor (power output estimate is preliminary) . 
- --:.._--::; 
Fig. 3.6 . Two views of a vortex due t o a fla t plate at an a ngle of attac.k generated 
1n the WU srooke tunnel. 
• 
Fig . 3.7 . Helium soap bubble pictures of a vortex d~e to a Liebeck type wing showing 
the effect of placing a high friction duct in the vortex at low Reynolds number. 
Fig. 3.8 . Vortex due to a Liebeck type wing at a higher angle of attack. 
Fig . 3 . 9 . A model of the trailer wing assembly. 
Appendix 3. A. 
Giffone and Drlof?·l found that in the range of their investi-
gaciaD the circulation within the VOt tex core remained constant and the 
f ollowing relation is true; 
lJ8_~ a 
v .. 2b = 0 . 0034 
where a 1s the core radius. They give the actual circulation as 
2;V .. = 0 . 046 
for (L= 0.7 and their wing span of 61 em. If the flow were irrotational 
the tangential velocity at the edge of the core, for the same circulation 
and core radius as the experiment., would have been 
i ~ = 
The superscript i stands for irrotational and e for experimental 
values. Hence ~ = 2.15. meaning that the irrotational tangential 
veloci ty at the core edge 1s 2.15 times larger than the actual 
tangential velocity. 
Outside t he core, the irrotational tangential velocity 1s given 
by 
= ro a 
2na.'r-
and the experimental va lue can be approximated by 
At a cert ain distance r,. from the origin they merge. This can be 
identified as the limit of viscous effects. Equating the two expressions 
gives 
Beyond this radius the flow can be considered irrotational. It can 
be easily shown that the tangential velocity at this limiting point 
is given by 
V9r. = V.9~ = UeL = 0.47 Vne 2. '1 r.. ..... 
Since for r> '2 the flow can be considered irrotational, the vortex 
wake pressure drag can be eaSily computed as 
The upper limit of integration <fJ 1s the equivalent limit of integration 
when USing a single vortex, while infinity is the proper limit for two 
counter-rotating vortices . The value of ~ can be estimated using 
some simp l ified assumptions as follows: 
I t i s assumed viscous ef fect s a r e present only for r(,a. Then 
the induced drag, Di , can be writt en as 
Di 
T 
¢ 
= ju,_-P) ciA 
r =o 
Cl ¢ 
= J (p.. - p) cl A + J (/l. - p) d. A 
o a. 
Since for r> a, the flow is irrotational one can write 
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(/J cfJ jc t - p) d.. A = J i P Ve2 2 Jl r dr 
r=Gl. Cl 
cp 
= J 1 f'(V8M ... ~)22](rdr 
a. 
The press ure relat ion for the core 1s obtained from th e momentum 
equation 
1. ~=fY::-
Integrated, this gives, when V, __ ~ is subs t ituted for 'It, , 
Then 
Hence, 
But 
or 
p. - f'V.'; •• (-ar'. _ I) 
,-11,,- 2 
a 
Ju~- p)dA 
' =0 
Di 
2 
:: 
a 
=j[P .. -P...+ 
o 
is also given by 
Di 
T 
!2i. 
2 
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~ (r- r..1jJ2nrdr 2 at 
Di Equating the above two expressions for 2 one obtains 
or 
i + in £ = 8.36 
!! - 2000 a -
wher" t h< value of CDi is taken as 0.03 at (L = 0 . ., anJ b is the 
half span. The expression for Dih can further be written as 
o r Di = T 
1. 1. (D . .J!.. a. V'm4. 
I ~ (2 )( 0 .0034)' 
(3.A-r) 
Now going back to the vort e x pressure drag for r) 'l gives 
¢ 
I 
whe re 47 v: 5.== O. ~"""K r 2 . 171 V8",,,~ ~ . 
W1th £" 2000 t h 1s portion of the drag becomes 28 .S6 (I\pa'l!8~w )' 
which is 73 . 7% of the total Di 2 when 38.74 i n Eq . O. A- n is 
cons i dered 100%. One can write , 1n general , fo r the induced drag 
D, 
2= c [ n o.' f' %!... J ' 
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where c 
The individual contributions are defined as follows: 
Co due to irrotational vortex pressure drag for r.<r<~ 
C, due to vortex wake pressure drag for a < r<r, ' 
C, due to vortex core pressure drag for o <r<a. 
C3 due to vortex core axial momentum deficit in the 
region O(r<a. , 
C~ due to vortex axial momentum deficit in the rl".!glon a <.r( r, 
Among these, Co has already been calculated and was found to be 
73.7% of C. It can be easily shown that (, is S.07 or 13.1% of C 
and (, • /,14, which is only 2. 9% of ( . One shou l d note that on 
the center line of the vortex 
f f 1I9~ (2 . 787) 
Now c - [Co + C, + C 1 ] 
3.97 
or, Cy + C4 s hould accoun t fo r 10. 2% of C. (J a nd C. can 
be obtained by graphical integration of Fig. 14 of Ciffone and Orloffl· l 
with the value of a 2b taken from Fig. 10 of the same paper as 
0.02S . An estimate of (3 and c,. indicate that C3''' C .. indeed 
account for approximately 10% of the value of C. Fig . 3.2 s hows 
some of the results obta ined in this section in graphical form. 
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4 . VERTICAL AXIS WIND MACHINE ANALYSIS 
USING STRIP THEORY 
A parame tric study of the pet:formance of vertical axis wind 
machines with vClriable pitch blades was carried out using two dimensional 
quas i-steady strip theory . The s tudy included the use of both 
conventional and circulation controlled airfoils 4 .1 for blades. For 
both types of blades, operation with the blades continuously adj usted 
to the optimum angle of attack and operation with two fixed settings 
were compared. 
The basic principle of a circulation contrt>l led a irfoil , shown In 
Fig. 4.1, is the increase in circulation and 11ft by a jet o f a i r blown 
out of a slot near the rear of a body with a rounded trailing edge. 
The je t flows around the trailing edge because of the Coanda effect. 
In the present application a symmetr.1cal airfoil with slots on both 
t he upper and lowe r surface is used . A valve directs the jet through 
the prope r slo t t o increase the lift in the desir ed direction. A 
circulation controlled airfoil can give much higher lift coefficients 
than a conventional airfoil and the major objective of this phpse of 
the project is to explore its potential use in wind machines. In 
part icular it is hoped that circulation control will permit lower tip 
speeds and thereby reduce the structural problems. Fir,. 4.2 s hows a 
conceptual model of a large circulation controlled panemone. 
FIgs. 4.3. and 4. 3b show the aerodynamic data reported by Kind4 . 2 
for a t ypical configuration. The lift coefficient. CI,. , and drag 
coeffiCient, Co • are plotted against angle of attack for different 
b lowt n~ coe fftc tents (defined be low). However, it should be noted 
that the performance of a circulation controlled airfoil depends on 
l OS 
two basic parameters such as the blowing coefficient and slot size. 
Unfortunately, a more extensive set of experi"ilental data by Englar4 .3 
was not available i n time to use in these calculations. 
The basic vee tor force diagram is shown in Fig. 4 . 4. At a position 
in the cycle , 9 , the torque per unit span produced by the blade is 
, (4-1) 
where 9 is the orientation of the radius to the blade, 
0(, is the angle between the radius and the relative wind, 
CL and CD are the lift and drag coefficients of the blade, 
~ i s the air density, 
C is the blade chord, and 
R is the radius of the wind turbine. 
If the effect of the blade. on the flow field i s ignored, the 
relative velocity V ... is related to the wind velocity V ... by 
V"". = v.. :::o<~ (4-2 ) 
Wilson and Lissaman4.4 suggest multiplying the wind velocity by 
a blockage fac tor (I-a) in which 
~ = "" c. 
2.R 
(4-3) 
where W is the angular velocity t and .....-.. is the number of blades. 
~c wR 
The dimensionl .. ss grouping U is the solidity of the machine and 
V .. 
is the tip speed ratio . This blockage factor changes the relative 
velocity both directly th r ough the V... term and indirectly through 
0(, which is determined by the r elation 
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~.-
= 1;.-.- I ( (4-4) c{, 
In the present calculation the blockage factor was taken as .t-"'"which 
agrees with the Wilson and Lissaman expression for small ... but does 
{ 
not become negative for large D- • 
Multiplying by the angular velocity and dividing by the wind 
kinetic energy per unit projected area, -i ./ V': ' gives the expression 
Pr (9) = 2.~ ~~ (::::. ~- ... y-[ CL '- ~t+ C~ ..... ",] 
(4-5) 
for the dimensionless torque power. For a circulation controlled 
airfoil the blowing power "",st be subtracted from the torque power . 
The consistent dilDensionless expression for the blowing power is 
tic 
"'r eRIc. 
(4-6) 
where t is the size of the slot and ?f t the blowing system efficiency. 
The overall power coefficient is given by 
Ii 
Z[Pr(8.:)- Pared] (4-7) 
;.=- / 
where N is the number of divisions used in the calculation and .....,.,., the 
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number of blades. Within the assumptions of the present analysis Cf 
depends on the solidity ~ rather than on the number of blades and 
2R. 
the relative size of the blades independently, thus r educing the amount 
of calculation required somewhat. However, the cal cula tion of the 
aerodynamic l oading which r equires adding the contribution for each 
b lade must take the number o f blades into account . 
It should be noted that the combination CL c,..o...L q( I + CD ~ 0( , 
in the expr ession for the power is the difference between two a l most 
equal terms. While Co is smaller than CL over mos t of the cycle 
~ o! I is close to 1 while £At4. ol, is small. The resu l ting power 
is the refore quite sensit ive to the assumpt i o ns made about the blockage 
facto r correction , the aerodynamic coe f ficien t s, and the stall angle 
of the airfoil. Because of this the result s presented be low are not 
a reliable dete r m.1nat lon of the pe r forma nce to be expected in practice, 
but it is bel i eved that they present a c orrect qualitative assessment 
of the effect of the design pa r ame t ers on the pe rformance . 
For the present calcula t ions , the CL a nd CD values for the 
c irc ulation controlled airfoil were taken from a r e port by Kind (Figs. 
Cc1. 
4 .3 a and 4 . ) b). An aspect ratio ( AI. ) correction -- was added to 
Tr,R 
the d rag coeff icient fo r both this and the conven tional ai rfoil. The 
values fo r the conventional airfoil s ""'ere based on the data reported 
f o r a NACA 0012 airfoil by Abbott and VOn Do~nhoff, but a higher 
value was used for th e parasite drag. There is some evidence4. 6 , 4. 7 
that such an increase is r equired in unsteady systems. 
In the calculation in which the blade orientation was con tinuously 
adjusted fo r maximum torque I it was found that axcept c los e to B so 90 0 
and 270·, where the sign (direction) of the required lift changed. the 
blades had to be set at the maximum allowed angle of attack. This is 
the reason for the dependence of the overall efficiency on the stall 
angle. In the early calculations of circulation controlled airfoils 
a check was made at each station whether the gain exceeded the required 
blowing power. It was found that there was a Rmall gain if the blowing 
was omitted over siIl8l1 parts of the cycle, but it was felt that this 
did not justify the additional complexity and the results reported 
her e are for blowing over the entire cycle . 
In the second operating mode the airfoil is flipped to a positive 
angle in the f irst and fourth quadrants and to the corresponding negative 
angle in the second and third quadrants in order to increase the desired 
lift component. When there is no flip the system corresponds to the 
Darrieus rotor4 . 8 , 4.9, 4.10. In this mode of operation a lower limit 
c.vR, 
is set on the operating tip speed ratio -- by the appearance of 
V.,. 
stall. 
Fig . 4 .5 is a se t of univer sal curves (for diffe r e nt solidities) 
Showing the relation between s tall angle-flip angle, and tip speed 
ratio. The relation is independent of the aer odynamic properties of 
the airfoil but does depend on the blockage factor. To illustrate 
its use consider a machine with four blades, each having a chord of 
1/16 the machine r adius ; the machine is to operate with a fixed blade 
setting and the stall a ngle is 12 0 • What is t he mirfmum tip speed 
ratio? Since ~ :...!..... the middle curve is used. 2.R 8 Entering at 
gives a tip speed ca tio of 3.3. Increas i ng the stall angle to 15 0 
decreases the minimum tip s peed ratio to 1.9. On the other hand if the 
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blade i s f l i pped 4 0 the cur ve 1s en t ered at f = 120 _ 4 0 - 8 0 and the 
mi.nimum t i p speed ra t i o inc r e ase s to 4.4. [n f lip mod e ope r a tion the 
highest eff icienc y i s ob t a i ned at o r close to t he minimum tip speed 
ratio . Fur t he rmore , a l ow tip s peed r a tio i s des i r able because the 
c ent r ifuga l fo r c e on the blade i s gi ven by 
Fe. = (4-8) 
where We i s the wei gh t of the blade . The c.ntrifuga l loading is 
much larger than the aerodynamic forc e s on the blade and will therefore 
be the principa l conside ration in the s truc tural de s i gn. 
Figs. 4.6a, 4 .6b, and 4.6 c s how t he operation of the machine with 
conventional blades in both modes for thre e so l i dit i es . The aspect 
ratio was taken as 20 in t he se calcu l ations and the stall angle as 110. 
A cODlparis on of the thre e c urves s h<N!l that the tip speed ratio for 
optimum effic iency inc reas es a s the solidity dec reases . The small 
var i ation i n pea k e fficienc y with s olidity i s pr obably not significant ; 
much larger changes a r e obtai ned when s light l y d ifferent values are 
used f or stall angles , pa r as i t e drag coef fic ien t s, and blockage factor. 
The dif f e r ence i n eff i c i ency be t ween opera t i ng with the optimum angle 
of attack and with two position (fli p) o rienta tion is a ppreciable. It 
s hould be noted that the effic iency fo r 0 0 ope ration a ppear s reasonably 
consistent with those r eport ed f o r Oa rrieus ro t o r s whe n the effect of 
mec hanica l l o s ses and the end e ffe c t of t he Darr ieus con f iguration are 
taken into cons id e ration. Any thi n ai r f o i l would have about the same. 
lift co e fficlent bu t th e r e wou ld be sma ll d I ff e r ences In the drag 
coeffic ien t an d s t a ll anv, l c9 tha t cou ld a ff ec t t hE' aerody nam ic 
ll lJ 
efficiency significantly. 
Figs. 4 . 7a, 4 .1b, and 4. 7c shcn.r the correspond i ns resul t s for the 
circulation cor.trolled airfoil. In the calculation it i s the value of 
the jet velocit y which is fixed and the blowing coe f f I cient. 9...= l.c..e (-f.!-. Y·, 
varies because of the change in relative velocity a s th e blade rotates. 
The program was set up to interpolate the aerodynamic data o f Fig. 4.l. 
The stall angle was taken as 15 0 because this was the limit of the 
given data. For negative angles of attack (2nd and 3rd qua dra nt) the 
drag is the same but the lift , Itanges signs (direc t i on) . However, 
a circulation controlled airfoil does not exhibit a s ha rp s t a ll; 
the lift simply becomes relatively cons t ant for large angles of attack . 
Also, in some. parts of the cycle for low tip speed r a tios , the relative 
velocity becomes small and the blowing coefficient exceeded the range 
f or which data was available. The conservative a s sumpt ion was made 
o f a small extrapolation to C.......... - . 12 t but the power -was comput ed on 
the basis of the larger blowing coefficient. A blowing sys tem e ffici ency 
o f .7 was used in the blowing power calc ula tion . 
The results pres ented a r e for the optimum value o f V,. fo r ea ch 
s olid ity. The maximum e ffic i ency with the dng l e of a tt ack con tinuously 
opt imi zed appea rs somewhat l owe r t ha n fo r the conven t lonA I bl ades , bu t 
i t is believed t ha t this diffe r e nce i s no t sf gni f i'::Hn t i n v i ew of the 
l i mi t a tions of the ca l c ula t ions . The import ant r esu t t s a r c tha t the 
opt i mum effic iency occu r s a t a lowe r tip spe ed r a ti o . And t ha t thl~ 
dif fere nc e between ope ra tio n w" th con t t nu DUS bl adE' a n ~ I e o rt t m 1 z;H i o n 
and with a fixed b lad e o r i enta tion , but with t he b l ow in~ dt r .:oc t l on 
changed a t 90 0 and 270 0 , i 9 much smal l e r t ha n [ or t he ('"(lllV c n ti ona l 
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blades. The lower t ip speed r a tio appears t o be a n important potential 
advanta ge o f a wind machine with circulation controlled blades because of 
the res ulting lower centrifugal stress . 
It is planned to carry out further cal culations f or t he machine 
wit h circulation controlled blades using the data published by Englar4 •3 
which c overs a wider range of operating cond i t ions than Ki nd ' s data. 4.2 
t 
In particular the prese nt calculations only c overed one value of '"Z ' 
and this parameter is quite important a9 it affects the blowing power 
and therefore the efficiency appreciably. When the comple.mentary 
theo retical and experimental studies now underway provide improved 
estimates o f the blockage factor and aerodynamic coef f ic ient;s, the 
calculation will be modified accordingly. 
The numerical calculations t o be performed as des cribed 1n section 
5 o f this r eport, and measurements of the aerodynamic forces during 
operation of the proposed vertical axis prototype machine (see section 6), 
should enab l e this calculation procedure to be developed to the stage 
where i t will give reliable predictions o f the performanc e of machines 
wi t h othe r b l ades and ope r a ting conditions . 
Very lit t l e experimental work on vertical axis mac hines with 
adjustable blade s has been r e ported . One early inves tigator4 . l1 
claimed an efficiency of over 40% f o r a s mall prototypE', which i s 
competitive with the bes t pr ope ller type, a nd it is unlike ly that 
his limited j tudies reac hed an opt imum configura tion . 
It shou ld be noted that vertica l a xis machines are not 1n principle 
subject to the Betz limit of CI' ~ 0. 593 de rived f or horizontal axis 
ma chines by simple momentum cOnl'ddpt'a t ion, s i nce, for a vert ica l a xis 
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machine the actual capture area may exceed the projected area . This 
is shown in the calculations of Larsen4. l2 who obtained efficiencies 
slightly above the Betz limit using a lifting line theory. While the 
Cf' values shown in Fig,,- 4 . 6 and 4.7 are below the Betz limit, small 
changes in the assumed aerodynamic coefficients, stall angle or 
blockage factor can increase Cf' substantially, bringing it above 
the Betz limit. It is therefore important to carry out further 
theoretical and experimental studies to determine the actual performance 
limits. 
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5. :-M-IERICAL SOLUTION FOR TilE UNSTEADY LIITING 
CHARACTER I STICS OF VARI ABLE PITCH CROSS-FLO!; WIND TURBINES 
A nume rica l procedure 1s deve l oped f o r determini ng the unste ady 
lift and moment charac ter is tic s o f c ross -flow wind turbi nes. The 
me thod emp l oys a force-free wake model , ac counts for wake/blade 
interac tion , reflects transient aerodynamics and accoJDOdates time 
va ry ing winds . Introduct i on of expe rimental drag data permits 
calculation of energy ex tract ion capac i t y for such devices. Typical 
resul t s are presente d for a stra ight blade d Darrieus trubine and 
compared t o t hos e g i ven by strip theory . Extension of the method 
t o mult i -bladed va r i able pitch turbines 1s a part of the continuing 
re s e arch. The developed model will aid t he s ystemat i c investigation 
of vert ical axis wind turbines fo r co s t e f fective energy conversion. 
:-lomenc l a ture 
Roma n and Gre e k Let t ers 
t urbine blade cho r d; m (ft) 
d ra~ coe f ficien t 
Cr. 11 ft coe ffi c i ent 
CH mome nt coef fi c Ient 
F 
n 
L 
/I 
powe r coe ffiC i ent , Cp- tt.P V';R[ r.qn . (5. A- 27) · !J 
• 2 
d r. g , D - z: ~ V ~CD C; 1; (l h f ) 
ae rodynam i c fo rce normal to chord : N Ob
f
) 
11ft , r. _ .!. .P v2C c · 11 (lh ) 
1. R L ' f 
I 2 
mome nt , X - T.P vRvRC~lc ; ~; ·m (lb f · ft) 
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ns 
p 
q 
r 
R 
s,n 
u 
U 
x , y,z 
fJ 
y 
number of chord segments in vortex model 
2 2 fluid static pressure ; N/m (lbf/ft) 
tot al fluid ,'elocity relative to the inertial frame ; 
mls (ft/sec) 
number of blade revolutions 
turbine radius; m (ft) 
cartesian coordinates parallel/normal to blade chord 
respectively, Fig . 5 .A.4 ; m (ft) 
t i me measured in non- inertial frame ; s 
fluid perturbation velocity relative. to the inertial 
frame ; mls (ft/sec) 
t o t a l fluid velocity relative to the non-inertia l f rame ; 
ml s (ft/sec) 
r e ct i linea r hlade ve locity , Vn - '" 1\; mI. ( f tlse c ) 
r e l a tive i nflow velocity , F i g . 5. A.l ; ml s ( ft / s ec) 
f r ees t ream wind vel oc ity i m/ s (ft/ sec ) 
cartes i an coordina t es o f non- i ne rtial f rar.le, Fir, . 5 .A . l ; 
m (f t ) 
blade Angle of a ttack wi t h respec t t o relative inflow 
vel oci ty , Fig. 5.A. l ; 
blade pitch angle measured from turbine radius vec t or, 
Fig. 5 . A. l; 
• dot. e l
s time rate of change of blAde angl e o f attack, ~.«; I .' 
anel e betl-Ieen f and x axes, Fi r. . 5. A. I: • 
9 tren~ th of disc re te bound vo rtex : m2 Is (ft ?' I s ~ : c) 
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y' 
!' 
9 
strength of vortex sheet ~t a point on the camber line; 
m/s (ft/sec) 
net circulation (sirfeil and wake) ; m2/s (f t 2/sec) 
bound (airfoil) circulation; m2/s (ft 2/sec) 
wake circulation ; m2/s (ft2/sec) 
inverse tip speed ratio , E. V., /wR 
magnitude of position vector in x-y frame. Fig. 5.".2 : .. (ft) 
angle between freestream wind and radius vector, Fig. S . A.I, 
cartesian coordinates of inertial frame normal/parallel to 
the free stream wind respectively, Fig . 5 . A.l : m (ft) 
fluid mass density assumed everyvhere equal to that of 
3 2 4 
freestrea m in the far field,.I' - /' .. : kg/m (lbfsec /ft ) 
velocity potential; m2/s (ft2/sec) 
w t urbine rotational speed; rad/s 
Jl angular velocity of (x , ,, ) axes with respect to (~ ,'1) 
axe s ,.1l - dP / d t ; rad/ s 
Subscripts and Supe rs cripts 
b discrete bound vortex on c ambe r line 
c "cont rol" point on c amber line where flow tanp"enc y 
boundary condit i on i s satisfied 
free (shed) vortic es in the w.ke 
L,U below and above a point on the camber line res pectively 
(lowe r a nd uppe r) 
x.y x and y vector components res pectively 
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5.'7 ~ and" vector components respectively 
vector quantity 
unit vector 
Introduction 
Cross-flow wind turbines consist of several high aspect ratio 
blades. usually of airfoil shape and uniform cross section. These 
blades. placed at regular intervals along a disc of radius R. may 
be termina ted at their spanwise extremities by an end plate; their 
pitch about a s panwise axis may be fixed or modulated. Wind 
i nduced ae rodynamic forces produce a torque which causes the blades 
to rot a te In a circular orbit about a central axis. The descriptive 
t erm "c ross-flow" is used to indicate that the wind is normal to 
the axis o f rotation. AlthCldJ emphasis here is on vertical axis 
c ross-flow t urbines, results of the analysis apply equally to 
hor izontal axis c ross-flow machines . 
Interes t i n innovative conce pts relates pr imarily t o t he ir 
po ten t ial f or energy conversion a t lowe r cos t than conventional 
sys t ems . Vertical axis cross- flow machines may s i multaneous ly 
achieve tn:E:ased wind ene rgy c onve rsion e f ficiency and reduced ene rgy 
~O:.lts. t he re is gene ral agreement tha t axial -f l ow tu rbines without 
a u~men tin ~ devices can e xtrac t no mo r e than 40-45~ o f t he available 
wind energy i n the blade swep t area. I t is no t known , however , 
what analo~ous limit may apply to cross- f low turbines . A popular 
hypothesis supported in part by preliminary results of this report, 
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infers that c ross-flow turbines entrain air outside the projectea 
frontal area of the machine thus increasing energy extraction . 
Optlmwu powe. r extraction requires alignment of conventional 
systems with the incomin g wind. Normally accomplished by mechanio.al 
means, the requirement adds considerable structural weight, 
mechanica.'. complexity and cost. Vertical axis machines do not 
suffer ~imilarly. since the desired response to changing wind direc-
tion is a simple adjunct to the existing blade pitch mechanism. 
The same control system serves as the blade feathering device necessary 
to avoid s tructural damage in high winds . 
AerodynamiC and structural considerations dictate that propeller 
type mach i nes use slender, tapered" highly twisted blades. nespite 
ad va nc es in blade fabrication techniques their cost is quite high. 
The 38m b l a de of the ERDA-NASA 100 kW experimental wind turbine 
cost 5160 , 000 , )2% of total s ystem costS . l Vertical axis machines 
employ symme trical ai rfo il sec tions, constant along blade span . 
The resul t i ng l ow s tructural weight and ease of fabrication should 
reduce cos ts. 
Flnally, there i s t he Ques tion of e lectrical power generation. 
Systeo efficiency imp r oves when the rotational a xis of generating 
el'1ufpnen t d irectionally coincides wi th the trubine rota tional axis. 
Fo r this re;'lson the electrical ~enera ting equipment for conventional 
t u r h fne s c OlTlTlon l y re sideR In a pod a t op the towe r. The m:tchinery is 
'1ll it e Iloavv and to a la r p,e exten t d rives t he s tructural d esi ~n of 
th~ towe r. Fu rthe r comple xities a r ise f rom the a erodynami c i nt e rac tio n 
1)0 
of the blades, the hub and the generator pod. Vertical axis turbines 
avoid these problems since generator and control systems may be 
housed on the ground and linked directly to the rotating vertical 
shaft . 
The above cons id e r a tions have prompted a systematic investiga-
tion of vertical axis wind turhines. Empirical methods cannot be 
used at present due to the lack of reliable experimental data. 
Experimental prototypes are bein3 constructed and tested but the 
need for cost effective pa r a metric design studies establishes the 
requirement for comput a tional models for performance prediction. 
Pre vious Investigations 
Analytical perform<lnce me thods must adequately consider the 
uns te3dy nature of the flow , the di s torted wake shed from blade 
trailine edges, the int e r a ction o f this wa ke '4ith turbine b lades and 
the mutua l blade intera ction. F.. C. J ames5 . 2 a ttempted to s olve 
the r e quis it e linea ri zed diffe r entia l e quation for single bl a ded 
machines I bu t be caus e o f i t s comple xit y , a pproximate solu t ions were 
attempted onl y fo r the limitln~ c a s es o f l ow and high tip s peed 
r a t io s . Un fo rtuna t e l y , the usefu l info rmati on lies somewhere in 
be t ween . I nvest l p,a t ors gene r a ll y a~ree tha t s inglf' b l Aded re s ults 
may be extrapo l a t ed to multi - bladed sys t ems p r o v ided t h;'l t t he 
mut ual b l ade lnterfe r ence i s slllal l <l ne! ca n be ner, l ec t ed. Fxa c t l y 
whe r e thls assumptio n falls tn practlce is not known. 
Br u l le and J.arsen 5 .), usin~ vortex t heo r y o rigi na lly 
developt::d fa r eye lo$ti ros , made s impli fy l ne assumpt ions r egard i ng 
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the vorticity shed from the blades due to unsteadiness. They 
assumed, based on momentum considerations , that the wake was shed 
with some average velocity which remained constant, and that this 
wake was shed at only two instant;lneous "blade flip" points during a 
complete orbit. Brulle5 . 4 repor ted that this assumed wake 
structure results in computer program idiosyncrasies which l i mit 
giromill investigation to l/f. <. ). 
Ore:es5 . 5 conducted a theoretical and experimental (wind tunnel) 
study of straight bladed Darrieus turbines having cyclic pitch. It 
was assumed that energy is extracted uniformly across a plane 
perpendicular to the wind direction at the center of rotation . 
Th i s i mplies constant induced velocity which is contra ry to the 
known occurrence of marked velocity gradients in that region, 
Fanucci and SquireS . 6 used strip theory to investigate variable 
pi t c h vert ical axis machines employing both conventional and circu-
lation control blades. Thi s method use s a "blockage factor", 
sugRe s ted by Wilson and Li s samanS . 7 and derived fror.'! momentum 
considera tion s , t o account fo r the ef fects of local induced velocitie s . 
Power c oe f f ic ient 1s ex tremely sens l tive to this parameter and 
there i s l i tt le assurance o f it s accu r acy . Optimum tip Rpecd r a tio 
a I s o va r ies conside r a b l y . 
The above r efer ences ass ume a wake c on s trained in sOT'le fashion 
or o t he r ; actua lly the wake is fo r c e-free and individ ual s hed 
vo rti c e s conve c t a t t heir 0"," loca l ve loci tie s . Because t he '.take i s 
shed continuous ly a s the b l ad e revo l ves , it I s uncerta i n wha t may 
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r esult when the trajectories of wake elements shed at a previous 
time , o r from ano ther blad l! . intersect or interfere with the 
loc al flow fJ f a given blade. 19norinr, the resulting interaction 
may lead t o se rious errors in c alculating the aerodynamic performance 
of the machine. Al though the stream tube r.tethodsS , 8 applied to the 
aerodynamics of cross -flow machines have served a useful purpose, 
t he as s um p tions used in thes e analyses ca nnot account for most of 
th e effects previous l y mentione d. The computational model 
d e s crihcd in t he /\ppe ndix " ttempt s t o remove the a s sumptions of 
pr e vi o us wo rk by us in~ a completely numerical solution of the 
no ns t ead y l i fting s urface proh l em . The e ff~ct s o f f i nite blade 
s pa n a r e .:I ssumcd ne S! l ip.ih l e s ince cnnfigur<ltlo n s of int e r es t 
r;ene r a l l y have b l ade aspec t r a t i o s of twe nty o r p. re<lter. 
Compu t a t i on;. l Pr occrlu r e : COmJlu t ilt i on s ber- in ~ t some i ni t i a l time 
when no ·.,a ke i s p r esen t. As t he ca l c u l a t ions pro ce ed In small time 
s t eJls (may he tho uf·h t of ,'5 46 s t e ps ), vor t i c i t y i s ~ h cd f r o r.'! 
b lade t ra ilinft ecl s cs a nd t he wake is deve l opecl. Thi s t r a ns i e n t 
phase correspond s to the startin& mo tion of t he tu r bine . \.'hen a 
pe r iodic so l u ti o n r e s u l t s fo r t he ca se of pe r i o cl i c o r cons tant '.t incl 
ve loc it y . the ca l c ul ation i s t e r mi nated . Seve r a l comput a t io na l 
va r i ab l e s affe c t convcr ge nce to t h i s rcre titivr so lutio n . £. ,6,9 
ami r ;lppc03 r t o be t he' mos t i mpo r tan t o f thC's c ,1.l tho ll~h the e xnc t 
r eL,tio nsh t r r CCl u ir cd fo r C"onve r J!c ncc h<15 no t y .... t bee n de t e r min ecl. 
Li f t a nti ' :nmc n t r.hnr itc t c r i s ti cs : The t h r ee ('I r fO llr vo rt ex 
1)) 
model (descrihed in Appendix) closely a pproximates the correct 
CL values, but S-t typically differs by 40% frem the proper values. 
"11 th eight blade segments the si tuation imr.roves. 
The number of revolutions necessary to reach CL convergence 
depends on the value of E and the size of the A" steps used in 
the numerical procedure . For 11.8 - 8° a satisfactory solution 
results at r - 5 and requires approximat e ly 30 minutes ot" CPU time. 
For 46 - 4°, r = 4 gives satisfactory results but takes approxi-
mately 120 minutes of CPU time. ~Iinimum computer time to achieve 
the periodic solution is obviously desired. For purposes of calcu-
lating turbine performance then, the smaller A. 9 are not justified. 
However, the smaller .i.e solution reflects the finer details of the 
wake structure as well as the transient aerodynamics and may be 
useful for flutter analysis or other structural design data. 
Fig. 5.1 shows the variation of calculated lift from the steady 
s tate value given by classical theory. The difference is obvious, 
but not startling, because the Darrieus turbine studied here does 
not exhibit highly unsteady aerodynamics, since the blades are fixed. 
Fig . 5.2 co pares lift co e fficient transient s with the periodic 
solution. After 80 ° of the first revolution the starting transients 
decay and fo r all subsequent orbits CL is well behaved for 0·<' 9 < 120·. 
In this illus trative one bladed case, the dyanmics of the blade/wake 
interaction appear in r .. 2 and are generally confined to the region 
120 · <. e <. 240·. Transients diminish in amplitude and frequency 
unt il the repetitive solution occurs, usually after four revolutions. 
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Lift transients appear to exhibit rather long time constants 
sug~est1n~ the possibility of unsteady loadings with higher 
frequencies than the one or two per revolution type. This also leads 
to speculation concerning the time ann spatial variations of the wind. 
If the wind phase velccity and wave len~th are of the same order as 
the turbine diameter and natural frequency, resonance phenomena 
may occur. These -:an have important consequences reFtarding wind 
turbine vibrations. 
Wake Details: fmother test for periodicity is the convergence 
o f vortex tra jectories, shed at a particular location on the blade 
orbit:, to a pr edictab l e path. Gene rally wake convergence requires 
s everal revolutions mo re tha n CL co nvergence, but the l as t few 
re' .. olu t ions produce a negligible e ff ec t on performan~e "'-:.:!!'t..:ulat tons. 
Steps of L1 9 = 4° were used to generate the de t a ils of the 
transie nt wake shown in Fig. 5.3. The fir s t few s t arting vortices 
meande r downst r eam into a r ela t ively quiescent flow field and traverse 
the orbital path at 9 .. 200 ° when the hl:\d e i s at r .. 2, 8 . 80 ° 
(t l in Fig. 5 . 3). 1I0wever, :\s t he wake element s hed at 6 - 24 ° 
tr ave r ses the o rbital path it ri1ss e~ ve r y clos e to the hlaJe (t 2 a nd 
t) . The interaction resul ts in the err.,ti c t r<1 .lectory s ho\ofTl, 
inhibits downs tream pro~ression of the vo rt ex <1nd h.:1s an <1ppreciable 
effect on l> lade CL. Tr ans ient s a r e exhih ited similar to those sho\ofTl 
in Fig. 5.2, but of greater amplitude a nd frequency . ~o te also that 
as the b lade passes the viclnit y of th e 6 ~ 8° vort ex (at t 4 ) the 
oscill a t o r y na t ure of the trajec tory increases , indtcatin~ the 
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influence o f the passing blade . Skept i cism of this e r ra t ic hehav ior 
or of the ability to predict it is no t ent i rely unexpec t ed . The 
reader is t herefo re r e f e rred t o Ojoj od iha r djo ~I\d Widna1l5 . 9 where 
it 1s s een that the calc ulat ions of CiestnR'" .10 and f1 0"1 v i s ualiza-
t i on studies of BrattS . ll agree remarkably for the unsteady potential 
fl ow o f oscillating a i rfoils . 
The fully developed wake is shown in Fir.. 5 . 4 for 1/ €. ~ 6 . 
Solid l i nes downs tream of the turbine repre s en t the locus of the 
ex tremi t i e s o f the s hed vortex traJec t ories . Upstream of t he 
mach i ne the line s rep resent the pa t h the vortices would have 
t aken had they a ctually h" en fluid pa rticles . Definition of the 
"wake " 1s somewhat arb i trary , but a tt er.Jpt ln!~ to i l lus tra te the reeion 
of influence of t he t urbine , t he authors have shown in Fi~ . 5 .5 
thl! loc us of point s a t whic h the tlindward comr onent of t ~le loca l 
velocity Is 98% , 991 and 1001. tha t of t he f re e s tream l..r inrl . This 
region extends fa r beyond the projec t ed fro nt"! a rea o f the turbine 
and suggests that major wind tunnel blockage co rrections may be necessa ry 
for turbines tested in closed tunnels . Si nce sma ~l e rrors i n t unnel 
s peed produce large e rrors in Cp ca l cu l a tions t furthe r inves t ir,at ion 
should be pursued. 
Velocity Defect and IIlockage Fac t o r: The t e rm "blockage fac t o r" 
is used to describe the reduction i n the windwa rd component o f the 
freestrerun velocity . This blockLlp,e. of course . alters turhine 
performance appreciably. Rather than estlmat i nr hlocka~e fac t or t he 
present method develops aerodynamic characrerlstics based on calcu l Ated 
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loca l flow conditions. Fig . 5 . 6 illustrates cross-wind velocity 
traverses near the wind turbine for the blade position shown. It 
can be seen that velocity defect is not symmetrical about the 
windward axis . 
Ene r gy Conversion Efficiency : The efficiency of a wind energy 
c onve rsion sys tem is given by Cp which is the ratio of power extracted 
by the turbine to the theoretical maximum available wind energy within 
the b l a de swept area. Fig. 5.7 shows Cp vs 1/£ for two different 
l eve l s o f ae~odynamic drag . Recall that the present method gives 
l i ft cha rac t e r i stics only and drag mu s t b~ obtained from some other 
s ource. Haximum Cp a nd optimum 1/£ agr ~e well with strip theory. 
However, t his may only be true for Darrieus turbines which are not 
ex treme l y uns t ead y dev ices (no c yclic blade pitch changes). The 
\<111 son-L i sCJaman fact :> r g ives dispara t e re s ults from strip theory 
o r the cu rren t vor t ex model numerical soluti"n and its us e cannot 
be recommended . 
Conc l uding Rema rks 
Results for the s t ra i ght bl aded Da rrieus t urbine illustra t e the 
developed capability to model the complex 11f t i ng charac ter i st ics of 
cross-flow turbines. Initial research has focused on development of 
the analysi s and the required computer program. Extension of t he 
lTIethod to mul ti-bladed machines I cyclic blade pitch changes and 
time v:trlant winds 1s progressin${. The concept can be modified to 
accomodate t dck airfoils. variable camber or circulation control 
blAdes by changing the vor tex model to one with bound vortices 
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dis t ributed on t he b l ade s urfac e rathe r tha n t he camber line . 
Since blade a spec t ratio i s l arge, the two dimensional a na l ys i s 
s hould c l osely approx i ma t e t he fini t e blade char a cte ris t i c s . The 
ma tt e r o f dr ag pred i c t i o n fo r t hes e devices mus t be a ggressively 
pursued; i t is the r emainin g obs t acle t o comple t e a nal ytica l per-
formance p r ed ic t i on. In this r egar d , t he We s t Virgin i a Universi ty 
expe rimental wind t u rbi ne wi l l be uti lized in conjunc tion wi t h 11ft 
predic t i ons of t he c urren t me t hod to deduce d r ag cha r acteris t i c s . 
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Thin- airfoil t heo ry: The prob le.n is app rnachell ill the sJl irit 
of c lass ical potentin 1 t ~~eo ry (i. e . , fluid v i scos ity 1s ncr- l eeted) . 
Li ftin r. chilractcristics of the blades 1.>clm .. ! t he s tall are negligibly 
inf luenced by viscosi t y ;mel the r esu ltant o f the pr e ssure force s i s 
only sligh tl y influenced by sec tio n t ldcl.ness 3S l on~ as thin .11rfoi1s 
wi t h sm;). ll camher are opcratinr, a t s mall an~lcs of a ttack . ru rthe r-
mo r e . blade speeds a r c :lssumed sma 11 e nough to treat t he f 10\1 3!1> 
incOIr., ressihle. Coe r these c lr cums t .1nccs t he ove rall sect ton Ii ftin r, 
cha r acte r h ... ics :t r e t ... e ll preliic t e d by thin- airfoil t heo r yS .13 a ne! 
t he ai rfo tl is replaced • .tith its mc;m cambe r 1 ine . r. l :tdes a r e 
assul'!1ccJ to be of infin ite sp.,n s ince Mos t n.,chines have Lar r. e hlade 
as pee t f il. t ios. The prob l em Is then r eso 1 vetl ln t o one "r f I ndil\~ a 
flow pa tt e rn havinr, the in s tantal\eous st r eamli ne coinehlcnt with 
the sec t ion mea n camhe r Ilne ( l he bOllnda r y cond i t ion at th e body) 
ilod insurln~ thilt th~ flow wi ll Ip.ilvc th~ tra ilin ~ edge sr.1oothly 
(t~ utt" conJ it lon). 
Klnem<l tl c Houmlar y Cond ition; 
'j 2 fo lt ol",ln~ r.. C . James' C1 
nonlnertia l (x ,y) coord ina t e Gv~ten I s se l ec t ed, atto1.ched to the 
b l"d c such that ltc:: n ri yln traverses a c 1rc \l].,r orbit with r espec t 
to :m lnert i;t l ( S t 'r ) frane of reference. The x-.rtxls 1R allr,ncd 
with th(' r('t :ltl.~ lnrtow vC'loclty Vr;, (t) and the blade is ilt "n~ l c 
of .. ttacr CIC (t). r.holce of tlli~ coonlin:1te System farilitiltes rll c 
llne.'u ll.;'1t ion of til(' l.Iolllldnry cond 1 t iOIl'" Thc ('C'lu., tions he l Clw 
follow from the ~cnmct ry (F1 ~ . S. I,,1) : 
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and 
2 1/ 2 Vr-(t) a W R[l + e. - U: ' in 9 ) 
0(; (t) s "'R(t) + Wt - {J (t) - TT 12 } (5.A-l) 
As a consequence of aligning the -axis with VRt the (x,y) 
axes rotate with an angular velocity Jl (t) (with respect t o the 
inertial frame) given by , 
11. (t) • d Ii Idt • W [1 - e. sin QJ 
[l+EE -2(sin9j (5.A- 2) 
where " (t) • arctan[ (sin e - E. )/cos e J. 
The boundary condition on the cambered surface requires that 
t he normal velocity of the bl:J.de relative to the (x,y) system be 
equal t o the nomal velocity o f the. fluid on the surface . In 
terns of the noninertia l frame the equation is 
H(x,y,t) + (q - VB -Ax~) . V f(x,y,t) • O. 
olt 
(5 . A-J) 
In Eqn . (5. A-J), f (x,y,t) EO describes the mean camber line of 
t he airfoi l. Also, 
q . - (V.sin p -ux)x - (V"" cos fI -uy)Y ,. 
.... _ ... 
VB· wxR • -WRcos(" -,)x - cd Rsin(" -, )y, 
... 
V - X ~ ( ) I ~ x + Y d ( ) I ~ y + Z i1 ( ) I ~ z, and 
.it . Jt z. 
(If pr ioary i ntere s t .:a re uncambe red a irfoil s fo r wh i ch y - x tan oC. - 0 
and t he exac t bound.lr y conrlito l on follows f rom Cqn. (5 .1\- ) and i s 
*q , t he fluid ve l oci t 'l , Is c ompnsec1 of the \\."ind vptocitv. " "lnd 
pe rturha t ion veloc i ty , u . rf>lativc tn the ine r t i,, 1 f r ilr.\c hut reso l ve d 
int o compone nt s "l lon ~ t he (x ,y) Axes . 
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r. iven by, 
2 • 
uy - x(sec #4~ +A) - tan o(;(VR + U x +Jty) • o. (5.A-4) 
The relationship between the velocities in the inertial and non-
i ne rt ial frames is, 
(5.A-5) 
I nse rting a ppropriate relationships in F.qn . (5. A-5) yields 
(5.A-6) 
Substituting Eqn. (5.A-6) into Cqn . (5.A-4) gives Eqn. (5.A-7) 
f or the velocity in the y-direction on the cambered surface. 
J\ss ,.ming s mall angle s of attack and neglecting second order terms 
yie lds the linearize d boundary condition shown in Eqn . (5. A-S): 
(5.A-7) 
(5.A-8) 
Vo rtex Hode l: In po t entia l t heory . t he loadin g on ."1 l i ft Jnr. 
s ur face may be rep resent ed by a dis t ribut i on o f singulari ties . In 
t his model , a dis tribut io n of hound vort i city was enr l oycd , and fo r 
numerical conven ience i t was a~sumed t hat t~ is dis trihu tion could 
be represented by disc rete bo und vor tices attAched t o t he cambe red 
su rface (Fig . 5 . A.2). The normal veloci t y'. induceJ a t fo is given by 
**For s mall an~les o f a ttack U i s ve ry nearly e~ual tn t he ve locity 
nomal t o c.amuercrl Rurfn ce . y 
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(5.A-9) 
If the boundary condition is enforced at the "control point" 
o f e.ach of the ns chord segments, no flow results through the 
surface . It has been assumed for the moment th;:(t no shed vortices a re 
present ~ s tlould he the case in the steady st.3tc. situo:ltion. The 
mathematical r ep resentation of t his situation p, lves equations \"hlch 
can be so lved simultaneously for t he unknown strengths of the bound 
vor tices. For the Jth control peint, 
nB 
~t""/ I(S\)i- ( re)jl) - -21T(VRO<)j' (5.A-IO) 
n . H Jame s 5• 1/1 has s l:own th :lt the chotce of the 1/4 point of the 
cho r d segnent fo r the hound vortex and the 3/4 pOint for the contro l 
point is optir.lUr.t fo r the so lutIon of the vorticity distribution In 
s t eatly t"'·o dimens ionC'l p rob l cl'ls. ~urthermore, t he Ku tta condition 
is ;]utol.kl tica1Iy s .ltisfied by this vortex macel . Rudham5 . 12 dis-
cusses the o1pr1ic., t io:a of t his complltntional model to the problem 
of unstc.:luy airfoils. 
t;nsteady Fl o,,", Considerations: t.rhen chanp.es in tf:.. :lnd/or VR 
occur, the Clo,,", is unsteady . The physical princip l t' of prima ry 
i mpo rtance in unsteady problens i s the conse rva tion of circulation. 
ThIs lnplips that the time r ,Jte of change of the bound a nd w.:ll:e 
circulation 15 zero, and that thc nct ci rcul.ltion a round the airfoil 
anti \o,':1ke !:'Ust rer.'lafn cons t ant: 
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(5.A-ll) 
r -b 
e/2 f os 
y' (x)dx - I Y' 
-e/2 i-l i 
defines the hound c ircula tion. Thus if t he bound circulation 
chanr.es due to ;airfoil motion or flow fluctuations t there mus t be 
an equal but opposite eha nr.e 1n the wake . This is possible when fi. 
chanr,es, by slleddinp, from the trailing ed ge anJ into t he ,o/,Jke, 
vortices of appropriate strenr.th and sensE". The stren~ thr 0 f these 
shed vortices tJ'len remain fixed. Cor:qiJer ing the "lade motion 
in sr.tall A t time steps , it can be shown tha t for the (!Ith tilne inter-
val (in the one bladed case) the equation n for dete=inin g the 
hound vorticity a re of the form 
(5.A-l2) 
m-l 
\" sinr-
k [rk-r k-l] 
-.s Ir~ - (le)jl 
Ferp the l1nc;erizeu houndary condition is usp.d incilldinr. the 
terr" refl cctinR the time rate of cllSln~e of an~le of Att;eck. Fi~. 5.1\.1 
lliustrates the situ:ttion including definition of th e anglp JA • 
The equation 15 wr itten for the jth control point where J (fI1ax)- ns 
1 Sl 
and s upers cripts desi gnatc tif.'e steps . The first term in r.qn. 
(5 . . \-12) i. the c ontribution of the bound vorticity to the noma1 
velocity a t the jth control point. The second term denotes the 
contribution of the shed vortex leaving the trailinr. edge in the 
current Ttl th t ime step (the quantity in brackets is its s tren gth 
written in t~rms of t he unknown hound vorticity and the I~ nown 
s trenr. t h o f the previously shed vortex). The third term account ~; 
for t he induction due to the remaining shed vorticity with the 
understanding that f' - 0 at t - O. Por multi-bladed systems, 
rqn. (5.A-12) is modified to ac count for all the bound and shed 
vorticity present in tlae (low, and at each time step, will lead to 
;J. R.:t trix formulation of the problem of order ns x ~l when all the 
control pOints are considered . 
Computational Procedure: The numerical solutIon assumes that 
continuous blade mo tion and wake formation can be apflroxlm..:,ted by 
considering small discrete time steps. At time t - 0 there 1s no 
circula tion on t he airfoil or in the wake. At time t1, corrcs-
ponding to 9 - O· t tIC. or V!t changes and a startinr. vortex I :; 
ahed whose ~ treng t h 1s e qual t('l the strength of the bound vort icity 
at that t i me; 
ns 
r 1 _ -f 1 __ '"' ..... f b ~'i ' i-I 
The s trengths of the bound vortices a r e found from Eqn . (S .A- IO) 
where fl ow cond itions arc calculated from [qn . (S.A-l) and the 
~eomet ry Is k.nown. The shed vort ex illlnedlatel y leave s the tralling 
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edge and the blade advances from tl to t2. In the intervening 
6 t the vortex convects with its own local velocity to some new 
posi~lon in space. Its displacement and velocity have In no 
way been constrained; it Is "force-free' · . 
Hi th the strength and location of all vortices known, the 
velocity at any point in space can ue determinerl using the 8iot-
Savar t law. This is done for the vortex leaving the tr:tlling edge 
and its displacer.ten t durinp., the 4 t tiMe incremcnt is added to 
• its previo us posi tion vector to find it~ location at t2. In the 
process it 1s necess'l ry to tranr.form velocity compnnent~ and 
s patial coordiniltes fro m the (x, y ) to tlle (J, '1) system. The 
velocity tra nsformation is r:. iven by 
(u5)f • -(uxsin, + uyco. II )f' and 
(U.,) f ~ -(uxcos (1 + uysin, ) f' 
The coo rdina t e tran5fo r ra;t tion is !~ iven hy 
x - - ~ "in p + >rcos f/ + Rsin(B-Jl), 
5 :III -x~ in II - vens P - Rcos e, and 
'r xCO" JI - ys in fJ - r.sl n e. 
The 'Ibsolute velocity of .1 \o/.:1I ' c e l ement i s then 
} (5.A-13) 
(5-.A-14) 
(5.A-15) 
f:5incc vc l ocitv i~ :l fl!Oce lon of posicion and the vo rt ex i s in 
mn tion, tit ch.'n he~ cOllfHilntly. t'n a ve r aj:tinr. tech niq ue is therefore 
uscr! for 'If' 
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and its ~osition after t he mth time increment is 
("II)f _ (.,II-l)f + ( m) q~f4t. 
} (5.A-16) 
At t 2 the hound vortex strenr.ths are found from Eqn. (5.A-12) and 
t he r c 1.1 t i",nship for the shed vortex is 
[iy-2_ r l] 
i-I i f 
T!lis follows from the conservation of circulation. Computations for 
!;ubsequent time steps proceed 1n a similar fashion. The cOr.'lplex 
a r ithmetic facility o f Fortran IV is used f or computer programndng. 
Storing vortex sp.Hial coordinates 3nd velocity components as 
complex va r iables simplifies the prograr.lming considerably. 
I t Coln be seen fror.l the ahove developments, th:tt at any time 
t n t he positions ann strengths of all bound and shed vortices are 
kno'.JTl. LiCt .: nd moment coefficients, wake shape, vortex trajectori.es 
a nd velocity profi les can then be found. 
Forces And " aments : The ~eneralized aerodynamic force s on 
t hr h l .. de are a. local lift normal to the inflow velocity , a local 
rl rA~ ('aralled to the inflow velocity, and a moment about the mid-
cho rd. Their derivation , 1n part , follows. 
Rcrnoultl's equation for unsteady , incompressible, inviscid 
flo" written In tema nf the (~,") f rame is 
(5.A-17) 
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where F(t) is a constan t along a s treamline . ~eglecting small 
quantities, it can be shown that in terms of the (x,y) systems and 
written in (s,n) coord!""te., [qD. (5.A-17) become. 
(5.A-18) 
,,,,here (Vs)s and (VB)n are components of the hlade rectilinear 
velocity in the sand n directions. 
For irrotational flow F(t) 15 constant everY\lhe re in the field. 
Considering the flow conditions below and above a control pOint 
(lower and upper surfaces of the blade) and definin~ thAt point as 
v ;; (5,0), j t 15 possible to ,""lte 
(5.A-19) 
\Jhere r ] v indicates tha t the quantity 1n b racke ts is evaluated at 
v. Potential theory provides the mec hanism f o r eva luating the r'lght 
hand s ide of [qn. (S.A-19) in terms of the vo rt ex s tre ngth . The 
r e lationships ~/a 8 [~u- 9\)v - - y'(a). dO n[P u-9\1 - 0 , 
[~ u- ~Llv - J_:/2Y'(a)da, and [q~-q~)v --2[q)V ...... '(8) 
gi ve 
8 
[(PL- Pu)/J')" - [V 8-q)v Y '(8 ) - ,) I~ tf ~ -c/ 2 y' (a)da , 
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(5 . A-20) 
where y' (5) is the streng th of the vortex she e t a t any point o n t he 
blade cho rd and is a continuous ra ther th an a d i s cre t e vo rt ex 
distribution . The usual conventio n o f y' (s ) pos it i ve f o r cloc k-
wis e c frcula tion is revers ed he re s o tha t posi t f ve c i rcul a t i on 
(counterc lockwise) induces forc e s whi ch produc e t o rque i n the 
direction of blade rotation. The following o! xpress l ons for the 
normal forc e on the blad e pe r unit s pan, t he l i f t and moment can 
be derived from Eqn. (5 .0\- 20) (Fi g . 5.A . 4 illus tra t es ): 
H -
and L- F . 
n 
a nd L - F 
n 
JCl2 -.I 
_cl 2 dliJ 
j C/2 -.I 
_cI 2 [V B-q] lJ y' (s)ds 
J:CI 2 y' (s)dsds, 
r cl 2 
-/ J _cI2s [V S-q] v,...' (s)ds 
(5.A-21) 
( 5 .A-22 ) 
(5.A- 23) 
:Iumerical integ r a tion o f [ qns . (5 .A- 2 l) a nel (5 . 0\- 22 ) fo li o" from 
t he fact tha t fo r t he chosen vo rt ex mode l, ~ t r (' n r. th of " {I i sc re t c 
vo rtex l oca t ed a t the 1/4 po int o f the lth c ho rd ser,nlent l s r ive n 
by Y 
i 
v 1 d 8 1 ' whe re 
l56 
, /Si+l 
y -i y' (a)d8/" 8 i 
si 
exp resses the average vortex strengtK over the segment . [Vs-q]v 
has been assumed constant over the s egment. 
~lind Turbine Power: The torque developed by the wind turbine 
is equal to the moment of the blade aerodynaruic forces about the 
( ~ ,..,) origin. Positive torque is in the direction of rotation, 
clockwise as seen f rom above the turbine: 
!l et) - R[L sin(9 -,) - Dcos(S -.)] . (5.A-24) 
Since potent ial flow analysis neglects viscous effects, drag 
data i s s upplied from experimental sources or is calculated hy 
some oth e r method. 
A powe r input to the turbine results from applyinR a moment to 
t he b l ade ' s pitching axis which maintai!1s the blade at zero incidenc e 
to Vn. Fur thermore , energy mU9t be added to overcome the resulting 
aerodynamic rea c tion . The tota l power input t 
p et) - [A(t ) + ;. (t)] H(t), (5.A-25) 
is s ubtracted from t he use ful ra t e o f wo rking , 
lI (t) - '" Q ( t) , (5.A- 26) 
t o obtain the ne t ra te of wind ene rgy ex trac t i on , 
F. (t) - IJ (t) - P(t) . (5 . A-27) 
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Fig. 5.A.1. Geometry of inertial and noninertial coordinate systems. 
y C EDm'vQm:X 
II CONTROL. POINT 
CAMBER LINE 
Fig. 5.A.2. Vortex distribution on the cambered surface . 
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ComberUne 
Control POINT 
Fig. S.A.l . Position vecto r s o f s hed vortex and 
control pOint on the camber l 1tne. 
L 
• ,D 
CAM~ER ~. 
LINE 
y 
fig. 5.1\.4. The result",nt of Fn ;In" the nose suction force. 
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6. VAT TEST MODEL 
The results of the theoretical calculations, performed as 
described in sections 4 and 5 of this report, indicate several 
important characteristics of a vertical axis wind turbine. First, 
the results were very sensitive to changes in values of airfoil 
drag . and therefore, airfoil roughness and Reynolds number. In 
addition, the block.age factor used in the strip theory of section 
4 had an important influence on the perfonaance of the device. 
Consideration of these results suggested that a small-scale wind 
tunnel teat of such a turbine would not allow proper simulation 
of airfoil drag at operational Reynolds nUlllber, could probably not 
al.w.ate actual airfoil roughness, and would result 1n an uncertain 
correction to the test results due to the wind tunnel blockage 
fa c tor. 
Thus , it was decided tha t II larger scale I!1Odel Ahould be 
developed t o be t ested in the ambient natural wind . Thill concept 
would aaiu.imi%e t he a bove-cuent i oned problems, and has 80me additional 
advantages. Co rrelat ion with t heoretical results will be much Dlre 
meaningful. thus allowing mor e dependence on the theory in future 
design pa r ilJlleter s t udies. The test model ,,1.11 allow developll8nt of 
practical system compone n ts , such 88 thos e used 1n the control 
.ystem, and for safe t y de vices . The res ulting test model will be a 
flexible . mult i-purpose lest hed allowing c ommon instrumentation 
for various design and configuration changes . Finally, the tes t 
model will hasten prog r ess towa rd a pr ac ti ca l fu l l -scale wind energy 
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conversion system, and will a l low more accurate evaluation of costs 
and ac tual power output obtained over a period of time. 
However, a natural-wind operated model has the recognized 
disadvantages of somewhat higher cost than small models, and also 
that its operation must be subjected to a natural wind where the 
velocity, direction, and steadiness are not controllable . It is 
felt that averaging data should resolve these problems to an 
acceptable degree, and that, on balance, such a test model is much 
preferab 1e to a small scale wind tunnel model. 
Sections 6 1 through 6 .5 of this report describe the progress 
made to date in the design and construction of the WVU vertical 
axis wind turbine tes t model. 
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6 . 1 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
Introduction 
This report section discusses lhe configuration selected for 
the turbine test l1IOdel, and the planned schedule of use with blades 
of both conventional and circulation controlled airf011s. Aer~-
dynamic and centrifugal blade loads are evaluated, and a cost 
estimate and anticipated power output 1s given. 
Configuration 
To assure the earliest possible operation of tht? test mod,·":". 
the configuration shown in Fig . 6.1.1 was selected. A two bladed 
machine is being used. with provisions to allow for easy future 
addition of blades, and chauges of parameters such as blade length 
and machine radius. The main shaft 1s supported by two combln-
ation radial and axial thrust bearings housed in a steel cylinder. 
This cylinder is supported by eight steel angles which rest on 
steel pads. The pads are supported above the roof of a small 
building, as shown in Fig. 6.1.1. The top of the main shaft is 
attached to a bearing which is connected to three guy wires 
equally s paced around the bearing and attached to three support 
poles located about 10m (3J ft) from the building. The steel 
angles fo r m the primary support system, while the guy wires are a 
safe t y fea ture which should be valuable In case of rotor vibration. 
Selection of the building 8S a site allows the It;tstrumentatlon 
(sec tion 6.2) to be located inside the building; a main rotor 
shaft extens i on passes down through the roof of the building and 
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to the instrumentation below (Fig. 6.1.2). Measurements of the 
wind uniformity at the rotor location above the building will be 
made as part of an intensive site wind measurement program. Thus, 
any nonuniformities in the wind will be taken into account during 
the evaluation of the rotor performance. 
The initial rotor consists of two of the conventional airfoil 
blades described in section 6.4 of this report. Blades are 3.25 .. 
(lO'S") in length, and the rotor diameter is 3.05 .. (10 ft). The 
rotor bottom is located about 2.44m (8 ft) above the building roof. 
The blades a re supported by two struts from the main shaft. which 
turns with the blades. A mechanism will be provided to IIflip" the 
blades to the two operating attitudes required for improved operation 
(see sec tion 4); the blades may also be operated with a constant 
a ttitude , i.e . , a Darrieus rotor arrangement. After operating 
exper ience and data Is obtained for this configuration, blades 
utili z in g c ircula tion control a irfoils will be installed for testing. 
The power o utput o f s uch a device will, of co urse, var y with 
the exac t confi guration a nd wind conditions. The expected power i s 
on the o ·:oe r of 0.5 KW with a wind o f 6m/s (19.7 ft/ s ). Electrical 
e 
powe r o utput is f r om an a lterna t o r loca ted ins ide the building, 
with powe r fed into a r es i s t a nce l oad bank. 
information as presented i n sections 6.3 al.d 6.4 of thi s r eport 
is necessary for a comp l ete ana l ysis of the blad e and s haft loads . 
For the initial rotor configuration p r e vio us l y described , the 
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i nert ial blade l oads d ue t o centrifuga l fo r ce s will he seve r al times 
t he blade ae r odynamic loads. Fr om nond i mens ional f o r ce da t a presented 
in Fig . 6.3 . 8 , a value for bl ade aerodynamic f orce of 22.6 kg /m 
(15 . 2 l b/ft) of span i s ob t ained for a " ind veloci t y of 6 m/s (19. 7 
ft /s ) a nd a tip s peed t o wind s peed r a t io of 6. Fo r t he same 
ope r ating condi tion a nd t he co nventiona l ai rfo il o f sect ion 6 .4 , 
the cen t r ifugal blade fo r c e (machine diameter of 3 . 05m (1 0 ft » will 
be 167 kg/m (11 2 l b / f t) o f s pan . Thus the centrifugal f o r ce i s 
abou t 7 . 4 time s as grea t a s the aerod ynamic force, a nd wi l l be the 
predomina nt des i gn factor . 
Frvm Fig. 6 . 3 . 9 it c a n be cal c ula ted t hat the maximum shaf t 
l oads f o r t he same opera ting c ondi tion wil l be on the order of 
28 . 70 kg 1m (19.3 I b/f t ) of shaf t leng th. I n practice , t here wi l l 
a lso be some cen t rifugal shaf t fo r ce due t o rotor unba l anc e . but 
t h i s c an be min imized by p r o pe r design and i nit ia l rotor balancing . 
The re s ult o f havin~ much lar ger c e ntri f ugal f o r c e s tha n 
ae rodynamic fo rces, as shown in these calcula tions , emphasizes the 
impo r tance o f poss i ble machine operation a t l ower ro t a t ional 
speeds. As sta t ed in s e c tion 4 . the ci rcula tion controlled airfo il 
design sho,,",s promise of e f fi c i e nt ope ra t i on at t hese lower r o t a tional 
speeds: the r efore, t he ent i r e s tructural p roblem would be g r eatly 
"impl ified . This is especia ' ly impo rtant f o r large radiu s machines. 
Costs 
At this stage of development , no def in i t e cos t s can be es t a b-
lished for various sized ver t ical ax is TJ'ind mac hines. 
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However. the cost of the test model itself, using the two conven-
tional a irfoils as blades, has been determined during its cons truction . 
Table 6 . 1-1 summarizes the costs. The costs do not include the 
research-type instrumentation unique t o the test model, but do include 
the alterna tor required to generate power and the control s ystem 
r e quired to program the blade flip. Several items included in this 
cost analysis were availa ble without cost, such as the a l ternator 
and conventional airfoil bla des; purchase cost s have been estimated 
and included in the analysi s . 
Several items should be cons i dered when reviewing the cost 
analys i s. The test mode l i s a s ingula r unit, a nd no economy could 
be a tta ined by using mass- p r oduc tion techniques. The t e st mode l 
1s a r esearch machine, and so in many i n s t a nce s the ma chine i s 
overd esigne d i n the s ense tha t pa rt s we r e fa br ica t e d t o provide 
vers at i li t y a nd la r ge safety fa c t o r s so that various t e s t s can be 
perfo rmed in t he fu t ure. Also , i n order t o expedi t e cons tr uction , 
many items were pu r c ha CJed from ve ndors whert! minimum time delays 
would occur, a nd , t he r efore, no t ne c e s sa rily a t the lowes t po s s ible 
cos t . Some extra cos t s were inc urred due t o t he site (building 
r oof a nd s urr ound ing t erra in ) se l ec t ed , ,,,h ich co ul d be minimized 
with other s i tes. 
For the t es t model t the cost i s es t imated t o i nc r ease to 
about $6000 with the circulation cont r ol l ed blades and support ing 
system. This system is c urren t l y being des i gned. The power ou t pu t 
is expected to i ncrease signific'lntly wi th thi s modif i ca t ion . Fr om 
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Fig. 1. 2 and Table I-I of this report, it is seen that the costs 
are on the order of those of the smaller machines shown, especially 
if larprovememe.nts from design optimization and mass production 
techniques are to be considered. While any such coat figures must 
be considered extremely tentative at this time, it 1s interesting 
to note that this first estimate is relatively near the costs for 
other machines having similar output. Also, from the ERDA 
sponsored study of the McDonnell Giromill design (Fig. 1. 2), it is 
estimated that large machines of this general type will be 
competative with horizontal axis turbines in Initial cost per 
kilovatt. 
In future work on this project at West Virginia University t 
considerable emphasis will be put on inproving the cost analysis, 
with design optimization and other cost-cutting techniques to be 
considered. 
FlA. 6.1.1. VAT test model. 
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TABLE 6 . 1-1 
VAT TEST Jt)OEL COST SUHIIARY 
Item ~ Labor !!!!!! % o f To tal 
Support Stand 486 638 $1124 23% 
Rotor and Blades 908 712 1680 33 
Guy Wire System 492 181 673 14 
Power Generating System 
and Control System 1073 280 1353 26 
Assembly and Painting 33 160 193 
TOTALS $2992 $1991 $4983 100% 
% of Total 60 40 100% 
Fl~. 6.1.2 . r.enerat o r. sta rter motor. and inst rumentation/controls . 
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6.2 INSTRUHF.NTATION AND CONTROL 
Introduction 
Thi s section outlines the ins trumentation and methods to be 
used to measure the performance characteristics of the teat model 
articulated blade vertical axis wind machine while operatln~ in 
the ambient natural wind . The system 1s designed to give real 
time data acquisition and reduction. and also provides automatic 
control of the blade articulation (blade "flip" ) under changing 
wind conditions. 
Wind mac hine performance is u8ua11y measured by the relatlon-
s hip between the power coefficient. C-!, . given by 
p 
i./v .. .1A (6.2-1) 
whe re 
P is the wind machine output power t 
.I' is t he ai r dens ity , 
If., is the free s tre am wind velocity, and 
A is the pr ojec t e d area of the wind machine, 
And the tip .peerl ra t io (TSR ) given by 
rSR = wR/V"" (6.2 - 2) 
where W 1s the machine angular velocity . and 
R 18 the r adius of the wi nd mac hi ne . 
The wlnd machine power can be calcu l a te d by 
(6 . 2- ) 
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where r is the torque output of the machine . 
In order to calculate C.,. and TSR. the following quantities must 
be measured: 
1. Wind machine angular velocity. 
2. Wind machine torque . 
). The wind velocity. 
4. The air temperature. 
5. The ai r pressure . 
In the s ystem described here, the angular velocity, torque, wind 
ve locity, and air temperature are measured automatically, and the 
air (barometric) pressure is measured manually. A block diagram 
of t he s ys tem i s shown in Fig . 6.2.1. A data acquisiton/reduction 
system is used which is shown in Fie . 6.2.2; a block diagraru of this 
gene ra l purpose system i s shown in Fig. 6 . 2 .3 . The interface to 
t hi s data o'\cquis 1 tion/reduction sy s tem i s the wind machine control 
box , s hown on Fi~. 6.2 : 1 and pictured in Fig. 6. 2 .4 . TIle au t o-
r.ta tlcall y meas ured quantities ar e transmitted in the fo rm of voltage 
si~Mls th rough the control box and t o t he Hew l e t t Packar d (liP) )480 
digi t al vo l tmete r. These s i gna l s a re then transmitted t o t he 
lIP 9810/\ compu t e r /cal cula t o r t hrough a couple r dev i ce . The fir 98l0A 
calculator i s equipped with the proper pro gr am to rece lve, reduce , 
and output the wind machine data. Onl y the barometric pressure l!i1 
entered manually by the operator. The t ypelo/rlter 1s the normal 
data output device , and the ofterator may also se l ect a graphical 
plot of the da t a. The typewriter output gives the fo l lo'''ln~ pnrnrleters: 
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l. Tip speed rat 10 ( rSR 
2. PO\Ie r coefficient ( C,. 
) . Power ( P 
4. Anr.uLlr velocity ( ...., ) 
5 . Torque ( ,., 
6. Free st r eam veloc ity , l ocat ion V .. , 
7. Free s tream velocity, loca tion V .. .. 
8 . tJ ind di rection at location 
9. Hind direction at location 
10. Air density ( ~ 
If the plotter has been selected . the graph shows Cf' VS. TSI!. 
dod each data point measu red is shown as a " + 'I 
Angular Velocity 
The angular velocity ( W ) of the wind machine is measured 
by a tachometer-generator which produces volts d . c . output per 
1000 rpm. TIle ~enerato r is cou;Jled to an extension of the wind 
machine shaft whic h Is on the ins trumentation packal\e (Fig. 6.2.5) 
located In t he butldln?, below t he machine . Part of this pac!<.-,se 
t urns wit h the angular ve locit y o f t he w:tnd machine , and a ru bbe r 
If 0 .. r in~ drive helt turns t he c<lchomcter-Eenerator . The generated 
signal pa~ses throu~h the con tro l box and i s filtered hy an R-C 
filte r wit h a time cons tant of about 1. S second s before heJn~ scnt 
to the HP )480 OV!'I . The ou t pu t voltar,e will be rel.::Jtetl to the 
an~ular velocit y ( W ) In radIan s / second hy 
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w= • V.., • G 
where y", is the generator output voltage and ~ 15 the drive 
pulley r atio. 
Torque 
It is anticipated that t he wind machine will he loaded with a n 
automotive type alterna tor . The t orqu e ( r' ) produced by the 
loaded machine will he measured hy a strain p'a~e load cell ( Fig. 6.2 .6) . 
The load cell is made of t ype 2024 -TJ aluminum with an ins ide 
diameter of 4.45 cm (1.75 in) and an outside diameter of 5.08 c~ 
(2.00 in) . Four JSO ohm st rain ~3~es a re l ocated on the cell in 
the form of a full bridg,e as shown in Fir,. 6.2. 7. Thc gar.es mounted 
in this confi Buratlon a re sens iti.ve t o torque and are insensitive to 
temperature, axia l l oad , and bending. 
The s train ~aCe bridge i s e xcited by a Brush model 13-4312-00 
D . C. bridge amplifier, which a l ~o amp lifies the s i gna l from the 
b ridge . The amplifler output i s connected to the UP )430 DVM 
throu Rh the control :'ox. 
The l oad ccll h:l s been ca lihrnt ed fo r the range of zero t o 
271.2 1·m (200 ft/lb) a nd was found to be l ' near (Fig. 6 . 2 .8). 
[0 U$e , the torqllc lO;1d ce ll will he l ocn t ed ahove the inst ru-
mentation fH\ckDAe 1I110 above t he a lternJ.to r be lt drive takeoff where 
th e nachine i q ~o;1lled. to tld~ po~t tion the cel l ro t nt es with the 
matn shnft . a nd t he lcaJ~ from the cel l nust pRS~ throu::th s lip 
r1n~8 whic h will be l oca ted inside of the power s lip rin ~ assembly 
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(Ftg. 6.2.5). Slip rinp,s for this use "tIl be a ten ring assel'lb ly 
suitable for strain gage level siy,nals. 
P lnd Velocitv 
The u ind velocity ( Y, ) will be measured at two locations 
near the r.tachine with cup type anemometers. The ;tnemometers are 
part of wind directlonhdnJ velocity ind (cators availably conaoer-
ciall y . T1te anet\Ometer generator produces a.n a.c. signal related 
to t he ~.,ind velocity. Th i .!iO 51p.nal i s conve rted to d.c. 1n the 
contro l hox hy (u11 \lave hrid~e rectifi e r circuit!l. After passing 
t h r our,h R-C filters ·,' itl : time con s tants of ahout 1.5 seconds. 
t ile s i Bnal s are sent to the DVM. 
:.1101'1 :11rect i('ln 
':"hc indicator unit s d (!scr ihcd in t ll(! p rev Ious spc tion 1,nve 
Vilnc type sens or s coupled to J'lotcnt fOlleterl. T!lc po tcntiQrletcr 
in t !u~ indicator ,-:1 11 he cormcc ted a q ,'I vo lt .1~f" cJlvhJE"r ,1nu s uprlied 
" it h 1("' v o lt !; from :1 7.cnc r rC :~ 1I1 ;1 t cl l ~ou rcC'. TI,,! t.r(nc.J ctfrcction 
i n . ! c:-, r ep.~ Mill f, p re 1.l t r!,! t o t h~ Olltl"ut vol t:1 ,C ( V. ) from the 
vo 1 t Ay,e d !vlder hy 
(6 . 2-4) 
where Vi Is the 911pr1 y volt nr,e to the divider, 0(. Is the angle 
in dc ·: rce ~. t lt r aug!1 u hLch the pocentio";le t t'! r nov("~, anll D is the 
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measured hy t : u~ !W~ ' amI the ratio V. / V~ is conputed . 
The air t~I:'~' t"'!: r:ltur l! ( T ) anti "r~ sHure ( 1- ) rlu s t i,e 
!:\casurt!d tn orller to calcul<lt~ the air density ( ~ ) froTl t he-
c~u:ltion of ~ tn te : 
(6.2-5) 
l~ t he r,as constant for air. The air pressure i s r.!c;lsure d 
mauunlly \,'L t 'l a barometer, ant! the value manually entereu into the: 
calculator. 
The air tCQ'peraturc is detcctec.1 p ith a thenlator probe 
, .hich is conncc t c~l in the J ~ate circuit of an N channel fi e lJ 
ef fect trrmsis t o r U SC'!.l t as an ,"1.r)plificr. The temperature si~1\al "Ofl 
t he .11pllflcr s u pply voltil ~e arr. ho t h recorde u by the DWI. 
T' a.! circult ,,"as c n lih r<1tcc.1 (F'i ~ . 6 .2. 9) a nd the re sults 
rc r re ~en t cci by t ' ... o s traight line~ for t C'11pc r a turr.s rrom r')0 r; to 
I.(,°e. . I' f~.'! cflnJ curvC' o ( t empcrature output vol t tl~c vs. ~:u!"fll y 
vo lt"",\! \':1", CI) U '. i ",ct!' I ::0 th fl t corr("ctions coul " he 11 1"1I1 ~ (or 
arti c ulat e \.· lt l. re s pec t to t he direc t ion or t :IC 'dud 1I.:l~ .:l st,'ulrl-
c lmnr,;cs "'~ ,1 runctlo n cor tl l'1C it is n(,ccs ~; 1 ry t (1 11.,kc p r o vl !; illlls 
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for control of the a rticulation posItion. 
The direction of the wind i s detect(>d hy :t vane type I: jll l! 
direction indicator connected to a tran~nltting sc l syn ( rif: . (, .2 . f) . 
The direction infornation (i.e., ""ind d i re r. tion) fs then tra m:rd ttc .l 
to a receiving ~eIR~," located unde r the tah1e of the hotton of t he 
instrumentation pack:tnc (F ig . 6.2.5) and t ... hlch i~ attachetl to the 
t able (1.e., fixed ""itla rc s;>cct to the r. rcl1nd) . nruS!l~ Arc a ttached 
to tile shaft of t! lC r ccclvlni, sc.lsyn , ... hicIt run on <1 COr.tJi1ut:1tor loc:1teo 
in tltc section of t he instrumenta tfon pac! . .:2C;e. th::t t r.tOve,-; p i t l. t !u:' t ... tnd 
direction. Uhen the ~dnrl llircct ! on clv\nr.e~ thr. ''''ru!;hs movc f., 'iuch :1 
:.''':' <1S to r.ener:1tc a sls:n:1l t" t he control 'lOX which caUSC!:I:on. :) f t,,"() 
r~lays to riel: ;md drive t he ' d od direction ,l rtvc T.lOtor (T;o i ~. 6.~ .5). 
The '1otor t s motion i~ such tlta:: t ' le v{ nd :1 11.n(' sectinn of t he instru-
mcnt:ation pllcl-.:n~ f" FloveR tn .,llnr. th .... "ruro"s .1nri cor.tr'1utntor ttrtd tllrll 
nff t ~p. motor. Th il= actinn ".('~ I'~ tIle. 1 : 1n~ .,1fn ~ ~c ct'('" nf' the 
ln~truncmtation jlackar.e in t l.e t1i.rcction of t!,e ~:ind . 
Since the wind direction chan!\c. rapidly in tiJole and !!lay 
oscillate about a fixed head in" it is necessary to include damping 
to prevent rapid seekinp, hy the alincment ~ystcl:l. TI le d ;:u:tpin ;- Is 
? rovided by R-C tir.le cons tants in t !lo:' control circuit. ;'1so. 
t he contr"l SystCM may be Jisaa leJ an,; opc T:tted manu:tlly to select 
any a rticula tion jlosltion ~.-i t :tout regard to t he wind dircction. 
nlc pO"/c r <1 IH1 .1rticul., tion infornat inn are sent up the Hind 
T"'3c:llne shaft h v a set of 5 pm,cr 511 ft rin:- :'> and onp commutator rin~ 
( 11ottonao.t rin~ in ~ i ~ . "' .:!.5). ThcBe rlnr,r. rotate wi t !l t!lC "rind 
wlch l:1~ ~h;:tf t and t :,e h ru~' l s " .. hich pOt'er t l em ;nnvp tlit h t he "lintl 1.1 ir~c-
t ~{) n . 
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V .A. T. IIlStaUllEllTATlON/CmnnL 5YSTlM 
Wl:1D T1J"l~E CO:;TlOL lOX 
'1,. 6 . 2.1 . Block dt."r •• of wind _chin. f.netrvaentat1on and controle. 
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6.3 II IND rlACllu;t BLADE /\lm SIIAFT LOM CAI.CULllTIO:rS 
Introduction 
A s tucJy was conducted to I1ctcrminc what aerodynamic forces would 
be present on the blades and the shaft of the proposed vertical axi!i 
wino machine. .\ computer program was written to do thi s and sample 
printout!; and resultn are presented here. 
Two load-calculatin~ proflrams exist: FNORP 1 and r:~r)~{r 2. 
F1iO!'..P calculates the lootds on a 2 position blade flip nachine. 
F~;O!U' c.:llculate~ loads on a m.Jchinc with const.3ntly varyln~ 
opti l.'UI.1 olatie attitude. These prograos are both inoJificatlons of 
earlier prO~rilr.1S which calculated only the machine efficie ncy. 
This report only contains a sample print outs for F~()~.r 2 s tnet! 
the f .:or.r 1 ou tput is similar. 
_nclature 
Hate : See fi g . 4. ) of section 4 of this report. 
r.nr,llsh Lettors 
c 
D 
F., 
'? 
L 
~ug 
Lift 
Chord 
Or ag 
f orce 
fo r ce 
Lift 
coefficient 
coefficient 
of hlade 
in x direc tion 
in direction 
Ric ~atio of raLilus of wind mach i ne to cho r ,j of blade 
V., Pr ee s tre a m velocity 
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~' c l a t lve ~1i n. 1 IIc l oci t y 
CdR/V. r .,t i o o r .1n ~:\ll ;lr ve l oci t y t o free s tre .. lm velocit y 
I. r E'cl- I.c t t l'! r s 
e .'.n · ~ l t:! o f h l :tt lc rot;, t ion Id tl: r espp.c t to free stream vch,\city 
Aic , Ic:l ~ lt y 
.' Il )'l c Ilc t "cl.!n '.' n :: l ~tn~1 c!io r ,1 line 
.\ n ~ ~ l C' CC [ loI\'! I!I1 'J rcl .1l1 tl raJ [ .. 1 line 
oC o 
T},c .,c rodi' ll ll" il: fo rce!!'O on .1 l.tnJc of t he t" lnd machine .... 'ere 
(6. J-I) 
111.\ thv f "fCC llo r :-!. 11 t o the h ladc c hord l s 
(6 .3- 2 ) 
TI1 ,,"':(' f' 'lu.lt i oll:-' c .m Lhl'n he \/ r (t Lc lI i n t e r ms of 11(t and dra t 
«(,. ) -3) 
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For co~puter calculation:; , hath sidl'S of the~e c'1u"tions \fere divided 
This }:avc t he nonuimenslona lized foms Hhich 
Here u~ ..... "tl to find t:,e ncrodynanic bl'1.de loac.ls per unit leor- th of 
jlladc ~pan. 
To uet~rmine the acrodynaolc load on the ,,,fnd machine shaft, 
the blade forces were first re~olved into cOPloonents parallel And 
perpendicular to the radial lines of t he tlachine (Fi~. 6 . 3.2). 
~lnce the perpendicular f orce ccmrollcnt produces only" torque 
about the shaft, just the rAdial force need be considered i n this 
analysis. 
Takin~ outward force~ on the shaft a8 positive, the radial 
force on the shaft c an be written from Fip, . 6.3.2 as 
(6 .3-5 ) 
Re~olvin p. this force into with-wind and cro~s-wind comp"ncn ts 
yields for the cross-wtnd force 
(6 . )-(, ) 
and for the vith-"' ino force 
«(,.3- 7) 
Tllcse equ a tion s ""e re nondimcnRlon,11ized hv dividLn~ by i /V.,a e 
fo r cotlculat ions on t lu.! computer. The actunl force on the shaft 
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JC'l'Cr.JS on the :-> U1':1 of t i l€! rad i31 forces f r or.l all hladcs, s o these 
1:1USt I,e .:ldtled anJ t he res ultant force on t he ~haft found. 
ri ~. 6.3. ) is a ~amp1e computer pri!l t out of thl! fOrC(!5 on t he 
hl<1d~s a nd sh.,ft for .. t \"O blauetl machine. Till! top set of rcsult:-; 
l is t nonc.1 i n cnsionOll v:llues for the furces on t:le h l~h.lcs . The 
ca l culrttion~ \Je re Jone for CVf! r y 5- of I.lade rotation (ror. 0- to 
3(- Clo • Tlle values of interes t \\'crc Vr.:: t. ( tlhich I: ; ~ . .. I V.. ), 
"TTl: ~.'I ~:n (fo rce s paral lel to t !ie ... dnd) t T.':: Tn r.J.A'}f-" ( forcc R 
" lon~ the l' lndo c ho r d ), anu NOR.:I.\L T() HLADE (forces nonl"l t o t he 
h L,de chord). ':lIe l o ..... e r result s .'lr(' no ndimensio nal force s on t he 
sh iJft. C.'l lcu i;:l t ions '·:e re tlone for hl"J~ rotOltlon Olng 1 '.!~ fron 0 -
to 1S0 0 l~ v inc n'~ents of 50. TIle printout li s t~; valuc ~. Cor tlt t' 
t · ... ·o fo rc e compon('n t s . ': TTI: 'f:::> ilIu l I,r.~nss t: r :i: • . 'lncl A1::0 t !.e nl .. ,~ nl­
tude ,lIld di rt'ct [on o f t ht' r esultant sh.1 ft forces. TIH' :';c ca lcul a -
tiol1~ 1.Jc r .! done for tlifferent v" lucs of ",,~/v., an(l RIC. ( WR.V1 
,1I1I.! R c.. r csl'cC'tive-ly on t he CO r.lI'utcr I~ rl"toll t !.ihcc t), 
~i .... \'e r.-:ll ~ : r"p il s ':C Tt' pr.: p.1 r t.·d fror:l t t.(' printouts fo r fo r ces 
on t' IC h L1dc .1 1ll1 rn r ccs on t he s h.,ft vs. tl .... n a cldnc h 1a ,!(' rotat Lon 
.1n s~ l c . ,\ 11 .:1rc for c,'st.'s o f no I O\l lug .1nJ opt 1 :.1UI,1 .c. . F i ns . 
. 1.4 .1 Ot I (" 1 . i .. r c for v.l 1l1es o f will V .. . ., .'loll R Ic.. . 1" Flr$. 
b .3. 6 il nd 6 .1.7 ,l rl' fu r wRlv.- . 
'. ""hI ~/'- . I'. ; ;, nd ri ~:l . 
'I . J . a; .llld (, . J. fl ar c f or w/l./ V .. .. :tnd Ric 4 I" Look in ;' 
It l" i t·s . li . }.!1 throll ~' ! L n . l . 7 t .. hi c:, h"v ' t he' s :lInc w ~ /VQlt valut;!s 
(If' I. hut dHfC' r f'rlt R/C. values of 10 :t"J 11. r C'sl'("c t[ vc l \" . It C,'l ll 
~(' n t h.1t t he- ru r v,''; ,Ire :11noo.; t tI 'e s a me- polnt for 1"'I0 1nt . Tld!oC 
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indicates the size of the wind machine has little effect on the 
nondiaensional shaft and blade forces caused by the aerodynamic 
loads. Comparing Figs. 6.3.4, 6.3.5, 6.3.8, and 6.3.9, which 
have the R/c.. values of 10, but different wR /Y .. values of 
4 and 6 respectively, it can be seen that the blade and shaft 
forces are a180st doubled at the higher rotational speed. 
Calculated results for several different machine sizes and 
operating conditions have been completed, and are being used in 
the design of the test model (section 6.1). 
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L 
L 
Fy (Normal To Blade) 
D 
Fx (Tangent To Blade) ~=.:.:~-~ 
Fir.. 6 .1 .1. Rl:ul c forc," vcctor5. 
Fy 
(With Wind) 
-J-___ ~F)l 
(Across Wind) 
II:) lLOWIIIC .. onDl1H AJ.rHAO 
'DATI" 
..... l.WlVl-
.. -
"HI! 
TlU."T' At'Al ALFAO At,. CO , 2 •• •• , . 0 . 050 15 280 ,. 14 0.050 
IS 280 ,. 
" 
0.050 
" 
279 
" 
14 0.050 
4> 
'" " 
14 ,),050 
" 
218 ,. 
" 
0 . 050 
" 
216 
" 
14 0.050 
" 
m 100 
" 
0 ,050 
" 
272 102 14 0 .050 
" 
2 •• 106 
"0 0 .040 
1" 2., 108 "0 0 , 040 us 2 •• 110 "0 0 . 040 
12S 261 112 lSO 0 . 040 
'" 
2., 11J lSO 0 .040 
'" 
261 11J "0 0 . 040 
1SS 260 
"' 
"0 0.040 
.., 2.0 11. lSO 0 . 040 
17 .> 2'0 m ]So 0.040 
18> 2', 113 lSO 0. 040 
'" 
2., 11J lSO 0 . 040 
20' ,.2 112 lSO 0 . 040 21' 2.2 112 3>0 0.040 
22S 2.3 111 lSO 0.040 
2lS 2 •• 110 lSO 0 . 040 ,., 
2" 108 ]SO 0.040 
m 2'7 107 ]S. 0 .04 0 
2.' 2., lOS ]SO 0 . 040 
17S 211 103 10 0 . 040 
'" 
273 101 
" 
0 .050 
'" '" 
100 
" 
0.050 
3D' 276 ,. 
" 
0 .050 m 277 
" " 
0 .050 
32S 278 ,. 14 0 . 05t) 
3J> 
'" 
,. 1. 0 . 050 
34S 279 
" 
1. 0.050 
", 279 
" 
1. 0 . 050 m- 0 . 6120 
THETA VlI'1 VI:m ACIOSS WtlGJ , 31.848 3 . 1911 
IS )7.]45 10.005 
" 
)4.77) 16 . 214 ]S )1. 122 21.860 4, 26. 604 26 . 802 
" 
Z1.t.jO ]0 . 917 
., U.907 14 . 108 
7S 9. 1 29 36.299 
S> 1 . 278 n .4 ]7 
" 
Z. 9S1 
- n. 751 
10' 11.1$7 
-41 .619 
'" 
17.975 
-lI . 555 
12S 24.041 
-34.3)9 13' 29.211 -29 .221 ,., 3).391 
-2l . 3I5 
1SS " . 482 -17 . 0U 
". ..434 - 10. 302 17> It.Z22 -l.U5 
.A- O, Z9999997I-01.ac_ 10.000000 
.Ie O.'ttH979E-OZ.f'OI.CI-t 
eL ,rr '/II:n WInl WIND .\ClOSS WIll) tAlI TO ltADE .,IIW, TO IUDI 
1.400 0 . 592 3 .99' 22 .109 1 .i14 -4.644 n .tO) 1.400 O. S65 3 ,880 20.188 5.40t 
-4 . 314 20 . 631 1.4CO 0. '25 1 .159 17.78) '.292 -4.106 19. 166 1 .400 0 .471 1 635 15 . 039 10.5]0 
-].3lt 11.101 1.400 0 ,402 ) . 501 12.106 12.1o, 
-l.nS 16.163 1 .400 0 . 1l9 3 .180 9 . Ul 1l.Ootz -].ll, 15.653 
1.400 0 . 220 3. 254 6.25) 13. 409 -].on 14.51] 1 . 400 0.101 1 . UI 1,.567 13.312 
-2.161 n.") 1 . 4CO 
-o.Ol O l .on 1.12' 12.lat -Z.6U 12.657 
-1 . 000 -0 .022 1 . 0)9 0.805 ·9,201 
... 1.241 
-9 . 160 
-1 .000 D .... l . lll 2. '41 -9. SU -1 . )23 
-9.764 
-1.000 0 .141 ).2S4 4 . 461 
-9. S82 
-1.402) 
-10 . '0) 
-1.000 0.21' 1.]80 6 . '26 -9 . ] 21 
-I.,]' -l1 . 32S 
-1.000 0 .277 ] .508 11.652 
-I.6S) 
-1 . 653 -12 . 20] 
- 1.000 0 .]2S ) . 6]S 10. 7H 
-1.'27 
-1.77' -ll . 10] 
-1.000 0 . 161 ) . 759 12 . 711 
-S.928 
-1.8" -14 . 014 
-1 . 000 0 . 391 ] . 1180 14 . 410 -) . 167 
-2 . 0n 
-14 . S]0 
-1.000 0 .409 )."8 15.803 
-1.311l 
-2.147 
-15 .no 
-1.000 0.417 4 . 11] 16 . 739 1 . 464 
-2.271 
-16.77 9 -1 .~ 0 .414 4.221 n . 1l7 4.596 
-2 ;401 
-17.721 
-loOM 0 . 399 4.]40 16. 990 7 . ~21 
-2 . S11 
- J8.631 
-1.000 0 . 169 4.451 16. 181 11 . ll0 
-2 .664 
-19.662 
-1.000 0.122 4 . 564 14.69S 14.696 
-2 .799 
-20 .659 
-.1..000 0 . 2'3 4 . 613 12. 5111 17.875 
-2 .9)5 
-2l.6lol 
-1 .000 0 . 160 4.779 9 . 6S4 20 . 699 
-] . 06' -22 . 647 
-1.000 0 . 0]9 4 . 1176 6.161 22 . 917 
-] . lts 
-U .S84 
-1.000 
-0 . 112 4 . 9" 2.UO 2 • • 5 .... 
-3.109 
-2' . 42$ 1.000 -0 .114 4 . 96) 2.146 
-24 . 549 " '.)07 24.426 1 . 400 0.082 4 . 377 8.619 
-32 . 177 
-6.910 32.589 1.400 0.250 4.779 ll . S07 -28.97) 
-6 . 6" 31.2?S ! . 400 0 . ]'0 4 . 174 11.514 
-n.!)!' 
-6 . 14' 29 . 933 1 . 400 0 . 475 4 . 564 20. 56.5 
-20.561 
-6 . 05) 28 . 548 1.400 0 . 540 4 . OS) 22 . 642 
-1.5.857 
-S . 761 27.170 1 . 400 0 . 581 4. )40 21 . 771 
-11.017 
-5 . 413 25 . 81S 1.400 0.601 4 . U7 24 . 004 
-6. 415 
-5 . 192 21). 488 1 .400 0 . 604 4.lll 2].4lt 
-2.0st 
... . 916 21 . 186 
MAC!ftnrD! DIlICltol:. 
]d . 996 85 .DoII 
lI.662 n . o.12 
)8 . 368 65.01.2 
18 . 114 55 . 0n2 
31.905 45 . 0nz 
n . 744 )S . Oul 
37.635 25 . 01') 
n . 5110 15 . 0(t) Pil · 6.3.3. eo.puter prlDtout of hl.de 
37.510 5 .0('3 
.nd .... ft 1.,.4. Prol.D. ]) . Ies U.5 . 0(4 
43.159 165 .0< 4 
42 . 539 U5.0U 
41 . 911 14.5 . OC4 
41.322 ll5.OC4 
40 . 765 U5.0U 
40.2" 115.0(15 
]f. 19l 
':1:881 11. 312 
a 
~ 
<l 
ld 
~ 
~ 
0 
lLJ 
N 
~ 
t 
§ For Op1irrun oc:; 0 No Blowing 
360 
e Force Normal 
To Blode 
Q Force Tangent 
To Blade 
'tR. '.l ... . :1cmdt..ndonal blAde farce" ••. hlad_ rot.t1~ .nde: RIC. IO.wI/V. ·4. 
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i 
50 
~ 
u.. 
c{ 
115 
~ 
w 
~ 
0 
w 
~ 
<J. -10 
~ (7\-20 
z 
~ -30 
' -40 ~ 
-50 
20 40 
For Optimun 0< 0 
No Blowing 
'" Force WilhWind 
e Force . 
IlGross Wind 
L 
a..AlE ROTATION Ar-a.E (9) IN DEGREES 
40 eo 120 160 00 240 2 
For Optirrul 0< 0 
NcI Blowing 
19S 
320 360 
(!) Flrn Tllllni 
TI BII'I 
s Flrel Nlrlllil 
TI Bldl 
20 40 
For Optimun 
No Blowing 
Pl~. 6 . 1 . 7 . ltnndtMndoMl ~h.(t fol'u. v • • hhde rotAtion ""r.le: RIC· 14. IoJ R/V ... 4. 
eForce 
With Wind 
s Force 
Across Wind 
For ()pIiml.l1 ~ 0 
No Blowing 
, ••• 6.1.1. 
ROTATOOANGLE (8) IN~~ES 
120 160 200 240 
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320 
G Fm. TnQ"! 
T. Bid. 
III Filet NIII.I 
T. BI ••• 
. 
x 
..... 
lL 
<I: 
I 
If) 
~ 
If) 
w 
~. 
l.L. 
0 
W 
N 
:J 
<I: 
Z 
0 ~-25 
w 
~ 
0 
§ 
20 40 
For Optirrum "" 0 
No Blowing 
60 00  100 120 140 160 
BLADE RO ATION ANGLE(/9l-DEGREES 
I:J Force 
With Wind 
o Force 
Across Wind 
F11· 6.l . 9. ItondiMnalonal .haft: forc •• ve. blade rotation and. : lie. lO,eJR/LI ... 6 . 
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6.4 CL'\/>E STRUCTUr.\L TC~TS 
Introduction 
The blaut! ~ whl ch \.tere Rclectcd for initlal opera.tion of the 
"anemone teat .. chine (section (, .1) were originally oa.nufactureJ 
for helicop ter \.lSI!. Since the orig inal uesign requir~TJents of the 
bladet» were not known, i t was ncct!ssary to experii'lcntally Jett!rmillc 
their allowaule. load levels before the panemonc Jcsir.n could proceed . 
TIle blaC::cs are sytiDlictrical ale foIls as sho\~"1\ in Fig. 6 . 4.1, and arc 
constructed of an unknown alloy of alumlnur.I with a mass of 208 J..~/m 
(1.4 Ib/ft) of span. For the c:ocpcrirLK!nt. ~ hlade \Jas supported as 
shown in fiR. 6.4.2. In use on the >lind machine, th" blade will be 
loaded approximately unHomly wit!. II cOl:1binat1on of aerodynamic 
and centrifur.al loads. The foll""' inr, experiment " as perforned to 
simu13te these load!l. 
Procedure 
First. the bl84.lc was exnmlned to check for nonunifotmities in the 
surfac~ and internal structure of the blade. hom the four blades 
.lvailahle to he used for "':hc t •• t .,.lone was selected that ""18 the 
nost rerresentative of the fnur. Since little was kno\'I'l ,]t th3t tlr.1e 
of the su?port de.l~n required for the "lades on the t •• t 8IIdol, a Atl!ll'le 
l ' n lfe-ed~e s urrort ~r .. nnr.ement was used (F1~ . 6.4.2), with supports 3.47 m 
(1)6.5 In) apart. In addition to cheek1n~ the center defleetion ot 
the blade, str3in waR determined from t,,'O opposing str3in gap,es 
IOC;He(: "'1i1 - t..·tlV het"een the hlAde supports on t he top and 
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hottor.l Rurfaces of the bla.de . This W.:lS to insure 3p'ainst possible 
p remature or unexpected failure . The loading proceeded as follo\~s : 
Srlall ba g s tilled ,·d th sand, each vith a pproximate ma.s of 6.35 k~ 
(14 l ll ), we re plac~J along the leng th of the blade (Fig. 6.4.3) . 
·: ltc \"lass of e.:lch bar, ~vas measureJ he fore placement on the blade; 
the bags ,,:ere numbered I to 14. n,e mass and it::. location froll1 
the blade cente r, along t4ith the deflection and strain [Eage re.:ldings, 
\o.'e r e rcconJeJ (Tab l e (t .4-1). After the blade .... ;u; loaded to ahout 
89 :.: n (l,) 6 11, ) it ,,,as allm4ed to s tand for 30 minutes to check for 
r ossih l .:! net ... l c ree p ('vhlch '-lotS found to be ner,li:;iJ:!lc). Then 
t J; .. : hlaJe '4as unlo.:1dco hy renovinr. the sandh"'r.!i in reverse loadinR 
order to c heck for l)o!H;ihlc hy~ teresis effect (none Has found). 
~csult~.EnJ C91!'£l:.u..!!.iE.~ 
The' loading vill tles u s ed Jurinp, the cxper!r.\cnt \Jere u:;ed to cal-
culate t i ll~ bl.1de hemUng ntoraf.!nts. The strain readinp,s Indicate u 
t ha t no a ppa rl!nt y lelJ1ng tool' rlflce at the htghc~t s tre s!'] location 
(t he c~ntr..r pnin t n td-~JOly hetwec n tht' sup rorts) and thus the 
lt l otd e could h.'lve , · f t hs tnod hi ~her load~. The~c re sult s can he 
fo und t ahulate d in Tnl.1C! 6. 4- IJ. 
I t is ohvinus fron t llcse results an,1 de flection s that strut s or 
c:th l p !-' upports are goin~: to he neccs ~ary for the bl :uJc to , ... 1 t hstand 
t il"" ·.d ncI n olcldne i n\:: rtlal load!; wtth rca~on .... h le LI:lde ticflcctJons . 
Ti ll" teat 1'IOdIl's n .... x i mu"l opcr:at iC'n<ll rotat 10n;\1 specll "'il1 he 
t!c t l' rr' i nc<: takJ nr the ;lat .l obtained i nto ",ccount. T!u:- maximum allow-
a~ lc r,l,' y He ll he a fun c tton of the t!c~ i ~n o f t 'lC ~ d ad e flip ncchOln ism , 
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and not only tlC!.pendent on the yield s trenGt h of the hlade 9tructure. 
TIle cxperir,lcntal tlata obtained will be us ctl to calculate deflections 
and strains for proposed blade attachment cOi1fi~.urations by calcu-
l:.t in<:-; 3 n effective blade modulus-inerti a pnrarlCter for URe in 
uc :;t..~n c:a. lculations. 
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' ro. of 
nags 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1) 
12 
11 
10 
9 
3 
7 
6 
1 
o 
TABLE 6.4- 1 
EXPtRun::ITAL LOADING DATA 
Top at rain s.ge n In c01:lpr ... lon 
Ilotte .. strain Sage #2 In tension 
Inc:r_nul 
"I.8a Added 
(lba., 
0 
14.12 
15.12 
13.75 
14.0 
15 . 0 
15.0 
14.7!; 
15.0 
15.0 
14.62 
12.23 
14.62 
13.5 
14.0 
13.5 
14.62 
12 .25 
14.62 
15.0 
15 .0 
14.75 
15 . 0 
15.0 
14.0 
13.75 
15.12 
14.12 
0 
Calle U 
~ Strain 
0 
150 
)01 
417 
530 
621 
736 
302 
864 
888 
9(){, 
1074 
1253 
1376 
no? 
13S? 
1264 
1090 
934 
no 
8?3 
325 
756 
630 
545 
417 
298 
143 
? 
0 
150 
309 
422 
537 
628 
721 
784 
841 
866 
883 
1026 
1194 
1313 
1436 
1327 
1209 
1042 
902 
885 
862 
ooe 
742 
643 
54 5 
43~ 
318 
163 
19 
202 
Deflection 
(ina.) 
9.S 
9.5 
9.1 
8.8 
S.5 
8.2 
7.9 
7.7 
7.55 
7.50 
7.40 
7.10 
6.70 
6.35 
6.00 
6.30 
6.60 
7.00 
7.35 
7.40 
7.50 
7.70 
7 .90 
H.2 0 
a .50 
8. 80 
9.111 
Q.50 
9.8 
Position 
t to Load 
0 
+ 6.0 
-
6.0 
+ 16.5 
- 17.0 
+ 28.0 
- 28.0 
+ 39.0 
- 39.0 
+ 52.0 
- 52.0 
+ 6.0 
-
6./l 
+ 16.5 
- 17.0 
+ 16.5 
-
6./l 
+ 6 . 0 
- 52.0 
+ :;2.0 
- 39.0 
+ 3?O 
- 28.0 
+ 28.0 
- 17.0 
+ 16.5 
-
(,.0 
+ 6 . 0 
I) 
Deflection 
True 
(in.) 
.0 
.) 
.7 
1.0 
1.) 
1.6 
1.9 
2.1 
2.15 
2.30 
2.4 
2.7 
3.1 
3.45 
3.8 
3.5 
3.2 
2.5 
2.45 
2.40 
2.30 
2.10 
1.90 
1.60 
1.30 
1.00 
0.70 
0.10 
0.00 
TA&I.E n.4-Il 
EXPEU" tlITAL L(w)lNG RESULTS 
Incre~ntal txperlncntal Load 
i':O . of :~a~. Add"d Deflection "foMent 
nails (lbs. ) , (ins.) (in-lb. ) 
0 0 .0 0 
1 14.12 .3 439.5 
2 15.12 .7 910.0 
3 13.75 1.0 12n5.0 
4 14.~ 1.3 1623.7 
5 15.iJ 1.6 1925 . 6 
6 15. :> 1.9 2226.6 
7 14 . 75 2.1 2/.42.0 
8 15.0 2.15 2660.6 
9 15.0 2.30 2782.5 
10 14.62 2.40 2901.() 
11 12.25 2.7 3282.() 
12 14.62 3.1 3736.7 
13 13.5 3.45 4()86./) 
14 14.0 3.8 5351.1') 
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Expcrir.lcnta 1 
Strnin AvcraJ;c 
at t (loin.) 
0 
150 
305 
420 
533 
625 
728 
n3 
853 
877 
895 
1050 
1224 
1344 
1477 
O, 174m 
6.85 in 
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Maximum Thickness = O.027m. (I.06in: 
15.5% Thick Symmetrical Airfoil 
Maxirn.rn Thickness at 30% Chord 
~
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6 .5. Roro;: nfS [r.:1 A;;.\LYS!5 
..!!:!!.-r:.oduc t i.£!! 
This section cont;'lins the structural design analysis for t he 
t est ood e l rotor, as de~lcted in 't'ig. 6 .1.1. /I. con~erv;t tive 
s tructural design approilch was selected in order that th e rotor 
c onfiguration could he w tr1 ecl in future tests \>dth minimmr. dr.si ~n 
chan~es . The test rotor <:In:l lyzcJ here us es hl.,de~ w:Jth the symmetri-
enl "tirfo tl sec tion shown t:l Pi ... . ( . .tl.l . Th ... rotor 1.1111 he extensively 
instrurr,e nteci ,,,1th st rain ~nlwf's ;"1nd 10nol cells i n ortier to veorify 
t he cn l cu L, tcd s tresses on the bl:tclc'5, s truts, and In the CAbles. 
I.o.,d .!!.'l,.!!~r._lad~ 
A uni for m ou tuarct 10<\(1 on the blade is r.ssumed, consistinp, of 
the ac rc lllyn<lr:l1c InaJs " nu ccntrlfu~al force. rlofO struts are 
a tt ached to t he ro tating slt~ft and p<lch b lilde. The att.1chmcnts of 
eh '=. s trut s to tile hlndes .1re throur,h the housings of sclf-ali~nin~ 
be" rinps . The uniforn load on 3 hlarle iR eiven by the followin~ 
.Gu~tlon (see rig . C.5 . 1 ): 
(6.5-1) 
where 
II 
- the unifom land per unit span, 
t he n.-lSS of th~ b l~Je per unit Sp<lll t 
L 
- the 11ft per unit 6.H," , 
~ 
-
tI le tl rilg per unit span, 
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!{ • the radiu:c; of the rotor t 
~, • the angle between relative wind velocity and the centrifugal force, 
and 
W _ the rotational speed. 
Substituting the values of the lift and the drag in [qn. (6.5-1) 
gives 
t-lhere 
.I' D the density of ;lir at sea level, 
V rel- the relative! wind velocity, 
C ~ the i engtn of chord of blade, 
CL - the 1 ~ ft coefficient, and 
C:J - t he drab coefficient. 
Divldinr. Eqn. (6.5-2) by 1/2.1'V; e gives 
1/2 ./v .. 2e - :; (~_R) 2 ~ + ( ::el) 2 (CL ain 0( 1 - Co c080«1)' 
where 1J .. . wind velocity. As the blO!des r o tate, the value of t his 
nondimensional uniform load fluctl:ates. The mAximwn value o f this 
l oad is ohtalned from the compute r printout of the values of the 
exp r ession on the right ha nd side of Fqn. (6.5-3) (see section 6 . 3). 
[aeh hlade , as shmm in Fig . G.5.2 , is s ubjected to the uniform 
load ing II. The b lad e itself is supported between the two se lf-al1gn-
"inc; bearinFts whose housings .:t r e att.:t ched to the ou ter ends of the 
stru t s. To a ppl y a t ens ile l oad S alonn t he blade, its ends a re 
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(6.5-3) 
,Jtto'ldu~..! to a n ir.clille.1 cable as show11 In Fir.. 6.5.2 . .\ppropriate. 
tension is i1i> ~1 ieJ to the ;; ~ cables. 
Ti u:! 5elr-a li ~nln ;' he.1 rinrs <.It the enlls oC t:IC f:>lade provide 
supports w!llch arc cquivalent tn Sl ;:lph! supports. This is confirl'!Jed 
Ly cnmparln~~ the J e Clcction obta l ned by .:t pplyin~ a concentrated loau 
at the midt.l1e or t he hl;llle slI;J!lorte,1 I)y hcarin~s '"ith the theoret1.c<tl 
deflection. ,\t t'1~ mhl-point of tl't' bl.artc, bracin~ is provided b ~' 
att " el ' fo p ~ cahle betto/ct! n the blarie :tnrl the sh<tft. l.Jith this 
"rran~CRent ;In(l he:trin ':.~s t.!e howe a 1)eam continuoul;ly supported on 
tl !Te e si~!",le sup!10rts. The followinp. t,YO cases of 10i\din~ are 
con!=) !tlereJ: 
(a) r.olltinuou:=; BC.1iM with a Combined Loading of Uniform Lateral nnel 
Lo n!! itudJn-.l Tensile Loads. 
7hi :=; cont iruou!; beana is statically redundOlnt . Assu"'in~ that the 
moment at old-s upport is redundant, the followine, equation is derived 
f o r the cleflection at ilny point betlo/cen one end amI the mid-point of 
t he blade : 
"1-1..,,4 _ ~ (COShU (1 - 2'" ) _ 1) + V22 T' (1 -'1') 
16 EI V cosh V 
-( - x/t. 
"0 
+-
112 
Jh t· 
sinh 2 V" 
sinh 2 II 
• thC" tcns Ue load alonr. thp b lfJ,le, 
(6.5-4) 
• t he fY'Onent of incrtia of the h 1:ute ... bout o1n axis normal to thc 
s trut. 
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F. == Young t 5 1'\od1.111.15, 
and 
1 1 V - -vr tanh II 
"0 - 1 
coth 211 - 2tf 
(6.5-5) 
The redundant f'lOT'lent ~t the rr!.i«..I-point of the blo1dc is riven bv 
(6.5-6) 
where" is " non dimensional coefficients, .0/4 Thls itself l. 
the max iMum hcmding mOI'1ent rC(luircci to r.alculate the :tllo,,,able stress 
in the blade . rqns. (6.5-4) throur.h (6.5-(,) are use,\ for calculatinr. 
the deflections and thc 5tres5e5 ",hen an axial load 5 is ;'Ipplie d. 
lJhen the <\xi;tl load is zero, the follow1n:; case is conslclcn~ . l: 
(b) Blade Loaded "Hh only Uniform l.:tternl Load. 
For this case the deflection at any ~iven point, "( • x/l. is 
~iven by 
(6.5-7) 
The m.:, ximum deflection occurs ilt .., - ".42 for which the above 
equation Is rE":duccd to 
(6.5-8) 
The maximum bendin r. r.tor.tent in this case I!!; equ:ll to '10 ~ l '~ - , and 
.) 
the value of .., is equal to 0.125 . 
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calculation of Allowable Wind Velocity, Load and Deflection of the 
The maximum stress in the blade is given by the following 
equation: 
(6.5-9) 
where e is the distance between the extreme fiber and the neutral 
axis of the blade. 2 :Tot1ng th:lt !fo • ." WI , for the uniform load t-.' 
the following equation is obtained: 
r.u:: I? W • -""""2;:==-=--
"r. dnot O • 
(6.5-10) 
For e •• 0127 m (.5 in.), I
z 
•• 562 x 10-7 m4 (.135 in.4), and 
I . 1.6002 m (63.0 in.), the above equation is simplified to 
-6 
W (M/.) • 1.728 X 10 rr-
..,.iD ~ 0 ." (6.5-11) 
If Lo is substituted for the maximum value of the right hand side of 
Eqn. (6.5-3). the uniform load H (per unit span) is obtained from 
!I • 1/2" C L V; 
o 
(6.5-12) 
ForOlR/V,. 6 and C •• 1728 m (.567 ft.) and" • 1.2256 kg/ .. 3 
(.002378 s lug/tt 3), 11 - ~4.43 V;', or 
V .. (./.) • ';S4~43 (6.5-13) 
The I:1aximum deflection can be computed fro", Eqna. (/\.5-4) And (6.5-7). 
TIle w1.ximlJn deflection occurs at 'Y • 0.42. Fore.JR!V .... 6 and for an 
alloH.ble tensile stress of 17.238 x 11)7 Nlm2 (25 ksi) in th~ b13de. 
the rnaxlr.\Ur.\ deflection, '-lind velocity, and unifoTTll load on the blotde 
are computed. They arc given as £0110\0/5 : 
5 .., 
n (lb) il/m (lb/in) m/s (ft/sec) m (in . ) 
o (0) 0.125 2406 (13.74 ) 6.648 (21. ~ l) .1)147 (.5R) 
4448 (1000) 0.1182 2476 (14.41) 6.nl (n.n5) .1)137 ( . 54) 
8896 (2000) 0 . 1123 2497 (14.26) 6. 771 (~2 . 27. ) .~l10 (.Jl) 
r.oncluslons 
It may be concluded that the selected structural configuration 
(Fi o' 6 . 5.2) will allow testing ~t tip speed r~tios of 6 or less at 
\o."11\U velocities of about 6.7 m/s (15 re.ph/22 fp::;) \odth acceptable 
blade stress levels and deflections. Tension (5) applied to the 
inclined cables (from the blade Ups to the shaft) results i n lower 
blade deflections and higher allo""able \lind velocities. and t there-
fore. higher rotor rotational speeds. 
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SHAFT" 
L 
v. 
Fig. 6.5 . 1. Forces on the blade. 
t + t + 
BLADE 
/ 
+ I 
~----~------~---~----~~ 
CABLE_ ARM_ 
--.:----t-
w 
Fig. 6.5.2 . Rotor blade And a .. ociated structure. 
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7 • CONCLUS IONS 
Based on the results of preU.inary theoretical analys .. of 
both the vortex concentrator and the vertical axi. wind .. chinea, 
it is concluded that both concepta show prom.e of ~ing rather 
efficient wind energy conversion devices. A strip theory analysis 
of the circulation controlled vertical axis turbine and a turbine 
witb conventional blade. as airfoils shows that the circulation 
controlled device can reach efficiencies at least as high as those 
for the conventional bladed turbine. Efficiencies for both typ". 
are of the same order as those for "conventional" horizontal axis 
rotor-type wind turbine •• and IIOre eXAct theory and expert_ntal 
results could possibly re.ult in efficiencies higher than those of 
horizontal axis turbines a Furthermore, these efficiencies are 
reached at a lover rotational speed. thereby considerably reduc.inR 
the blade centrifugal forcea. The vortex concentrator device 
could result In about a five fold concentration ill ~nergy. allOWing 
considerable reduction in rotor (turbine) dia.ter and allowing 
higher rotor operating speeds . 
Additional work is required to develop the theories to a deRree 
80 that they can be used a8 reliable performance estlutore and 
tools in optimization of deaiRRs . F.xperi_ntal verifications of the 
theories are required. Due to uncertainties in dAta which would 
result from suU-scale wind tunnel teats of the vertical axis 
device, a larger scale test turbine which can be tested in the 
natural wind is highly desirable, and has been con.tructed . In 
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.ddiUon, the cost. and econoalc. of the two i nnovaUve design • 
• ust be further invesUgated to in.ure compe t itiveness with other 
types of wind energy conversion systems. 
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8. RECottHENDATIONS 
It 18 reco_nded that conUnuing .ffort b •• xpanded to dlov 
IIIOre thorough evaluaUon. of both circulation controll.d v.rtic.l 
axl. turbines and vortex concentrator devic.... A8 .,re accurate 
theory 18 developed, and a. larger .cale t •• t data b.c_ ..... U.bl., 
great.r ellphasi •• hould he plac.d on opUalzeUon of d.d ..... nd 
IlIOn deta iled eati_tea of _chine capital and oparat1oll8l co.t •• 
It should be r.aliz.d that coapared to "conv.nUonal" hori-
zontal axis wind turbines, both the vertical axi. turbine and the 
vortex concentrator are in their infancy, and a continuing r •••• rch 
and development prograa viII be n.ce •• ary if the full potential. of 
these innovative wind energy conv.raion .y.t ... are to b. r.alized . 
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